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ABSTRACT 
Sequence Stratigraphy of the Middle Cambrian Marj um Formation: 
Response of Sedimentary Facies and Biota to 
Sea-level Fluctuations 
by 
Douglas D. Smith, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2007 
Major Professor : Dr. W. David Liddell 
Department: Geology 
Ill 
Research on the Marj um Form ation provides insight into facies transitions in the 
House Range embayment of southwestern Utah during the Middle Cambrian . Sections of 
the Marjum Formation and equivalents were measured in strata representing shallow-
(Drum Mountains), intermediate- (Wheeler Amphitheater) , and deep-ramp (Marjum 
Pass) environments. This traverse across the embayment reveals strong litho- and 
biofacies changes . The Drum Mountains strata (343 m thick) are dominated by thick-
bedded shallow-water limestone facies containing polymerid trilobites and stromatolites . 
The Wheeler Amphitheater locality (392 m thick) provides an example of intermediate 
deposits between deep-water and shallow-water environments and is characterized by 
limestone and subordinate shale facies containing polymerid and agnostid trilobites , 
brachiopods, and sponge spicules. The Marj um Pass locality ( 424 m thick) contains 
equal parts shale and limestone facies with abundant fossils that include polymerid and 
agnostid trilobites, sponge spicules and soft bodied algae, representing deep-water 
environments. 
Migration of litho- and biofacies observed within Marjum Formation sections 
across the embayment shows carbonate ramp build-up and progradation from the Drum 
Mountains to the Swasey Peak, Wheeler Amphitheater area. Lateral migration of deep-
water shale and rhythmite-producing turbidite facies can also be observed on a larger 
timescale from the Drum Mountains, during the early Bolaspidella time (Wheeler 
Formation deposits), to the Marjum Pass area (Marjum Formation deposits) by late 
Bolaspidella time. 
The Marjum Formation records two, third order shoaling-upward sequences. 
Fourth, fifth, and higher-frequency (rhythmite) cycles superimposed on these third order 
sequences can also be identified within the formation and are best preserved within the 
relatively deep-water deposits at Marjum Pass. 
IV 
Identification of sampled trilobites allowed correlation of known fauna! turnovers 
found by Robison and Vorwald with observed strata and systems tracts from this study. 
Stratigraphic locations of trilobite fauna! turnovers were found to be associated with 
transgressive systems tracts in the Drum Mountains and Marjum Pass localities. Fauna! 
turnover associated with significant sea-level events within these systems tracts suggests 
change in water depth altered the local environment forcing extinction and/or migration 
of organisms. Peak values of total organic carbon (TOC) at each measured section were 
also found to have a close relationship with maximum flooding zones . Associations of 
V 
peak TOC values and fauna! turnovers with significant sea-level events demonstrate the 
value of these tools for correlation across the embayment. 
(171 pages) 
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INTRODUCTION 
During mid-Middle Cambrian time, northeast-trending normal faulting in an 
isolated region along the Cordilleran passive margin resulted in the creation of an 
embayment ("House Range embayment"; Rees, 1986). Much of the Middle and Upper 
Cambrian strata of western-central Utah were deposited in this asymmetric half graben. 
The Marj um and its equivalents, the Pierson Cove Formation and lower Trippe 
Limestone, consist of - 300-400 m thick deposits, representing shallow carbonate ramp 
(in the northeast) to deep-marine environments (to the southwest, reaching into parts of 
Nevada; Fig . 1). Outcrops of the Marj um Formation and equivalents are located in the 
Drum Mountains and House Range of west-central Utah and the Snake Range (Rees, 
1986) of east-central Nevada. Tertiary block faulting combined with an arid environment 
has resulted in excellent exposure, enabling high-resolution stratigraphic analysis. 
The purpose of this project is to characterize and correlate facies architecture and 
fauna! distributions in the Middle Cambrian Marjurn Formation across a broad 
paleobathymetric setting and to determine sedimentologic and biotic responses to 
fluctuations in sea level of various rates and magnitudes. 
Due to the relative dearth of research performed on the Marj um Formation, there 
is great opportunity to explore correlations between facies and faunal changes due to 
variations in sea level within the cratonic embayment. This research also contributes to 
our knowledge of the House Range embayment depositional history by extending 
research performed by Rees ( 1986), on basin evolution, Elrick and Snider (2002) on the 
Marjum Formation, and Langenburg (2003) on the Wheeler Formation. Also the 
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Figure I . A) Non-palinspastic map view of the House Range embayment. The dotted line 
represents approximate location of the Cambrian shoreline. B) North-south cross-section 
of embayment illustrating interpreted progradation of the carbonate ramp from early 
Bolaspidella to late Bolaspidella time, (adapted from Elrick and Snider, 2002). Note: slope 
of ramp is greatly exaggerated. DM=Drum Mountains; nHR=northem House Range; 
cHR=central House Range ; sH R=sout hern House Range; WW=Wah Wah Range; S=Snake 
Range; sSC=southern Schell Creek Range. See Figure 4 for details on locations of study. 
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relationship between formation and sequence boundaries are not well understood and this 
project will provide an opportunity to clarify them. In addition, this study provides a 
view of the processes involved within the evolution of an embayment in a Cambrian 
passive-margin setting ; from an initial carbonate ramp (e.g. Wheeler Formation) to a later 
prograding , distally steepened, carbonate ramp (e.g. upper Marjum Formation). A further 
understanding of the controls on biostratigraphy, lithofacies distribution, and migration of 
deposits (representing potential source rocks) over time within the Marjum Formation 
will aid in developing improved hydrocarbon exploration models and enhance production 
in locations with similar characteristics. 
GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND 
Geologic Setting 
During the Late Precambrian , rifting in North America formed a north-south 
trending sinuous edge to the western continental margin (Stewart and Suczek, 1977). 
Following rifting , thermal contraction and subsidence of the crust in combination with 
siliciclastic deposition over a broad area created a continental shelf where shallow-water 
carbonate deposition began (Stewart and Suczek, 1977; Rees , 1986). By Middle 
EAALY BOUSPrOfLU. 
N 
MDOO BOU51'/DELJ.A 
D MIDDLE CARBONATE BELT 
OUTER DETRITAL 
BELT 
Figure 2. Two lithofacies maps, taken from a series of maps produced by Robison 
(1962), showing the evolution of the embayment and its associated facies belts from 
the mid- to late-Middle Cambrian. The inner detrital belt is not represented within 
this figure but would border the east side of the middle carbonate belt. DM=Drum 
Mountains; FS=Fish Springs Range ; HR=House Range ; SR=Snake Range ; WW=Wah 
Wah Range ; sSC=southern Schell Creek Range. 
Cambrian time a substantial carbonate belt had formed on the central shelf as one of three 
major facies belts (Hintze , 1988; Stokes, 1988). The modern orientation of the shoreline 
(Fig. 1) associated with these facies belts (Fig. 2) trends approximately north-south along 
the eastern border of Utah to central Arizona (Stewart and Suczek, 1977). 
4 
5 
Sometime during the mid-Middle Cambrian, coincident with the beginning of 
Swasey Limestone deposition (Fig. 1), shallow-water carbonate depositional patterns 
were disrupted by the formation of a cratonic embayment (Rees, 1986). The formation 
and evolution of this embayment (Fig . 1), created new depositional and ecological 
environments that housed new facies and a diverse fauna. The ramp of the embayment 
was formed by the down-thrown block of a northeast-trending normal fault, which 
extended from west-central Utah to Nevada (Fig. 1 ). The basin deepened and widened as 
it extended westward , having dimensions of 120 km from north to south and 400 km 
from east to west (Rees, 1986). The carbonate ramp became distally steepened and 
eventually filled the embayment near the end of Cambrian time. Thereafter, shallow-
marine deposition resumed along the passive margin (Elrick and Snider, 2002) . 
Lithology 
The Marjum Formation was originally described by Walcott (1908) as "gray to 
dark, more or less thin-bedded , arenaceous limestone ." Although it is described in more 
detail today, the original type section defined by Walcott (1908) as the "cliffs on the 
south side of Marj um Pass, House Range, Utah," is still used . A somewhat more detailed 
lithologic description of the Marj um Formation at its type locality was presented by 
Robison (1962), and is still generally accepted as, "60 percent thin-bedded, fine-grained, 
silty limestone, and about 38 percent shale and mudstone." He continued describing the 
remaining 2 percent of the formation as intraformational flat-pebble conglomerates, thin 
algal biostromes, and other miscellaneous lithologies. A new detailed description of the 
Marjum Formation facies at this location is provided by Elrick and Snider (2002), who 
state that it is "composed of five deep-water facies: limestone-argillaceous limestone 
rhythmites; shale; thin carbonate mud mounds; bioturbated limestone; and cross-bedded 
limestone ." 
Stratigraphy 
At the type locality, the Marjum Formation lies conformably between limestone 
and shale facies of the Wheeler Formation and the overlying Weeks Limestone (Fig. 3). 
Although Walcott (1908) first described the Marjum Formation, he did not define the 
formation boundaries. The boundaries were originally defined at the type location by 
Robison (1962), where the lower contact with the Wheeler Formation is "marked by 
fairly sharp lithologic changes from shale to limestone ." This transition can be identified 
by the first appearance of a limestone cliff at Marj um Pass (Robison, 1962; Rees , 1986; 
Hintze, 1988). Langenburg (2003) more specifically defined the lower boundary as the 
contact between a carbonate intraclastic conglomerate and an overlying black fissile 
shale, located 190 m above the Swasey Limestone . Langenburg interpreted this contact 
as a marine flooding surface between a highstand systems tract (HST) of the upper 
Wheeler Formation and the overlying transgressive systems tract (TST). Although the 
stratigraphic location of these boundaries remains the same, this study has found the 
intraclastic conglomerate to be a large displaced block from above and the actual contact 
is represented by bioturbated calcisiltite overlain by black fissile shale. 
Robison (1962) describes the upper contact of the Marj um Formation with the 
Weeks Limestone to be "at the top of the cliffs south of Marj um Pass." He described this 
contact to be where bedding surfaces of "limestone with alternating 4-inch beds of 
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brownish dark-gray, and 1-4 inch beds of medium-gray silty limestone" become less 
tightly cemented. This causes the Marjum Formation to be expressed as cliffs rather than 
as slopes (slopes represent the Weeks Formation above). In other locations, such as the 
Fish Springs Range, Wah Wah Mountains (Hintze and Robison, 1975), and the Drum 
Mountains (Dommer, 1980), the Marjum Formation equivalent is represented by the 
Pierson Cove Formation and the lower member of the Trippe Limestone. It is underlain 
by Wheeler Formation or its equivalent, the Eye of the Needle Formation (Hintze and 
Robison, 1975). The Marjum Formation lies within the Sauk II sub-sequence, which 
began in the upper Middle Cambrian. It also encompasses the majority of the 
Bolaspidella (polymerid trilobites) assemblage zone (Fig. 3). 
Two polymerid trilobite subzones and three agnostid trilobite zones were 
identified within the Marjum Formation by Robison (1962). The polymerid subzones are 
Bolaspidella fimbriatus, found in the lower half, and Bolaspidella contracta, present in 
the upper half. The three agnostid zones are Ptychagnostus atavus (lower third), 
Ptychagnostus punctuosus (middle), and Lejopyge calva (upper fourth; Fig . 3). 
Previous Work 
A substantial portion of our knowledge pertaining to the Marjum Formation has 
been produced by research conducted by Richard Robison and his students in the l 960-
70s and early 1980s, respectively. In his dissertation (1962), Robison was the first to 
describe, in detail, the lithology of the Marj um Formation. His greatest contribution was 
most likely that of providing a greater understanding of fossiliferous successions in not 
only the Marj um Formation, but also the Lower to Middle Cambrian strata of western-
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North America. This was, in part, accomplished in his doctoral research (1962), in which 
he collected and described a total of 53 species of marine fauna, including trilobites, 
pelmatozoans, mollusks, and porifera. In the process he discovered 3 new genera and 21 
species of trilobites and one species of pelmatozoan. These discoveries, in combination 
with other research (Robison, 1960, 1962, 1976, 1991; Hintze and Robison, 1975), 
provided a rich biostratigraphic database for this research. 
Research conducted by Rees ( 1986) described the formation of the House Range 
embayment, which exerted an important control on deposition and fauna! types in the 
Cambrian system of west-central Utah. Her research (1986) also included a general 
facies and stratigraphic analysis of at least 14 locations within the embayment. Three of 
these locations were also used for this research: Marjum Pass, Wheeler Amphitheater, 
and Drum Mountains (Fig . 1 ). 
Within each locality many stratigraphic intervals of the Marj um Formation 
present lithologic facies stacked in a unique pattern. An excellent example of this is the 
- 4 cm thick alternating beds of limestone and dolomitic argillaceous limestone that 
characterize the -80 m cliffs at the top of Marj um Pass. One of the first to recognize the 
implications of this pattern of deposition was J. L. Wilson (1969) who named the 
phenomenon "rhythmite". Currently, two main hypotheses have been proposed in 
published works to explain the development of these rhythmites; they are depositional 
(Elrick and Hinnov, 2007) and diagenetic (Munnecke and Samtleben, 1996; Westphal et 
al., 2000). The depositional model suggests rhythmites form as a result of repetitive 
changes in sediment input, whereas the diagenetic model proposes they forn1 as a result 
of calcareous material being redistributed by diagenetic processes. 
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Additional studies applicable to this research include Liddell et al. ( 1997), 
Westfield and Liddell (2005), Schneider (2000), Langenburg (2003), Snider (1999), and 
Elrick and Snider (2002). Liddell et al. ( 1997) worked on the Spence Shale Member of 
the Langston Formation , northern Utah and southern Idaho that was deposited in the early 
Middle Cambrian, prior to Marjum Formation deposition. Their studies utilized the 
diverse fossil content , trilobites in particular, of the Spence Shale strata to detennine 
sedimentation rates and interpret systems tracts within sequences . Their work has been 
important, as similar methods were undertaken for this study. Westfield and Liddell 
(2005) studied the changes in microbial communities (stromatolites) at the Marjum-
Wheeler Formation boundary within the Drum Mountains. 
Schneider (2000) performed research on the Wheeler Formation, the unit that 
underlies the Marjum Formation (Fig . 3). His studies involved field analyses in the Drum 
Mountains , insoluble residue and insoluble organic carbon analyses, and X-ray 
diffraction to identify fourth and fifth order cycles and the controlling factors of 
deposition within the shallowest environment of the embayment. He found twenty, fifth 
order cycles packaged within three, fourth order cycles; all of which are encompassed by 
one , third order cycle. Although he found evidence of tectonically-controlled deposition 
for only one cycle type (fifth order), he concluded that deposition was principally 
controlled by sea level. 
Langenburg (2003) refined Schneider's work (2000) on the Wheeler Formation in 
the Drum Mountains and extended it by adding another area of study at Marj um Pass. 
Langenburg measured sections of the Wheeler Formation and utilized total organic 
carbon content (TOC), stable carbon isotopes, and biostratigraphic markers as 
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intrabasinal correlation tools to study of high-frequency (fourth and fifth order) cycles, or 
parasequences, in the Wheeler Formation . Among her findings (2003), she concluded 
that the Wheeler Formation was deposited within a single third order sequence . Both 
Schneider (2000) and Langenburg (2003) correlated the third order sequence boundaries 
with their interpreted formation boundaries . Langenburg also concluded that small-scale 
cycles found in the proximal (Drum Mountains) to distal (Marj um Pass) portions of the 
ramp are directly related as a result of small-scale eustatic changes in sea level. 
Perhaps most relevant to this research , is work performed on the Marjum 
Formation by Snider (1999) as a master's thesis that was later published (Elrick and 
Snider, 2002). Elrick and Snider's research was largely based on the upper Marjum 
Formation in one area , the central House Range. They hypothesized that this area 
represents the deepest part of the embayment. From outcrop characteristics, Elrick and 
Snider found the Marj um Formation to consist of five main rhythmite facies that could be 
organized into parasequences 1.5-30 m thick, representing 14-270 ka . Further, they 
determined that mud-mound development was a function of deep-water detrital carbonate 
input. Regional stratigraphic relationships found within coeval strata in the nearby Wah 
Wah Range and southern Great Basin led them to conclude that sea-level fluctuations 
played a major role in the degree of detrital carbonate input. 
The main emphasis of their research, however, was to measure and analyze 8180 
and 813C variability in rhythmites, mud mounds, and stromatactoid cement, in 
combination with insoluble residue and TOC measurements, to establish mud mound 
origin and the constraints on their formation. They concluded that Marjum Formation 
mud mounds formed in deep water during times of decreased detrital carbonate 
sedimentation in response to high-frequency sea-level rises (Elrick and Snider, 2002). 
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METHODS 
Location of Study Area 
The Marjum Formation and its equivalents (Pierson Cove Formation and lower 
Trippe Limestone) are well exposed in parts of the Fish Springs Range, Drum Mountains, 
Snake Range, Cherry Creek Mountains, Wah Wah Mountains, and throughout the House 
Range. From these areas , three locations (Fig. 4) were selected for measuring section, 
recording detailed unit descriptions, and sampling. These localities (Drum Mountains, 
northern House Range, and central House Range; see Fig. 1, B), represent the shallow- to 
deep-water environments that existed across the embayment. The Drum Mountains 
section was measured within sections 17 (southwest comer), 19, and 20 of the Lady Laird 
Peak and Drum Mountains Well quadrangles, Millard County , Utah (Fig. 5). The 
Wheeler Amphitheater section, found in the northern House Range , was measured in the 
northwest quadrant of the Marj um Pass quadrangle, Millard County, Utah (Fig. 6) . 
Measured section in the central House Range (Marjum Pass) was taken at Marjum Pass in 
section 18 of the Marjum Pass (southern edge) and Notch Peak quadrangles , Millard 
County , Utah (Fig . 7). 
Field Methods 
Due to faulting, poor exposure, landslides, or a combination thereof, composite 
sections were measured in all three areas. Offsets in measured sections were made by 
following or identifying marker beds from one location to another. In the Wheeler 
Amphitheater and Marj um Pass sections, areas of significant faulting were carefully 
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noted and necessary corrections in lithologic thickness were made. Stratigraphic 
thickness was measured using a 1.5 m Jacob's staff and a Brunton compass. GPS 
coordinates and spray paint were used to mark significant locations in each section and 
later utilized for stratigraphic reference. 
Unit descriptions were obtained using a linear transect method down to centimeter 
scale and included outcrop characteristics such as bedding, weathering profiles, and 
lithologic descriptions and transitions. Lithologic descriptions comprise rock-name, 
color, composition, grain-size, grain-type, texture, resistance to weathering, and any other 
characteristics that were useful to this study. Rock names were determined using 
Dunham's (1962) classification scheme with modifications for coarse-grained limestone 
(such as rudstone: essentially a packstone with clasts >2 mm in size) from Embry and 
Klovan (1971). Two additional terms, calcisiltite (Carozzi, 1989) and shale were also 
used for rock names. Calcisiltite is a term that refers to carbonate rocks containing up to 
10% silt-sized components (Carozzi, 1989). Due to recognizable differences in the shale 
facies at Marj um Pass , two basic categories were created on the basis of carbonate 
content. These shales were identified as either calcareous or non-calcareous, as indicated 
by their resistance to erosion; calcareous shale being more resistant, eroding into plates or 
chips, while non-calcareous shale is more recessive, very fissile, and often weathered to 
clay. Where applicable, colors were recorded using a GSA Rock-Color Chart (1995). 
Droser and Bottjer's (1986) ichnofabric index was used to quantify the degree of 
bioturbation. Sedimentary structures were noted and fossils (body or trace) were 
collected, noting the type or degree of their preservation. 
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Identification of cycles began in the field (and was finalized in lab using digitized 
stratigraphic columns) by paying special attention to lithologic contrasts presented in 
outcrop. In this study the word parasequence will be used synonymously with meter-scale 
cycles. Fourth and fifth order cycles, or parasequences were identified by their 
characteristics as "relatively conformable succession(s) of genetically related beds or 
bedsets bounded by flooding surfaces or their correlative surfaces" (Van Wagoner , 1985). 
Fourth order cycles represent a group of individual, meter-scale, shallowing-upward (fifth 
order) cycles that are bounded by flooding surfaces. These individual cycles were 
identified in the field by identifying deeper-water facies superimposed by shallower-
water facies . Interpretation of third order cycles, which consist of fourth and fifth order 
parasequences, was accomplished by recognizing large-scale individual cycles that 
charact erized accommodation creation and destruction (Emery and Myers , 1996). 
Sequence boundaries were interpreted in the field by recognizing the stratigraphic 
locations where shallow facies deposits are significantly overlain by deeper -water facies. 
An important sedimentary structure often related to sequence boundaries is hardgrounds . 
These irregular, highly burrowed, and often condensed surfaces represent a significant 
marine-flooding event where little to no deposition has occurred for a period of time 
(Emery and Myers, 1996). 
Systems tracts and their boundaries were also identified in the field and refined in 
lab by a number of observations including cycle stacking patterns, lithologic 
characteristics, sedimentary structures, fossil content, and TOC content. 
A stratified transect method was used for obtaining samples utilized for 
supplementing field descriptions of lithofacies, TOC analysis, thin sections, and trilobite 
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identification. Samples were obtained from locations within lithologies or cycles of 
importance. Trenching was often required to obtain fresh samples in covered intervals. 
In order to obtain as accurate results as possible special care was taken to avoid fractures, 
calcite veins, and weathering rinds while collecting samples for TOC analyses (e.g., 
Dehler et al., 2005). 
Laboratory methods 
Petrographic Analysis. Twenty-three thin sections were prepared from hand 
samples. Billets were cut from hand samples in the rock lab at Utah State University and 
sent out for mounting and staining through Wagner Petrographics in Lindon, Utah. All 
thin sections were stained with a single solution of Alizarin red S and potassium 
ferricyanide to distinguish calcite from dolomite , and to identify the presence of iron 
within them . Petrographic analysis was performed using an Olympus BH-2 polarizing 
microscope. The analysis was performed to identify and understand important 
microfacies and to augment lithologic descriptions. Grain-size , grain-type, and estimated 
abundance in proportion to cement, matrix, and porosity were recorded as well as 
sedimentary structures and fossils . 
Geochemical Analyses. Seventy-six whole rock samples were analyzed for 
insoluble-organic carbon or total organic carbon (TOC). Samples were prepared and 
analyzed through Petroleum Systems Inc. by Baseline Revolution Analytical Laboratories 
in Shenandoah, Texas. TOC analysis was performed using the Rock-Eval/TOC method. 
This analysis begins with 100 mg of ground whole rock sample pyrolyzed at 300°C for 3-
4 minutes, followed by a second programmed pyrolysis heating the sample at 25°C/min 
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to 600°C. Both stages of pyrolysis are performed in a helium atmosphere. During each 
procedure a flame ionization detector (FID) senses any organic compounds generated 
(Peters, 1986). Standard calibration and replicates are performed in accordance with 
standard industry criteria . Using computer software, the measured intensity of organic 
compounds given off is plotted against temperature (on the x-axis) creating 4 distinctive 
peaks . Calculations made from these peaks result in the analytical outcome or TOC value 
for each sample (Jarvie, 1991) . 
Selected whole rock samples from the Marjurn Pass locality were tested for total 
insoluble residue (wt. % IR). This analysis was accomplished by reacting -50 g of 
powdered sample with 0.2M HCI. Acid was continually added until all CaCO 3 was 
removed (i.e. the sample ceased to effervesce). The remaining sample was subsequently 
drained and rinsed with distilled water three times and dried in an oven for 8 hours at 
l l0 °C. Weight percent insoluble residue was determined by the ratio of initial and final 
weights. 
Paleontological Analysis. Body and trace fossils collected while measuring 
section were labeled and organized into four categories: shelly, trace, polymerid, and 
agnostid. Genus and species identification were accomplished with the aid of Richard 
Robison, Lloyd Gunther, Val Gunther, and referencing several publications on Cambrian 
fauna of the Western United States (Robison, 1964, 1971; Gunther and Gunther, 1981; 
Rigby et al., 1997) . A Wild Heerbrugg binocular microscope was used to observe 
detailed characteristics of fossil specimens. 
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RESULTS 
Marjum Formation data are presented from shallow- (ramp) to deep-water (basin) 
environments of the House Range embayment, (i.e . from the Drum Mountains to 
Wheeler Amphitheater to Marjum Pass). Detailed stratigraphic columns and thin-section 
descriptions can be found in Appendices C and B, respectively. Descriptions of 
lithofacies are presented in Table 1 and a depositional model showing the general 
location of lithofacies on the carbonate ramp is illustrated in Figure 8. 
Drum Mountains 
Lithofacies. Outcrop of the Pierson Cove Formation and overlying (lower 
member) Trippe Limestone (Marjum equivalents) within the Drum Mountains are 
carbonate-facies dominate . They are predominantly composed of three lithofacies : thick-
bedded calcisiltite, oolitic packstone/wackestone, and dolostone. Subordinate facies 
include shale, argillaceous limestone, stromatolite boundstone, and limestone-dominated 
rhythmite . Intense burrowing, with a bioturbation index (BI; Droser and Bottjer, 1986) of 
up to 5, is common within all facies except shale . Bed thickness within carbonate facies 
generally increases up-section and to the north. In contrast, the shale facies show a 
general decrease in thickness up-section, and laterally to the north from 10 to 1 m in a 
kilometer's distance. 
Total Organic Carbon Analysis. TOC values for the Drum Mountains (Table A-
l) range from 0.01 wt.% to 0.14 wt.% . The mean value is 0.04 ± 0.0012 wt.% . There 
are three distinctive peaks recorded, the highest is within the shale facies. These peaks 
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Table 1. Description of lithofacies present in measured sections of the Marj um 
Formation and its equivalents. Water depths are estimated using Rees (1986), Bond et 
al. (1989), Tucker and Wright (1990), and field observations . 
Marjum Formation Facies 
Environ me-
ntal Setting 
Lithofacies Description and 
Estimated 
Water Depth 
Shale Slope forming; very fissile, papery, chippy, or platy, poorly Basinal 
indurated; black, light to dark gray, light brown, dusky red, and -30-60 m 
pale green fresh; weathers to various colors including black, 
light to dark gray, light brown, dusky brown, and dark red 
brown; often grades into argillaceous lime mudstone or 
calcisiltite; little to no bioturbation; contains articulated and 
disarticulated agnostid trilobites, sponge spicules, organic 
matter (algae); may also contain calcite or calcareous 
concretions that nucleate around burrows or agnostid trilobites. 
Calcareous Slope forming; chippy to platy, well indurated; dark gray and Basinal 
Shale black fresh; weathers light to dark gray, black, brownish gray, -30 m 
and light brown; often grades into argillaceous lime mudstone 
or calcisiltite; little to no bioturbation; articulated and some 
disarticulated agnostid trilobites, sponge spicules, organic 
matter (algae), horizontal burrows; sparse polymerid trilobites, 
carpoids, and inarticulate brachiopods; may contain calcareous 
nodules that nucleate around burrows. 
Limestone- Slope forming; very thin to thin beds ofrhythmically Outer Ramp 
Shale alternating (calcareous) shale and laminar, undulose to rippled, - 20-30 
Rhythmite or rare cross-stratified calcisiltite or argillaceous limestone; 
may contain nodular limestone, calcareous concretions, or 
calcite concretions; fresh and weathered colors reflect those of 
their individual respective facies; surfaces weather to light 
brown; contains sparse disarticulate trilobites, sponge spicules, 
and inarticulate brachiopods. 
Carbonate Cliff forming; medium and dark gray to black fresh; weathers Outer Ramp 
Mud Mound medium gray and light brown gray; associated with limestone- -20 
dominated rhythmites. 
Limestone- Cliff, ledge, and slope forming; laminated to massive laterally Outer Ramp 
dominated continuous, alternating thin beds of laminar to rippled -15-20m 
Rhythmite calcisiltite or lime mudstone and (more or less mottled) 
dolomitic argillaceous limestone; lime mudstone /calcisiltite is 
light gray, dark gray and black fresh; weathers light to dark 
gray; dolomitic argillaceous limestone is medium to dark gray, 
moderate yellowish brown, dusky to very dark red fresh; 
weathers light to dark gray, dusky red, moderate yellowish 
brown, and purple gray. May be associated with carbonate 
mud mounds. 
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Argillaceous Ledge to slope forming; laminated to massive; thin bedded; Mid-Outer 
Limestone generally recessive; calcisiltite or carbonate mudstone; medium Ramp 
to dark gray and black fresh; weathers light to dark gray, - 15-30m 
parting surfaces are commonly light brown. Often associated 
with limestone-shale and limestone-dominated rhythmites . 
Calcisiltite Cliff and ledge forming; peloidal; very fine to fine crystalline Mid-Outer 
carbonate siltstone; laminated to massive, very thin to medium Ramp 
bedded; various degrees of mottling; medium to dark gray -15-30 m 
fresh; weathers very light to dark gray; some dune and ripple 
cross-stratification, stylolites common; may be nodular, rubbly, 
or contain limestone concretions; parting surfaces ( often light 
brown) commonly contain articulated to disarticulated agnostid 
and polymerid trilobites, inarticulate brachiopods, and sponge 
spicules. 
Wackestone Cliff, ledge, and slope forming; laminated to massive; thin to Mid Ramp 
/Packstone very thick bedded; light to dark gray fresh; weathers light to -5-20 m 
and medium gray and yellowish-brown gray; some ripple and dune 
Rudstone cross-stratification stylolites common; sometimes intensely 
bioturbated and mottled; > 10% grains with carbonate mud; 
grain sizes range from fine silt to cobble; grain types consist of 
peloids, ooids, oncoids, intraclasts, eocrinoids, and 
disarticulated agnostid and polymerid trilobites. Sometimes 
associated with carbonate boundstone. 
Grainstone Ledge forming; cross-stratified; coarsely crystalline; light gray Shallow 
fresh; weathers light gray; grain size ranges from medium to Ramp 
course; grain types are peloids or intraclasts. -1-10 m 
Carbonate Cliff and ledge forming ; medium and dark gray to black fresh; Shallow 
Boundstone weathers medium gray and light brown gray; structures include Ramp 
algal mat, branching, columnar, or domal stromatolites, and - 0-5 m 
stylolites. Often associated with packstone. 
Dolostone Cliff and ledge forming; massive , medium to very thick Peritidal or 
bedded; medium to course crystalline; light to dark gray fresh; post-
weathers light brownish gray to brownish gray; generally d eposi ti on al 
heavily burrowed; birdseye and stylolites are common, some diagenesis 
hummocky cross stratification , ripple cross stratification, dune 
cross stratification, and algal mat. Some contacts are very 
irregular. 
Limestone-shale Rhythmite: 
Outer Ramp - 20-30 m 
Carbonate Mud Mound: 
S.L. 
/ 
Shallow Ramp - 0-5 m 
Oute,;p - 20 m 
Carbonate (stromatolite) Bound/tone : / 
Grainstone : Basinal - 30-60 m 
Shallow Ramp - 1-10 m 
Wacke-packs tone: 
Mid Ramp - 5-20 m 
Calcisiltite : 
Mid-Outer Ramp - 15-30 m 
Argillaceous Limestone: 
Mid-Outer Ramp - 15-20 m 
Limestone-dominated Rhythmite: 
Outer Ramp - 20-30 rn 
Figure 8. Depositional model for carbonate ramp lithofacies (from Table I) during Marj um Formation deposition. Lithofacies 
may shift laterally as they respond to fluctuations in sea level. 
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occur at 9.3 m (0.14 wt. %), 31.9 m (0.09 wt. %), and 69 m (0.08 wt.%) from base of 
section . Due to dolomitic alteration, no data could be obtained between 70 m and 289 m 
of the section. Plotting TOC values vs. stratigraphic height reveals that the highest values 
are concentrated at the base and decrease up section (Fig . 9). 
Paleontology. Fossil appearances at the Drum Mountains locality are 
concentrated within the lower 80 m of the formation . These occurrences mainly consist 
of polymerid trilobites and skeletal debris with sparse inarticulate brachiopods . 
Petrographic analysis shows the presence of Girvanella (at 16.8 m), a blue-green algae or 
cyanobacterium (Fig. 10). Only one identifiable species of trilobite was found and 
collected while measuring section at the Drum Mountains locality . This species of 
polymerid , Asaphiscus wheeleri, occurred within the shale facies between 0-10 m above 
base. There were no agnostid trilobites observed while measuring section . A composit e 
of trilobite ranges within the Marj um and Wheeler Formations was compiled by Robison 
(1964) and is provided in Figure 11. A detailed list of trilobite ranges within the Wheeler 
and lower Marjum Formations in the Drum Mountains was also compiled by Vorwald 
(1984). Observed trace fossils include burrows , columnar and dendritic stromatolites at 
( 64 m and 80 m from base) , and algal mat (85-125 m from base; Fig . 12). 
Cyclostratigraphy. Due to the environmental conditions of shallow-ramp 
deposits and extensi ve dolomitization of lithofacies within the Drum Mountains, the 
potential Ii tho logic record of high-frequency sea-level oscillations is incomplete. 
However, 10 cycles consisting of four meter-scale parasequence types have been 
identified : stromatolite boundstone-shale-packstone, argillaceous limestone-packstone, 
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Figure 9. Measured total organic carbon values and stratigraphic locations of 
samples taken at the Drum Mountains locality (see Appendix C for lithologic key) . 
Note overall decreasing trend up-section. Centerline represents midpoint in range 
of values . wh=Wheeler Fonnation ; pc=Pierson Cove Formation; tl=lower member 
Trippe Limestone; tf=Fish Springs member of Trippe Limestone. 
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Figure 10. Photomicrograph of blue-green algae, Girvanella (small tube-like features), 
found within limestone facies of the lower Pierson Cove Formation in the Drum Moun-
tains locality. 
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Figure 11. Observed stratigraphic range s of polymerid and agnostid trilobites within 
the Wheeler and Marjum Formation s (or equivalent s) in the Drum Mountains and 
House Range , Utah , (modified from Robison , 1964) . Unit thickness is not to scale. 
Species in red were collected and identified during this study. Tri lobite names with 
adjacent symbols delineate agnostid species . Numbers represent stratigraph ic posi-
tion from base of the Marj um Formation at Marj um Pass. Circ led appearances of 
Utagnostus trispinulu s and Elrathia alapyge were found in this study . Trilobites 
above 75 mare most likely from Marjum Pass , because dolomitization occurs above 
this stratigrap hic leve l at the Drum Mountains, destroying any trilobites. Not e fauna ) 
turnover at - 150 m. 
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Figure 12. Outcrop photographs from the Drum Mountains locality. A) Vertical 
wavy dark and light blue dendritic stromatolites (perpendicular to bedding; - 78 m 
above base). B) Surface view of Algal mat (- 122 m above base). 
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calcisiltite-stromatolite boundstone, and lime mudstone-burrow-mottled lime mudstone 
parasequences (Fig. 13). These cycles were identified at the base of the formation, 
except for the lime mudstone-burrow-mottled lime mudstone cycles that were found in 
the upper 30 m of the formation. All identified cycles are presented as they appear in the 
formation, from early to late Marjum deposition. 
The stromatolite-shale-packstone parasequence is -23 m thick and is 
characterized by a 10 m base of calcareous shale underlain by very large (3 m) domal 
stromatolites to the southeast (Westfield and Liddell, 2005) or oncolitic packstone to the 
northeast (Fig. 13a). The calcareous shale then grades upwards into 5 m of alternating 2 
cm beds of shale and cross-stratified calcisiltite. The 7 m thick cap consists of 
intraclastic /oncolitic packstone containing skeletal debris and oolitic calcisiltite. 
Argillaceous limestone capped with an oolitic packstone constitutes the second 
type of parasequence (Fig. 13b). Occurring once, the argillaceous limestone-packstone 
cycle is - 11 m thick and gradually transitions from 4 m of argillaceous limestone to 
oolitic calcisiltite, with a sharp transition to a - 1 m oolitic packstone cap. Sparse oncoids 
and ooids are present within the base and increase in abundance to packstone density 
towards the top. 
The third cycle type, a calcisiltite-stromatolite boundstone cycle , is represented by 
a calcisiltite base capped with stromatolite boundstone (Fig. 13c). This cycle is repeated 
twice with a sharp contact separating them. The first cycle is -30 m thick and composed 
of a 10 m calcisiltite base that gradually transitions into 14 m of oolitic wacke-packstone. 
The oolitic packstone then transitions into -6 m of oncolitic packstone which is sharply 
overlain by an oncolitic and oolitic rich stromatolite boundstone cap. The second cycle is 
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Figure 13. Generalized parasequences within the Drum Mountains section. Lithologic 
thickness of illustrated parasequences may not be to scale. a: argillaceous 
limestone-packstone ; b: shale-packstone; c: calcisiltite-stromatolite boundstone; 
d : lime mudstone-burrow-mottled lime mudstone (see Appendix C for Iithologic key). 
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20 m thick and its base consists of 10 m of ripple-dune laminated calcisiltite and 
argillaceous limestone, with small thinning and thickening lenses of oolitic packstone. 
The cycle cap is composed of dendritic stromatolite boundstone with small ooid lenses. 
The last parasequence type represents the lime mudstone-burrow-mottled lime 
mudstone parasequences that are located in the uppermost -50 m of section (Fig. 13d). 
Eight consecutively stacked cycles were identified in the field. A typical cycle is -6 m 
thick and consists of a ledge-forming lime mudstone base quickly transitioning to a 
recessive burrow-mottled lime-mudstone cap. Contacts between these parasequences 
tend to be sharp. 
More information on these cycles and their stratigraphic locations within the 
Drum Mountains section can be found in Appendix C-1. 
Wheeler Amphitheater 
Litltofacies. The Marj um Formation in the Wheeler Amphitheater area of the 
central House Range is composed of carbonate and lesser shale facies. Limestone-
dominated rhythrnite and dolostone facies dominate the formation, with subordinate 
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shale, argillaceous limestone, calcisiltite, oolitic-intraclastic-fossiliferous-oncolitic 
rudstone/packstone /wackestone, stromatolite boundstone, and limestone-shale rhythrnite 
facies (Table 1 ). Shale, argillaceous limestone, and calcisiltite faces transition up-section 
to limestone-dominated rhythrnite and dolostone. Burrowing is present throughout the 
formation and becomes intense, with a bioturbation index of 3-5, within the upper third of 
the section. 
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Total Organic Carbon Analysis. TOC values for the Wheeler Amphitheater 
section (Table A-2) range from 0.01 wt.% to 0.13 wt.%. The mean value is greater than 
that of the Drum Mountains at 0.06 ± 0.0102 wt.%. There are several peaks recorded, 
the three highest (0.13 wt. %) are contained in shale, calcisiltite, and limestone-
dominated rhythmite facies. These peaks occur at 65 m, 319 m, and 350 m from base, 
respectively. Due to dolomitic alteration, data could not be obtained between 351 m and 
429 m. Plotting TOC values vs . stratigraphic height shows the highest values are 
concentrated at the base and decrease up section to 279 m, significantly increasing again 
between 285 m and 318 m (Fig. 14). 
Paleontology. Observed fossil appearances at Wheeler Amphitheater were mainly 
concentrated within the lower and middle Marjum Formation . The most common 
occurring trilobite was Asaphiscus wheeleri (between 0-65 m). One occurrence of 
Modocia sp. (at - 55 m) and two occurrences of Utaspis marjumensis were also found. 
Utaspis marjumensis appeared at 71 m and 80 m from base. According to Robison 
(1964), this species has a relatively small occurrence range (Fig . 10). Other fossils , with 
appearances also isolated within the lower Marjum Formation, were inarticulate 
brachiopods, sponge spicules , eocrinoids, and skeletal fragments. Trace fossils observed 
were burrows (formation wide), domal stromatolites (at 229 m), and algal mat (between 
320-405 m). 
Cyclostratigraphy. Section measured at the Wheeler Amphitheater locality 
revealed 9 cycles consisting of 7 different parasequence types (Fig . 15). Due to 
dolomitization, covered intervals, and nature of the deposits at this locality, many cycles 
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Figure 14. Measured total organic carbon values and stratigraphic locations of 
samples taken at the Wheeler Amphitheater locality (see Appendix C for lithologic 
key). Note decreasing trend to 280 m above base. Centerline represents midpoint 
in range of values . wh=Wheeler Formation ; mj=Marjum Formation ; wk=Weeks 
Formation . 
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Figure 15. Generalized parasequences within measured section of the Wheeler 
Amphitheater locality . Li tho logic thickness of illustrated parasequences may not be to 
scale. a: shale-calcisiltite; b: limestone-shale rhythmite-calcisiltite; 
c: shale-limestone-dominated rhythmite; d: limestone-dominated rhythmite-rudstone; 
e: calcisiltite-packstone; f: limestone-dominated rhythmite-burrow-mottled limestone; 
g: limestone-dominated rhythmite-stromatolite boundstone (see Appendix C for lithologic 
key) . 
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could not be identified with confidence in certain areas of section. Cycles are presented 
as they appear in the Marjum Formation, from the base upwards . 
The shale-calcisiltite cycle (Fig. 15a), found in the lower Marjum Formation, is 
26 m thick and is characterized by an 18 m shale base gradually capped by 7 m of 
alternating, -20 cm thick, argillaceous to non-argillaceous calcisiltite beds. Other 
characteristics include an increase in bioturbation and trilobite density from the base to 
the cycle cap. Upper and lower contacts are sharp. 
Two stacked limestone-shale rhythrnite-calcisiltite cycles (Fig. l Sb) lie directly 
above the shale-calcisiltite cycle. The first is -12 m thick and consists of a 10 m base of 
alternating, -10 cm thick , shale and calcisiltite beds overlain by a - 2 m calcisiltite cap. 
The cap contains flaser bedding and evidence of soft-sediment deformation at the top. 
The upper and lower contacts are sharp . The second cycle is - 18 m thick and has a 6 m 
base of limestone-shale rhythrnite, gradationally overlain by 6 m of limestone-dominated 
rhythrnite, and capped with 6 m of calcisiltite. Both caps contain undulose to rippled 
bedding surfaces, but only the second cycle cap is bioturbated. Contacts of these cycles 
are gradational over 0.5 m. 
The shale-limestone-dominated rhythrnite cycle (Fig. 15c) is -15 m thick and is 
characterized by a 4 m basal interval of shale gradationally overlain by 2 m of alternating 
shale and calcisiltite, gradationally capped by 9 m of limestone-dominated rhythrnite . 
Towards the upper part of the cycle cap, surfaces become rippled, fossil density increases 
drastically, (creating a condensed section), and the upper 1 m contains pebble- and 
cobble-sized intraclasts . Contacts of this cycle are gradational over <50 cm. 
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Present in the middle and upper Marj um Formation are two limestone-dominated 
rhythmite-rudstone parasequences (Fig. 15d). The first cycle is 30 m thick and the 
second -20 m. These cycles are characterized by a limestone-dominated rhythmite base 
that represents the lower 2/3, sharply overlain by an oncolitic packstone cap. In general 
bioturbation increases towards the cap of the cycle. Upper and lower contacts of these 
cycles are sharp accept for the base of cycle 11 (see A-2), where the flooding surface is 
more gradual represented by 12 m of oncolitic rudstone. 
Similar to the previously described cycle type is the calcisiltite-packstone cycle 
(Fig. 15e). This cycle is -13 m thick and found in the middle Marjum Formation 
consisting of a 12 m basal interval of calcisiltite sharply overlain by a 0. 75 m peloidal 
cross-stratified packstone. Contacts are gradational over <1 m. 
The two remaining cycles are present in the middle Marjum Formation. The first 
is an 11 m thick limestone-dominated rhythmite-burrow-mottled calcisiltite (Fig. 15£). 
The 9 m base consists of limestone-dominated rhythrnite and is gradationally overlain by 
a heavily bioturbated (- 2 m) calcisiltite cap. 
The last cycle type recognized at this locality is a 16 m thick limestone-dominated 
rhythmite-stromatolite boundstone parasequence (Fig. 15g). It is characterized by a 12 m 
base of limestone-dominated rhythmite gradationally overlain by a 4 m interval of 
intraclastic , fossiliferous, oncolitic floatstone, capped with a 30 cm stromatolite 
boundstone interval. 
More information on these cycles and their stratigraphic locations within the 
Wheeler Amphitheater section can be found in Appendix C-2. 
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Marjum Pass 
Litltofacies. Lithofacies at Marjum Pass are roughly equal in shale and limestone 
and can be subdivided into three major lithofacies: calcareous and non-calcareous shale, 
limestone-shale rhythrnite, and limestone dominated-rhythrnite. Subordinate facies 
include argillaceous limestone, calcisiltite, and carbonate mud mound. Descriptions of 
lithofacies can be found in Table 1. Thick packages of shale in the basal to middle 
portions of the formation transition up into limestone-shale rhythrnite and finally into 
limestone-dominated rhythrnite. Calcite and calcisiltite concretions are present within 
shale and limestone facies in the lower and middle sections. At 70 m, a unique mega-
intraclast horizon, -1 m thick, is present. Calcisiltite intraclasts in this horizon range 
from pebble to cobble size and are imbricated (Fig. 16). 
Total Organic Carbon and Total Insoluble Residue Analysis. TOC values range 
from 0.02 wt.% to 0.37 wt.% at Marjum Pass (Table A-2). The mean value is greater 
than those from the Drum Mountains and Wheeler Amphitheater localities at 
0.14±0 .017 wt.%. There are four major peaks located at 12 m, 29 m, 86 m, and 138 m 
from the base, with measured values of0.26 wt.%, 0.37 wt.%, 0.28 wt.% , and 0.16 wt. 
% respectively . These peaks are contained in shale facies. TOC values increase from the 
first and second major peaks and then decrease from the second to fourth . Plotting TOC 
values vs. stratigraphic height shows the highest values are concentrated near the base of 
the formation and decrease up-section (Fig. 17) similar to the Drum Mountains and 
Wheeler Amphitheater localities . 
Six samples were analyzed for total insoluble residue (IR) to verify, and correct if 
necessary, outcrop identifications for calcareous shale and argillaceous 
Figure 16. Outcrop photographs of intraclastic rudstone. A) Surface view of 
cobble-sized clasts. B) Cross-section view showing imbricated clasts. 
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Figure 17. Measured total organic carbon values and stratigraphic locations of 
samples taken at the Marj um Pass locality (see Appendix C for lithologic key). 
Note overall decreasing trend up-section . Centerline represents midpoint in range 
of values. wh=Wheeler Formation; mj=Marjum Formation; wk=Weeks Formation. 
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limestone . Limestone values range from 5.6-22 wt. % IR and shale values range from 
72.3-82.4 wt. % IR (Table A-3). 
Paleontology. The greatest diversity and abundance of fossils is at Marj um Pass. 
One occurrence of Asaphiscus wheeleri was observed near the base (30.9 m) of the 
formation. There were considerably more agnostid trilobites when compared to the 
Drum Mountains or Wheeler Amphitheater localities. The most abundant trilobites were 
the polymerid, Modocia laevinucha (between 164-174 m) and agnostids, Utagnostus 
trispinulus (at 293.4 m) and Baltagnostus eurypyx (formation wide). Polymerids, 
Hemirhadon amplipyge (at 170 m) and several Modocia species (formation wide), along 
with agnostids, Elrathia alapyge (at 293.4) and Hypagnostus parvifrons (at 272 m), were 
also found. Samples of Utagnostus trispinulus and Elrathia alapyge collected at 298 m 
above the base of measured section extend their ranges to 50 m below those previously 
determined by Robison ( 1964; Fig 11 ). A rare carpoid ( echinoderm), Casterocystis vali, 
which is only found within an 11 m shale interval that makes up the White quarry at 
Marj um Pass (Val Gunther, per comm .), was found -165 m above base. 
Cyclostratigraphy. The Marjum Pass locality provides the best section for 
identifying cycles within the Marjum Formation. Nineteen cycles were identified and 
eleven higher-order cycles were documented in cycle 19. Among these cycles seven 
parasequence types have been recognized, these include: limestone-shale rhythmite-
calcisiltite, shale-calcisiltite, shale-limestone-shale rhythrnite, shale-calcareous shale, 
limestone-shale rhythrnite-limestone-dominated rhythrni te, shale-limestone-dominated 
rhythrnite, and limestone-dominated rhythrnite-carbonate mud mound parasequences 
(Fig. 18). 
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Figure 18. Generalized parasequences within measured section of the Marj um Pass locality. 
Lithologic thickness of illustrated parasequences may not be to scale . a: limestone-shale 
rhythmite-calcisiltite; b: shale-calcisiltite; c: shale-limestone-shale rhythmite, 
d : shale-calcareous shale; e: limestone-shale rhythmite-limestone-dominated rhythmite 
f: shale-limestone-dominated rhythmite; g: limestone-dominated rhythmite-carbonate 
mud mound (see Appendix C for lithologic key). 
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Limestone-shale rhythmite-calcisiltite parasequences (Fig . 18a) are present in the 
middle Marjum Formation. These cycles are characterized by a basal limestone-shale 
rhythmite gradually overlain by a calcisiltite cap. There are three cycles that range from 
20-36 m thick, generally thickening up section. Cycle caps can have rippled surfaces and 
contain hardground or hardground-like beds (Fig. 19). Contacts are gradational to sharp. 
Shale-calcisiltite cycles (Fig . 18b) are found in the lower and middle Marj um 
Formation and typically consist of calcareous shale or non-calcareous shale bases, 
gradually overlain by limestone-shale rhythmite, and capped with calcisiltite . There are 
five cycles that range from 10-35 min thickness. Calcisiltite caps can be nodular, have 
tan silty surfaces, contain hardgrounds (Fig. 19), and contain dense accumulations of 
trilobites. Calcisiltite cycle caps range from <l m to 3 m thick. Contacts are sharp to 
gradational over <30 cm 
Shale-limestone-shale rhythmite cycles (Fig . 18c) are mainly found in the middle 
Marjum Formation. There are five occurrences that range from 6-15 m in thickness 
represented by shale bases gradually overlain by limestone-shale rhythmite. In one 
instance the cycle is more symmetric with the shale base grading into a platy argillaceous 
limestone before grading into a more resistant limestone-shale rhythmite cap. Caps can 
be nodular and contain calcareous /limestone concretions . Contacts are sharp to 
gradational over <30 cm. 
One occurrence of a shale-calcareous shale parasequence (Fig. 18d) is located in 
the middle Marj um Formation and constitutes a -9 m shale base overlain by a more 
resistant -5 m calcareous shale cycle cap. Smaller possible shale-calcareous shale cycles 
Figure 19. A) Outcrop photograph of hardground present at the top of cycle cap 16 
at the Marj um Pass locality. Note brown iron-oxide crusts and evidence of possible 
boring on irregular surface . B) Photomicrograph of same hardground. Note 
microkarst (black), graded laminae , and condensed skeletal laminae. 
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can be found 70-83 m above base. These higher frequency cycles average <50 cm in 
thickness with gradational contacts of <10 cm. 
Three appearances of limestone-shale rhythrnite-limestone dominated rhythrnite 
parasequences (Fig. 18e) occur mainly in the upper Marjum Formation. These cycles 
consist of limestone-shale rhythrnite gradationally overlain by limestone-dominated 
rhythrnite. Cycle thickness ranges from 21-92 m. Cap tops consist of several 3-5 cm 
hardground beds. Contacts are sharp. 
The shale-limestone-dominated rhythrnite parasequence (Fig. 18f) is similar to the 
limestone-shale rhythrnite-limestone-dominated rhythrnite cycles but with basal shales 
measuring only 12 m in thickness. 
The limestone-dominated rhythrnite-carbonate mud mound parasequences (Fig. 
18g) were first interpreted as cycles by Snider (1999) . There are 11 cycles present in the 
upper 78 m of the Marj um Formation at Marj um Pass. Cycles range from 2-25 min 
thickness. They are composed of thin nodular rhythrnites capped by a carbonate mud 
mound layer(s) and overlain by a thick interval of limestone-dominated rhythrnite . 
Contacts are gradational over <20 cm (Elrick and Snider, 2002). 
More information on these cycles and their stratigraphic locations within the 
Marjum Pass section can be found in Appendix C-3. 
Rhythmite Classification 
The Drum Mountains, Wheeler Amphitheater, and Marjum Pass measured 
sections contain rhythrnically-interbedded deposits known as rhythmites. Marjum 
Formation rhythmites consist of alternating calcisiltite and shale or calcisiltite and 
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dolomitic argillaceous limestone. They have a relatively wide range in bed thickness 
from several millimeters to tens of centimeters. In order to evaluate and better constrain 
environments of deposition for rhythmite facies within the Marj um Formation, a simple 
classification scheme , based on the physical characteristics of these deposits, was 
constructed (Table 2). Although the term "rhythmite" implies no limit to thickness 
(Neuendorf, et al., 2005), for the purpose of this research rhythmites are arbitrarily 
constrained to bed thicknesses ~ 15 cm. 
Table 2 . Classification scheme for rhythmites found within the Marjum Formation at 
the Drum Mountains, Wheeler Amphitheater, and Marjum Pass sections. Although 
rhythmic bedding can be observed at various scales, a rhythmite, as constrained by this 
stu d . I' . d b d 1 h 1 15 h' k y, JS iffilte to e s ess t an or equa to cm t 1c . 
Classification of Rhythmites 
Limestone-shale Rhythmite Limestone-dominated Rhythmite 
Limestone (Ls) 
Limestone (Ls) & Bed thickness Dolomitic Argillaceous Bed thickness 
Shale (Sh) Proportions Ratio Limestone (Arg Ls) Ratio 
Proportions 
Ls>> Sh 5: 1 Ls>>Arg Ls 5 : 1 
Ls>Sh 2.5:1 Ls>Arg Ls 2.5 : 1 
Ls=Sh 1: 1 Ls=Arg Ls 1 : l 
Sh>> Ls 1:2 .5 Arg Ls>>Ls l :2.5 
Sh>Ls 1 :5 Arg Ls>Ls 1 :5 
In this classification scheme, rhythmites are divided into two groups or lithofacies 
based on alternating lithologies: limestone and shale (limestone-shale rhythmite) and 
limestone and dolomitic argillaceous limestone (limestone-dominated rhythmite) . These 
groups are then subdivided into 5 categories according to the average bed thickness ratio 
within alternating couplets, ranging from 1 :5-5: 1. Categories within each group may 
represent slight changes in degree of detrital carbonate and/or siliciclastic input relative to 
their proximity on the carbonate ramp. Testing of this hypothesis, however, goes beyond 
the scope of this study and is left for future research. 
INTERPRETATIONS 
Depositional Environments: Facies Analysis and Interpretation 
Lithologies found within the Marjum Formation have been grouped into eleven 
lithofacies (Table 1 ). Environments of deposition have been interpreted from bedding 
thickness, lithology , sedimentary structures, fossil content and other observations found 
in outcrop and thin section . 
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Shale (non-calcareous) and Calcareous Shale Facies. Shale facies (Fig. 20) are 
most common in the lower section of the Pierson Cove ("Marj um") Formation at Drum 
Mountains and lower and middle sections at Wheeler Amphitheater and Marjum Pass. 
Shale composition varies from non-calcareous to calcareous . These facies are generally 
fissile with continuous parallel or wavy partings and appear papery, platy or chippy . 
Calcareous shale is slightly more resistant to erosion . Fossil content consists of sparse 
agnostid trilobites, sponge spicules, and carbon film preservation of algae with rare 
horizontal burrows, echinoderms (carpoids) , and polymerid trilobites . The relative 
abundance of fauna found within the Marj um Formation throughout the embayment, 
from greatest occurrence to least are trilobites, sponges, brachiopods, worms, 
echinoderms, and miscellaneous (Robison, 1991 ). 
The fine-grained character , continuous parallel laminations, lack of bioturbation, 
and presence of organic mater ( carbon impressions of algae) and pelagic agnostid 
trilobites suggest deposition through suspension settling in a quiet deep-water (basinal) 
environment below storm wave-base. The common occurrences of sponge spicules and 
rarity of polymerid trilobites suggest this deep-water setting was subject to marine 
Figure 20. Outcrop photographs of non-calcareous (A) and calcareous shale (B) 
facies. Note the differences in resistance to erosion. 
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currents that carried in detrital material from more proximal areas on the ramp (Rees, 
1986). The general lack of bioturbation and infauna suggest anoxic conditions or 
deposition within the oxygen-minimum zone. However, one interval within the middle 
Marjum Formation at Marjum Pass (164-175 m) contains relatively common appearances 
of a rare carpoid echinoderm, Castericystis vali (Fig. 21 ), and horizontal burrows, 
suggesting a time interval when oxygen levels increased. The lowering of the oxygen-
minimum zone may have been a result of a relative sea-level fall or a decrease in organic 
productivity. 
Limestone-shale Rhythmite Facies. These facies (Fig. 22) appear in the lower 
section of the Marj um Formation at Wheeler Amphitheater and throughout the section at 
Marjum Pass. Limestone beds can be argillaceous limestone, lime mudstone, or 
calcisiltite . Beds are laminar to massive with some ripple marks and ripple cross-
stratification. Shale intervals are typically calcareous. Limestone and shale beds are 
thinly laminated to massive and range in thickness from mm-15 cm. Alternating beds 
also range from equal thickness to a ratio of 1 :5. 
The interbedded nature of limestone and shale facies represents relatively quiet, 
moderately deep-water ( outer ramp) accumulations of shale with influxes of fine to 
coarse-grained detrital-carbonate sediments generated from shallow-water regions 
proximal to the ramp . The paucity of benthic fauna and presence of mild bioturbation, 
rare asymmetric-ripple marks, and ripple cross-stratification in limestone couplets 
suggest deposition in a low-oxygen environment at or below storm wave-base. These 
characteristics also suggest that detrital-carbonate sediment was transported by periodic 
but regularly occurring low-velocity turbidity currents (Rees, 1986) in the distal-ramp 
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Figure 21. Photograph of echinoderm (carpoid), Castericystis vali (top) and trace 
burrow (bottom), found in gray shale - 170 m from base at Marj um Pass. 
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Figure 22. Outcrop photographs of limestone-shale rhythmite facies taken at 
Marjum Pass - 60 m (A) and - 260 m (B) from base . 
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environment. Due to its vertical and lateral association with limestone-dominated 
rhythmite facies, this study suggests that the limestone-shale rhythmite facies represent 
the more distal location of turbidite deposits. 
Carbonate Mud Mound Fades. Isolated within the upper -80 m of the Marj um 
Formation at Marjum Pass, this facies (Fig. 23) is distinguished by intermittent horizons, 
within limestone-dominated rhythmites facies, oflaterally-linked carbonate mounds. 
According to Elrick and Snider (2002), mud mounds are deeper-water deposits that are 
bacterially-produced accumulations of carbonate and peloidal mud. The distribution of 
mud mounds has also contributed to their interpretation that, during mud mound facies 
development /deposition, the local sea floor was completely covered by carbonate mud 
and peloidal producing bacterial communities . 
Using petro graphic, sedimentologic, and stratigraphic observations, Snider (1999) 
concludes that mud mound facies represent eustatically-forced, high -frequency flooding 
events. 
Limestone-dominated Rhythmite Fades. Located throughout the Wheeler 
Amphitheater and Marj um Pass sections, this facies is characterized by parallel, 
alternating couplets of limestone ( calcisiltite) and dolomitic argillaceous limestone (Fig . 
23). The dominant grain type is peloidal lime-mud . Calcisiltite beds are typically 2-10 
cm in thickness and dolomitic argillaceous limestone beds are 0.02-4 cm thick . Contacts 
are often gradational. According to studies by Elrick and Snider (2002), dolomitic 
argillaceous limestone layers contain 10-70 wt. percent (wt. %) quartz silt and illite. In 
comparison limestone layers contain 5-25 wt. % quartz silt and illite. 
Figure 23. Outcrop photographs of carbonate mud mound (A) and limestone-
dominated rhythmite (B) facies. The arrow in rhythmite facies points to a carbon-
ate mud mound facies horizon. 
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The fine-grained and parallel laminated nature of these rocks, presence of sparse 
sponge spicules and agnostid trilobites, and paucity of burrows and sediment reworking 
suggest this facies represents deposition within a dysaerobic, deep-water (outer-ramp) 
environment at or below storm wave-base. The interbedded character of this and similar 
rhythrnite facies within the Marjum and Wheeler Formations has been examined in detail 
and is attributed by this study and others to represent deposition via turbidity currents 
(Rogers, 1984; Elrick and Hinnov, 1996, 2007; Schneider, 2000; Langenburg, 2003). 
Argillaceous Limestone and Calcisiltite Fades. Found within all measured 
sections, these facies (Fig . 24) are characterized by massive to laminated beds of fine- to 
coarse-grained sediment with wavy to parallel orange-weathered argillaceous or 
dolomitic partings. Calcisiltite faces commonly contain hummocky surfaces, ripple 
marks, and dune and ripple cross-stratification. Both facies typically contain horizontal 
and vertical burrows. Abundant articulate polymerid trilobites, sponge spicules, and rare 
articulate brachiopods and agnostid trilobites frequently appear on parting surfaces. 
The decrease in terrigenous sediment within these facies reveals an increase in 
detrital-carbonate input. Suspension settling of peloidal and other detrital-carbonate 
grains suggests deposition occurred within a relatively quiet-water setting in mid- to 
outer-ramp environments. The diverse fauna and intense bioturbation present within these 
facies are a result of high oxygen levels and abundant nutrients. The abundance of ripple 
marks and dune-ripple cross-stratification within calcisiltite and courser facies suggests 
sedimentation took place in slightly shallower depths than that of the argillaceous 
limestone facies . However, similar characteristics present within both facies suggest 
deposition occurred within close proximity, above and below storm wave-base. 
Figure 24. Outcrop photographs of argillaceous limestone (A) and cross-stratified 
calcisiltite (B) facies. Note the differences in resistance to erosion . 
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Wacke-Packstone, Rudstone, and Grainstone Fades. These facies (Fig. 25) are 
concentrated in the lower section of the Marj um Formation at the Drum Mountains and 
lower to middle section at Wheeler Amphitheater. Dominant grain types at the Drum 
Mountains are ooids and oncoids. At Wheeler Amphitheater oncoids are dominant, with 
subordinate amounts of intraclasts, pelloids, ooids, and skeletal fragments . Fossil 
compositions range from polymerid trilobites, sponge spicules, eocrinoids, and minor 
occurrences of inarticulate brachiopods and blue green algae. Horizontal and vertical 
burrows are common. 
The presence of ooids, oncoids, intraclasts, flaser bedding, intense burrowing, and 
disarticulated polymerid trilobites, sponge spicules, and other skeletal fragments, suggest 
deposition in moderate to high-energy waters above fairweather wave-base. Deposition 
in these conditions suggests a shallow-ramp setting. The lateral discontinuity of these 
deposits in many instances suggests ooid and oncoid packstone were part of migrating 
shoal complexes. Dune and ripple cross-stratified ooid and intraclastic beds reflect the 
presence of strong currents. Intraclastic and fossiliferous wackestone beds often have 
erosional contacts and are most likely a result of sediment reworked by storm events. 
The thickness of these beds may be a function of the storm severity (Rees, 1986). Some 
oolitic and oncolitic beds may also be a result of storm activity transporting and 
depositing sediment into slightly deeper, quieter environments. The abundance of 
horizontal and vertical burrows and intense bioturbation in some intervals suggest high 
oxygen and nutrient conditions were available to support an abundance of organic 
activity. 
Figure 25. A) Photomicrograph of peloidal grainstone. B) Outcrop photograph of 
oncoidal rudstone . Both are examples of the wacke-packstone, rudstone , and 
grainstone facies. 
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Carbonate Bozmdstone Facies. The defining features of this facies (Fig. 26) are 
algal mat, columnar, and dendritic stromatolites. Stromatolite boundstones are often 
associated with oolitic, intraclastic, and fossiliferous packstone. 
The presence of these features suggests deposition at peritidal depths in shallow-
water environments. Thinly-laminated algal mat likely represents the shallowest 
environment of deposition on the ramp, representing high-intertidal to supratidal zones 
(Tucker and Wright, 1990). Algal mat is commonly associated with small intraclasts and 
erosional surfaces, most likely a result of tides or storm events breaking up and re-
depositing algal layers. 
Dolostone Facies and Diagenetic Implications. Dolostone facies (Fig. 27) are 
characterized by alteration of limestone rhythrnite, oolitic /oncolitic packstone, and 
stromatolite and algal mat boundstone facies. This facies is often associated with 
erosional (paleokarst?) surfaces, fractures, and faults . Other lithotypes may be present, 
however, due to extreme alteration in these parts of section , all possible identifying 
fabrics or structures have been completely destroyed. 
Petrographic and outcrop observations provide insight into possible explanations 
of diagenetic alteration of facies. Alteration appears to be a result of one and/or two 
processes. In the Drum Mountains and some sections of the Wheeler Amphitheater area 
dolomitization of carbonate boundstone (mat), oncolitic /oolitic packstone, and calcisiltite 
that commonly contain irregular bedding contacts (erosional or paleokarst? layers) 
suggest alteration may be the result of significant high-frequency sea-level falls that 
subaerially exposed partially or newly lithified shallow-ramp sediments. Observations of 
dolostone and limestone boundaries at or near faults and/or fractures or those with 
Figure 26. Outcrop photograph and photomicrograph of carbonate boundstone 
facies. A) Stromatolite boundstone (note pen for scale) in Wheeler Amphitheater 
section (229 m from base) . B) Algal mat boundstone in the Drum Mountains 
section ( ~ 112 m from base) . 
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Figure 27. Outcrop photographs of dolostone facies found within the Drum Moun-
tains (A) and Wheeler Amphitheater (B) localities. Top: dolomitized algal mat, 
bottom: alteration boundary separating dolomite and calcisiltite. 
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undulatory contacts not related to faulting (Fig. 27) suggest alteration has occurred more 
recently due to the movement of meteoric water through the formation. The undulatory 
contacts, faults, or fractures represent impermeable or less permeable boundaries (barriers 
to flow) that meteoric water could not penetrate, thus isolating alteration to specific areas 
in the formation. 
Sea-level Curves 
Utilizing interpreted depositional environments and, in part, total organic carbon 
curves as proxies for sea level, rates and magnitude of changes in sea level were 
interpreted for measured sections of the Marjum Formation at each locality . Illustrations 
of these curves can be seen in Figures 28-30 and Plate 1. Relative sea-level curves at 
each locality reveal two separate shallowing and deepening events. These shallowing 
and deepening events are interpreted to be part of two, third order sequences. The entire 
formation reveals an overall shallowing-upward trend in sea level. This is indicated at 
each locality by a decrease in terrigenous sediment expressed through the transition from 
shale lithofacies and shale-dominated cycles at the base, to thickening beds and cycles of 
carbonate-dominated facies towards the top. Although altered limestone facies at the 
Drum Mountains and Wheeler Amphitheater localities made lithofacies interpretations 
difficult, a shallowing upward interpretation for the formation is still plausible due to the 
absence of shale within these sections. 
Total Organic Carbon. Total organic carbon values measured at each location 
reveal lateral trends with respect to location on the carbonate ramp and vertical trends up-
section with third order magnitude changes in sea level (Plate 1 ). Average values from 
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Figure 28. Relative sea-level curve and interpreted systems tracts from measured section at 
the Drum Mountain s locality. SB(Z)=sequence boundary (zone); TST=transgressive 
systems tract; MFZ=maximum flooding zone; HST=highstand systems tract. Tick marks 
adjacent to the measured section represent cycle boundaries. Cycle numbers in quotations 
represent areas of section with unidentifiable cycles. Dotted portions of the sea-level curve 
represent approximated curves from lithofacies difficult to interpret. The dashed line 
represents overall sea-level trend . See Appendix C for lithologic key. 
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Figure 29. Relative sea-level curve from measured section at the Wheeler Amphitheater 
locality. SBZ=sequence boundary zone; TST =transgressive systems tract, 
MFZ=maximum flooding zone ; HST =highstand systems tract. Tick marks adjacent to the 
measured section represent cycle boundaries. Cycle numbers in quotations represent areas 
of section with unidentifiable cycles . The dashed line represents the overall sea-level 
trend. See Appendix C for lithologic key. 
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Figure 30. Relative sea-level curve from measured section at the Marjum Pass locality. 
SB(Z)=sequence boundary (zone) ; TST =transgressive systems tract; MFS(Z)=maximum 
flooding surface (zone) ; HST=highstand systems tract. Tick marks adjacent to the mea-
sured section represent cycle boundaries. The dashed line represents the overall sea-level 
trend . See Appendix C for lithologic key. 
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the Drum Mountains to the Marjum Pass area increase from 0.04 wt. % to 0.14 wt. %. 
Decreasing amounts of oxygen and lower sedimentation rates, typical of deeper-water 
environments, are most likely responsible for the higher concentration and preservation 
of organic matter reflected by these numbers. TOC measurements also reveal that shale 
sediments record the highest values of any other lithology in the Marj um Formation. 
At each locality ( excluding the top two data points within the Wheeler 
Amphitheater section) peak TOC values are found near the base of the formation and 
decrease up-section (Plate 1 ). In the Drum Mountains locality peak wt. % TOC values 
are found between 0-13 m (Fig. 9). Within the Wheeler Amphitheater locality peak wt. 
% TOC values are found between 64-74 m and 275-350 m (Fig. 14). However, peak 
values between 275-300 mare interpreted as an anomaly and are not considered proxies 
for sea level in this study. In the Marjum Pass area there are two distinct peaks found 
between 24-29 m and 72-106 m (Fig . 17). In each section ( excluding the anomaly at 
Wheeler Amphitheater) peak wt.% TOC values correspond within close proximity to 
interpreted third order maximum flooding surfaces /zones. The relationship between peak 
wt.% TOC values with lithology and maximum flooding surfaces /zones suggests that 
TOC values are greatest during periods of maximum water depth. This is also supported 
by the fact that TOC values decrease up-section, following shoaling-upward sea-level 
trends at each locality (Plate 1 ). The relationship between peak values of wt. % TOC, 
lithology, and stratigraphic positions with maximum flooding surfaces /zones and the 
ability to link these sea-level events across the embayment demonstrates the value of 
TOC for correlation within Marjum Formation deposits. Similar deductions supporting 
these conclusions have been found by Langenburg (2003) in the underlying Wheeler 
Formation. 
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Offset in peak wt.% TOC values (-30 m below) corresponding to the first 
maximum flooding zone within the Wheeler Amphitheater locality may be due to limited 
data from covered intervals. Peak values within this zone are most likely contained in the 
covered interval between 108-130 m. In the second maximum flooding zone peak values 
may also be contained in the dolomitized section around it. Even if this were not the 
case, interpretation of maximum flooding zones would still remain much the same based 
on sedimentologic and lithologic characteristics. Subsequent research obtaining fresh 
samples from these covered intervals might shed light on this matter. 
Anomalously high values between 275-350 m (Fig . 14) above the base in the 
Wheeler Amphitheater section may be a result of conditions different from a deep-water 
environment that can also influence high carbon preservation during deposition . 
According to Broecker and Peng (1982) high preservation of organic carbon can also be a 
result of increas ed sedimentation and rapid burial of organic matter, preserving it from 
oxidation and scavenging organisms . High preservation in this stratigraphic interval may 
be due to increased sedimentation as a result of the ever-nearing carbonate factory that 
was prograding deeper into the basin during the second highstand. The thickening 
limestone deposits present in the upper Marjum support this hypothesis. 
Systems Tracts 
By combining interpreted sea-level curves, cycle stacking patterns, lithofacies 
patterns, and biostratigraphy, a sequence stratigraphic framework for the Marjum 
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Formation was constructed for each locality (Figs. 28-30, Plate 1). Cycles designated by 
quotations represent areas of section where cycles could not be interpreted due to 
diagenesis ( e.g. cycle "5" in the Drum Mountains section, Fig. 28), lack of lithologic 
contrast (e.g. cycle "3" in the Wheeler Amphitheater section, Fig. 29), or covered 
intervals (e.g. cycle "6" in the Wheeler Amphitheater section, Fig. 30). Interpreted 
systems tracts for each third order sequence will be presented from the base of the 
formation up-section and from proximal to distal environments within the embayment 
(i.e., Drum Mountains to Marjum Pass). 
Drum Mountains. According to Emery and Myers (1996) transgressive systems 
tracts (TST) are formed during significant events of sea-level rise and typically represent 
a series of stacked retrogradational ( or thinning) parasequences. The relative thickness of 
transgressive system parasequences is a result of low sedimentation rates due to low 
accommodation space , shutting down of the carbonate factory, and impounding of 
elastics. Due to the decrease in sedimentation associated with transgressive deposits 
bioturbation is typically high and fossils are deposited at a higher density with poorer 
preservation (Emery and Myers, 1996; Liddell et al., 1997). 
In the Drum Mountains, the first transgressive surface, or initiation of the first 
transgressive systems tract, otherwise known as a sequence boundary (SB), was initially 
interpreted by Langenburg (2003) as the contact between an oncolitic packstone or 
stromatolite boundstone and an overlying deep-water shale. However, these 
stromatolites are very large, reaching heights of -3 m. This could not have occurred if 
sea level was still lowering, reducing the amount of space to grow vertically. These 
stromatolites most likely formed after the onset of sea-level rise . The increase in 
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accommodation space created ideal conditions for growth (Westfield and Liddell, 2005). 
It is proposed in this study that the sequence boundary be placed below the stromatolites 
including them in the transgressive systems tract of the Marj um Formation. The 
transgressive systems tract is very thin in this locality, represented by the stromatolite 
layer and parts of the overlying shale. The transgressive systems tract is thickest in the 
southern-most parts of the Drum Mountains and thins to the north. Where the 
stromatolite horizon is thinnest, so also is the transgressive systems tract. The shale at 
the base of this system tract also records a significant fauna! turnover (Vorwald, 1984 ). 
This local extinction and introduction of new species is most likely a result of the 
changing environment due to the sudden rise in sea level, or change in sea level, 
associated with the maximum flooding surface. 
The location of a maximum flooding surface (MFS) is estimated by the presence 
of significant hardground surfaces often located within or below a major unit of shale 
(Emery and Myers, 1996). It can also be placed just below the stratigraphic location 
where TOC is the greatest and before terrigenous sediments (shale) are flushed into the 
basin (WDL, per comm.). 
In the Drum Mountains locality lack of distinguishing characteristics limit 
placement of the maximum flooding surface (MFS 1) within the first third order sequence 
to a maximum flooding zone (MFZl). MFZl is placed within the basal shale facies of 
cycle 1, just above the stromatolite boundstone layer. The shale facies represents the 
deepest interval within the Marjum Formation at the Drum Mountains and is defined by 
the highest measured TOC value contained within it. 
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The maximum flooding surface represents the transition from sea-level rise to 
sea-level fall or change in rate of rise, and is the boundary between the transgressive 
systems tract and highstand systems tract. Highstand systems tracts in carbonate systems 
are typically represented by agradational to progradational parasequences, generally 
thickening because of an increase in accommodation space. Cycles are thicker because 
greater accommodation space yields more favorable conditions for increased carbonate 
production. As a consequence, fossils are buried faster, are less concentrated, and are 
better preserved . The highstand systems tract within the first third order sequence in the 
Drum Mountains begins within cycle 1 above the MFZI. At this location it is 
characterized by cycles 2-"5". Lithofacies of caps in cycles 2-"5" shoal upward from 
calcisiltites to oolitic packstone to stromatolite boundstone . Due to dolomitic alteration in 
the middle and upper Marjum Formation, it becomes difficult to interpret where the 
highstand systems tract ends. However, changes in lithologic characteristics and 
weathering profile, 124 m from base, appear to best define the top of the highstand 
systems tract boundary. At this stratigraphic location, massive dolostone cliffs sharply 
transition into medium-bedded dolostone ledges , forming a gradual slope. Algal mats 
cap the massive dolostone cliff and most likely represent the top of the sequence. The 
contact between the algal mat interval and medium-bedded dolostone marks a presumed 
sequence boundary where the second, third order cycle begins (SBZ2). 
Although cycles and therefore systems tracts cannot be identified in the latter half 
of the Marj um Formation in the Drum Mountains, the upper sequence boundary of the 
second third order cycle (SBZ3) is interpreted to be where a significant change in slope 
occurs coincident with an abrupt contact of dolostone and an overlying lime mudstone, 
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284 m from base . Roughly 15 m below this boundary birdseye structures becomes 
prevalent in the dolostone ledges. Birdseye is interpreted to be a result of gas bubbles 
that form from decomposing algal mat (Flugel, 1982). This most likely represents the 
location of another maximum sea-level fall. The overlying lime mudstone then 
represents initiation of another sea-level rise . 
Wheeler Amphitheater. Marjum Formation deposits found within the Wheeler 
Amphitheater locality provide a unique look into the transition between shallow-ramp 
(Drum Mountains) and deep-ramp (Marjum Pass) environments. Much like the Drum 
Mountains locality, a limited number of cycles could be identified in the Wheeler 
Amphitheater area. With a limited number of identified cycles, destruction of original 
fabric by dolomitic alteration (in the upper Marjum Formation), significant covered 
intervals (Fig . 29, - 110 and - 150 m from base), and relative absence of significant 
flooding surfaces, it is difficult to interpret a robust sequence stratigraphic framework . 
Robison (1962) found similar difficulties in this area being unable to identify the Marjum 
Format ion ' s upper boundary with the Weeks Limestone, ultimately combining them into 
one undifferentiated unit. 
Although several factors discourage sequence interpretation in the Wheeler 
Amphitheater section , lithology, fauna! content, sedimentary structures, sea-level curves, 
and, in part , cycle stacking patterns provide sufficient data for a general interpretation of 
systems tracts and sequence boundaries. 
The initiation of the transgressive systems tract and location of the first sequence 
boundary (SBZl) is roughly 50 m above Robison's (1962) boundary between the Marjum 
and the Wheeler Formations. Calcisiltite within the cap of cycle 5 contains well-
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preserved shallow-water features such as ripple and dune cross-stratified beds. These 
represent deposition during the lowest extent of sea level. Lithology in cycles l-5 shoal 
upwards representing sea-level fall in the late highstand of the previous third order 
sequence represented by the upper Wheeler Formation. The uppermost strata of cycle 5 
represents a condensed section, suggesting the onset of sea-level rise and transgressive 
deposition beginning a new third order sequence. This condensed section is most likely 
associated with similar faunal turnovers found in the transgressive systems tracts of the 
Marj um Formation in the Drum Mountains and Marj um Pass areas. The base of cycle 
"6" records planar bedded, relatively unfossiliferous calcisiltite with surfaces containing 
burrows and symmetric ripples (hummocks) that characterize the deepening deposits of 
the transgressive systems tract. 
The covered interval overlying these deposits between 108-123 m from the base, 
contains no apparent signs of faulting and is best interpreted as a very recessive shale 
unit. This unit represents a decrease in rate of sea-level rise or onset of sea-level fall. 
The base of this unit marks the maximum flooding zone (MFZ 1) of the first, third order 
sequence. The overlying shale represents previously impounded terrigenous sediments 
that were subsequently flushed deeper into the basin. Although TOC data are not 
available for this stratigraphic section, lithologic characteristics best describe the 
maximum flooding zone and the boundary between the transgressive systems and 
highstand systems tract. 
Shoaling-upward cycles 7-10 contain thinning limestone-dominated rhythmite 
bases with oncolitic packstone, peloidal grainstone, and stromatolite boundstone caps 
representing a decrease in rate or lowering of sea level within the highstand systems tract. 
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The cap of cycle IO contains stromatolites, intraclasts, and fossil fragments representing 
the extent of sea-level fall. The transition from stromatolite boundstone to oncolitic 
packstone facies at the base of cycle "11" signifies the sequence boundary zone (SBZ2) 
where sea level begins to rise again, initiating the second, third order sequence in the 
Marjum Formation. 
The transgressive systems tract in the second, third order sequence is represented 
by deepening lithologies of oncolitic packstone to limestone-dominated rhythrnite within 
the lower and middle sections of cycle "11 ". Absence of TOC data, identifiable cycles, 
and significant lithologic transitions create difficulty in identifying the maximum 
flooding surface. However, oncolitic packstone and lime mudstone deposits near the 
base of cycle "12" signify a shallowing of sea level from the deeper-water limestone-
dominated rhythmite deposits within the middle to upper sections of cycle "11 ". The 
location of the maximum flooding surface is most likely constrained within the 
stratigraphic interval of these deeper-water deposits . Therefore, the maximum flooding 
zone (MFZ2) is placed within the center of cycle" 11 ". The stratigraphic thickness of 
the transgressive systems tract is comparable to its interpreted equivalent identified in the 
Marjum Pass locality, also supporting this placement. 
Relict sedimentary structures identified within dolostone of cycle "12" include 
dune cross-stratification, heavily bioturbated sediments, and algal mat. These 
sedimentary structures represent a shoaling-upward trend in facies due to sea-level fall in 
the highstand systems tract of the second, third order sequence. The upper sequence 
boundary zone (SBZ3) is placed at the top of cycle "12". It is represented by a change in 
slope from cliff- to ledge-forming dolostone and most likely signifies a significant change 
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in lithology due to the onset of sea-level rise. Below this contact distinctive shallow-
water features such as algal mat, birdseye, and cross-stratification can be observed. The 
overlying rocks contain deeper-water characteristics including small spar-filled burrows 
and hummocky bedding surfaces. 
Subsequent research, including additional measured sections within the Wheeler 
Amphitheater area should provide greater understanding of the lithofacies that make up 
the covered intervals found within the lower-middle sections of the Marj um Formation at 
this locality. Due to the lateral discontinuity of dolomitic alteration, additional measured 
sections may also provide a better understanding of the depositional environments that 
they originally represented, thus allowing for more accurate interpretations of the 
sequence stratigraphy within this area. 
Marj um Pass. The beginning of the transgressive systems tract or sequence 
boundary (SBl) of the first, third order sequence is closely related to the traditional 
stratigraphic boundary between the Marjum and Wheeler Formations at the Marjum Pass 
locality (Robison, 1962). It is placed roughly 10 m above this (formation) boundary at 
the contact between shallower deposits of rubbly bioturbated nodular calcisiltite and 
deeper deposits of dark fissile shale containing calcite concretions. This contact was also 
interpreted by Langenburg (2003) as the upper boundary of a single third order sequence 
that she interpreted to represent the Wheeler Formation at Marjum Pass. 
The transgressive systems tract in the first, third order sequence of the Marj um 
Formation at Marjum Pass consists of shale and limestone-shale rhythmite cycles 2 and 3. 
With the onset of sea-level rise, sedimentation rates decreased, forming a significant 
hard ground at the top of cycle 1, and calcite concretions (Fig . 31 A) within the base and 
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Figure 31. Examples of concretions found in the Marj um Pass locality. A) Disk-
shaped calcite concretion eroded from dark shale, 22 m from base of section. B) 
Calcareous limestone concretions, appearing in a number of shale facies 135-225 m 
from base of section. These concretions are typically nucleated around burrows 
(arrow) . 
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middle portions of cycle 2. Agnostid trilobites, preserved organic matter, and sponge 
spicules begin to increase in abundance within cycles 2 and 3, a result of rising sea level 
altering the local environment. 
Located at or just below the top of cycle 3 is the maximum flooding zone 
(MFZl). This is defined by a significant hardground and proximity to peak organic 
carbon values . As sea level began to fall or rate in sea-level rise decreased, initiation of 
highstand deposition began. Previously impounded elastics flooded deep waters of the 
basin and deposited the basal shales in cycles 3-8. After cycle 3, parasequences 4-8 in 
the highstand systems tract began to thin as the rate of sea-level fall increased and 
accommodation space decreased. Cycle bases and caps also responded to lowering sea 
level, transitioning from shale to limestone-shale rhythmite and limestone-shale 
rhythmite to calcisiltite, respectively . 
The top of cycle 9 represents a second sequence boundary zone (SBZ2) and its 
associated transgressive systems tract. Several hardgrounds in the cycle cap represent 
periods of little to no deposition due to the initial rise in sea-level impounding detrital 
sediments. Thin carbonate concretions (Fig. 31B) throughout cycle 10 are another result 
of sea-level rise and low rates of deposition. 
Shale and calcisiltite surfaces in cycles 11-13 contain dense fossil debris . Fossils 
found within these cycles correlate with the faunal turnover observed by Robison (1964 ; 
Fig. 11). Surfaces in calcisiltite facies within cycle 12's cap are particularly dense. Fauna! 
extinctions in these condensed sections are a result of the significant sea-level change 
associated with the transgressive systems tract and maximum flooding surface . This 
particular stratigraphic interval ( cycle 12) is interpreted to contain the maximum flooding 
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surface and is identified as the maximum flooding zone (MFZ2). It is defined by peak 
organic carbon values, hardgrounds within the cycle cap, and the overlying thick package 
of shale. 
Cycles 13-19 represent the highstand systems tract and the remaining section of 
the Marj um Formation. These cycles are significantly thicker than those present in the 
lower part of the formation, representing typical highstand parasequences. They are also 
thicker as a result of increased carbonate input due to the pro grading carbonate factory. 
As the carbonate factory prograded into the basin, shale packages thinned, becoming 
absent in the upper -125 m of section. Shales decrease to partings in limestone-shale 
rhythmites as limestone-dominated rhythmite caps in cycles 16-19 thicken and dominate 
the highstand systems tract of second, third order sequence. A second significant fauna! 
event occurs within cycle 18. It represents the introduction of new trilobite species (Fig. 
11) and is most likely a response to decreasing rates of sea-level fall creating a more 
steady environment to live in . 
Ten higher-frequency cycles, characterized by carbonate mud mound-limestone 
dominated rhythmite parasequences, are superimposed on cycle 19. These subcycles 
correspond to higher -order sea-level fluctuations over the dominant downward trend in 
sea level. 
The top of cycle 19 corresponds to the zone containing the upper sequence 
boundary (SBZ3) of the second, third order cycle, and represents a marine flooding 
surface separating the final highstand systems tract within the Marjum Formation and the 
beginning of a new transgressive systems tract. This boundary coincides well with the 
traditional Marjum/Weeks Formation boundary (Robison, 1964). It can be observed at 
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the top of Marj um Pass where thin-bedded limestone-dominated rhythmite cliffs become 
expressed as slopes. 
Sequence Boundaries 
Sequence boundaries in carbonate systems are typically characterized by 
unconformities resulting from a lowering of sea level exposing and dissolving (karsting) 
recently deposited sediments in proximal areas on a ramp (Coe, 2003). More distal 
locations are not typically exposed to these conditions and begin the new sequence as a 
correlative conformity (Coe, 2003). Marjum Formation boundaries within each locality 
are characteristic of the latter. These sequence boundaries are defined by Ii tho logic 
changes representing significant marine -flooding surfaces or condensed intervals 
characteri zing the transition from lowering to rising sea level (Van Wagoner et al., 1988). 
The first marine flooding surface or sequence boundary (SB 1) at the base of the 
Marjum Formation in the Drum Mountains locality is located beneath a stromatolite 
boundstone layer overlying an oolitic /oncolitic packstone 1-3 m below base. The large 
(up to 3 min height) stromatolites are a result of increasing accommodation space due to 
the subsequent rise in sea level. These stromatolite bioherms are time-transgressive and 
become younger (and smaller) to the north in the Drum Mountains. At the Wheeler 
Amphitheater locality, SB 1 is less well defined and is identified by a sequence boundary 
zone (SBZl). The sequence boundary is interpreted to be within this zone. The SBZl is 
placed at a condensed section of agnostid and polymerid trilobites, which represent the 
onset of sea-level rise. This horizon is underlain by ripple and dune cross-stratified 
calcisiltites that represents the shallowest reaches of sea level of the highstand systems 
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tract in the previous sequence. At Marjum Pass SBZl is placed at the boundary between 
nodular calcisiltite and non-calcareous shale containing calcite concretions, -23 m above 
base. Soft-sediment deformation (13 m above base) and nodular calcisiltite (-18 m 
above base; created by intense bioturbation in oxygen-rich water) signify the shallowest 
water depth for this period. 
The maximum flooding surface (MFS) of the first, third order sequence is located 
within shale facies at each locality in a maximum flooding zone (MFZ 1 ). The MFS 1 is 
most likely located near the base of these shales as the rate in sea-level rise decreased or 
sea-level fall initiated allowing for previously confined terrigenous sediments high on the 
ramp to subsequently be deposited within deeper water. The maximum flooding zones in 
the Drum Mountains and Marjum Pass localities contain the highest TOC values. The 
contact between the shale and underlying nodular limestone within the MFZl at Marjum 
Pass is also characterized by a significant hardground surface and is most likely the 
location of the MFS 1. 
The upper sequence boundary of the first, third order cycle (SB2) is best defined 
in the Marjum Pass area and is located at a significant change in lithology between 
calcisiltite and shale facies, 134 m above base. Calcite concretions (Fig. 3 lB) found 
throughout the overlying shale facies formed as a result ofreduced sedimentation from 
the onset of sea-level rise. In the Wheeler Amphitheater locality this boundary is less 
well defined and is marked by SBZ2 within an oncolitic packstone unit (229 m above 
base) overlying an intraclastic stromatolite boundstone layer. The changes in lithology 
represent an increase in water depth . The Drum Mountains locality is least well defined 
because of dolomitic alteration . However, a significant change in slope identified as 
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SBZ2, 120 m above base, is most likely the location of SB2. The abrupt change in slope 
is probably the result of a lithologic change evident by the absence of algal mat, which is 
present immediately below this contact. 
Alteration in the Drum Mountains and Wheeler Amphitheater localities make it 
impossible to interpret the stratigraphic location of the second maximum flooding surface 
(MFS2). Although the MFS2 is not identifiable in the Drum Mountain locality, a MFZ2 
can be interpreted in the Wheeler Amphitheater section. The MFZ2 is represented by a 
25 m interval between 250-275 m above base. It is marked by a deepening of lithofacies 
from oncolitic packstone to limestone-dominated rhythmite below the SBZ2. Above the 
SBZ2 limestone-dominated rhythmites begin to shallow, become rubbly, and contain 
intraclasts and cross-stratified beds (-281 m above base). The MFS2 at Marjum Pass is 
located - 164 m from the base and is represented by a maximum flooding zone. The 
decrease in rate of sea-level rise and/or onset of sea-level fall most likely produced the 
faunal turnover or condensed section located 164 m above base. 
Extensive dolomitic alteration in the upper Marjum Formation at the Drum 
Mountains and Wheeler Amphitheater localities combined with relatively small changes 
in lithology at Marj um Pass limit interpretation of the upper boundary in the second, third 
order cycle to sequence boundary zones (SBZ3). The SBZ3 is represented by a 
significant change in slope or erosional profile at each locality. In the Drum Mountains 
this transition is marked by the change in slope from cliff-forming dolostone to ledge-
forming lime mudstone. Evidence of stromatolite boundstone, -258 m above base, and 
birdseye or algal mat (Flugel, 1982) within dolostone directly below the contact suggest 
shallow-water deposition before the significant rise in sea level. Directly above the 
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contact are lime-mudstone facies that represent the onset of sea-level rise . The SBZ3 at 
Wheeler Amphitheater is also located at a change in slope from cliff- to ledge- forming 
dolostone and most likely signifies a significant change in lithology. Below this contact, 
distinctive algal mat, birdseye, and cross-stratification can be observed while overlying 
rocks contain only small spar-filled burrows and hummocky bedding surfaces. At 
Marjum Pass the SBZ3 is placed at the upper formation boundary defined by Robison 
(1962) where limestone-dominated rhythmite cliffs transition into slope-forming ledges, a 
result of deepening sea level associated with the beginning of a new third order sequence. 
Correlation of sequence boundaries, systems tracts, and maximum-flooding surfaces 
between each studied locality is illustrated in Plate 1. 
Biostratigraphy 
Trends in polymerid and agnostid trilobites demonstrate the response of these and 
other fauna within shallow- to deep-ramp environments to fluctuations in sea level. 
There is a relative abundance of polymerid trilobites with lesser agnostid trilobites and 
other benthic fauna in shallow-water environments of the Drum Mountains. The reverse 
is observed in deeper-water environments of the Wheeler Amphitheater and Marjum Pass 
localities where there is a relative abundance of agnostid trilobites and other benthic 
fauna with fewer polymerid trilobites. This suggests that certain fauna are restricted to 
specific environmental conditions directly related to sea level. Similar interpretations 
have been made by Robison (1976). 
Observations from this study show that polymerid trilobites and inarticulate 
brachiopods thrive best in well-oxygenated shallower-water environments, whereas 
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agnostid trilobites and sponges flourish in deeper-water environments. These trends are 
observed vertically through section at each studied locality as well. As environments of 
deposition shallowed up-section (indicated by changes in lithofacies) at each studied 
locality, polymerid trilobites appear in greater abundance while agnostid trilobites 
become less prevalent. 
This study has also identified a correlation between faunal turnovers, observed by 
Vorwald (1979) and Robison (1964), with third order sea-level transgressions and 
maximum flooding events within the Marjum (Pierson Cove) Formation of the Drum 
Mountains. Vorwald (1979) observed-9 local extinctions or radiations of trilobite 
species and - 7 within brachiopods species within the basal shales of the Marj um 
Formation at the Drum Mountains. This phenomenon is also present within the Marjum 
Pass area (Fig . 11 ), where third order transgression/maximum flooding occurs in the 
middle Marj um Formation . According to Robison (1964; Fig . 11 ), -10 species of 
trilobites become introduced as -6 become locally extinct. This suggests that significant 
sea-level events associated with third order transgressive systems tracts/maximum 
flooding events change environmental conditions sufficiently enough to severely impact 
certain species of trilobite and brachiopod species. Turnovers related to transgressions 
have also been observed by Langenburg (2003) in the Wheeler Formation of the Drum 
Mountains and Marjum Pass areas. These correlations suggests that faunal turnovers can 
be valuable indicators of significant sea-level events associated with transgressive 
systems tracts and maximum flooding surfaces and as a sequence stratigraphic correlation 
tool within carbonate ramp environments. 
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Sequence and Formation Boundaries 
The Marjum Formation, at Marjum Pass, was first described by Walcott (1908) . 
Its boundaries were originally defined at the Drum Mountains, Marjum Pass, and 
Wheeler Amphitheater areas by Robison (I 962) . As research in the House Range 
embayment continued, additional work on biostratigraphy and lithofacies changes across 
the embayment has lead to several modifications in the Wheeler and Marjum Formation 
boundaries in the Drum Mountains (White, 1973; Dommer, 1980; Vorwald, 1984; 
Schneider, 2000). 
In the Drum Mountains the Marjum Formation equivalent was originally 
described by Robison (1962). Soon thereafter, one ofRobison's students (White, 1973) 
studied the Wheeler Formation in the Drum Mountains and placed its upper boundary 
with the Marjum Formation where the outcrop expression changes from slope to cliff, 
referring to the gradual transition of gray shale to limestone . Later, Hintze and Robison 
(1975) named and/or defined the equivalent strata in the nearby Wah Wah Mountains as 
the Pierson Cove Formation and the lower member of the Trippe Limestone (Fig . 3). 
Dommer (1980) subsequently mapped the Pierson Cove Formation (250 m thick) and the 
overlying lower member of the Trippe Limestone (108 m thick) in the Drum Mountains . 
He placed the contact between the Pierson Cove and Wheeler Formations above the 
transition from shale to limestone at the base of the lowest occurring limestone and 
dolomite cliff. However, while studying the fossil content of the Wheeler and Pierson 
Cove Formations, Vorwald (1984) discovered that this boundary did not satisfy all the 
critical requirements necessary for defining boundaries according the International 
Stratigraphic Guide (Hedburg, 1976). Therefore he modified the boundary by placing it 
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"at the base of the lowest cliff of unfossiliferous mottled limestone above the uppermost 
occurrence of slope-forming platy lime mudstone." More recently, Schneider (2000) 
modified this boundary to follow the North American Stratigraphic Code (Hedberg, 
1983), placing it at an interpreted transgressive surface (third order sequence boundary) 
separating a highstand systems tract from a transgressive systems tract where gray shale 
lies directly above stromatolite boundstone. 
As described in this study, it is proposed that the base of the first, third order cycle 
boundary (and subsequently the formation boundary) be slightly modified and placed at 
the base of the stromatolite layer (making the Pierson Cove Formation 240 m thick). We 
believe this appropriately places the sequence boundary where sea level began to rise. 
This placement also corresponds to the boundary between bioturbated lime mudstones 
and overlying stromatolites and/or dark gray shales. The upper boundary or contact 
between the lower member of the Trippe Limestone and the overlying Fish Springs 
member of the Trippe Limestone defined by Robison (Hintze and Robison, 1975) has 
remained relatively unchanged and is used in this study. It is located at the lowest 
prominent occurrence of thin platy lime mudstone. As described previously, the contact 
between dolomitized algal mat and burrow-mottled lime mudstone (62 m below the 
Marjum-Weeks Formation boundary) represents the end of the second, third order 
sequence within the Marj um. In this case, the sequence boundary does not correlate with 
the formation boundary. 
The Marjum Formation boundaries have remained relatively unchanged in the 
Wheeler Amphitheater and Marjum Pass areas as well and are used in this study. In these 
locations the Marjum-Wheeler Formation boundaries were placed at the first appearance 
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of limestone (Robison, 1962). Unlike the Drum Mountains section, this formation 
boundary does not coincide with the first, third order sequence boundary in the Marjum 
Pass or Wheeler Amphitheater sections. The sequence boundary lies -60 m above the 
formation boundary in the Wheeler Amphitheater section and -25 m above the formation 
boundary in the Marjum Pass section. The upper boundary in the Wheeler Amphitheater 
locality was originally undifferentiated with the Weeks Limestone by Robison ( 1962). It 
is proposed herein that this boundary be placed at the significant change in slope from 
cliff- to slope-forming ledges of dolomite ( 410 m from the base of measured section), 
correlating with the upper sequence boundary of the second, third order sequence. The 
slope-forming ledges of dolomite reflect characteristics of the thin-bedded Weeks 
Limestone described by Robison (1962) in the surrounding areas. The upper formation 
bound ary at Marjum Pass is located at the geomorphic transition from cliff to slope at the 
top of Marj um Pass (Robison, 1962). Similar to the Wheeler Amphitheater section , the 
boundary separating the Marjurn Formation and Weeks Limestone at Marjum Pass also 
correlate with the end of the second, third order sequence within the Marj um Formation . 
Scales and Controls of Cyclicity 
Several scales of cyclicity have been recognized within the Marj um Formation . 
For this study the most prominent or reoccurring cycles will be discussed and have been 
grouped into three scales of cyclicity. These are high-frequency rhythmite couplets, 
fourth and fifth order parasequences, and third order sequences. The smallest scale of 
cyclicity is 4-30 cm thick and is located within the Marj um Formation at the base of the 
Drum Mountains section, the lower and middle sections at Wheeler Amphitheater, and 
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throughout the formation at Marjum Pass . These are characterized by the turbidite 
deposits of limestone-shale and limestone-dominated rhythmite facies . 
Elrick and Snider (2002) and Elrick and Hinnov (1996; 2007) have studied in 
detail the origin and duration of couplets in these and nine other Paleozoic rhythmites of 
North America. Lithofacies referred to as limestone-shale rhythmite in this study are 
described as argillaceous limestone rhythmite by Elrick and Snider (2002) and their 
origins are considered one and the same. 
Elrick and Hinnov (2007) cite evidence for a diagenetic origin for rhythmites 
found in research performed by Munnecke and Samtleben ( 1996) and Westphal et al. 
(2000, 2004) . This evidence included observations of primary depositional features such 
as shell beds cutting across limestone-argillaceous limestone couplets and ratios of 
diageneticaly stable constituents being comparable between layers. However, Elrick and 
Hinnov (2006) found several features within dolomitic argillaceous layers, such as sub-
millimeter thick graded laminae , that would not have been preserved if diagenetic 
alteration were the case. They also found small burrows within dolomitic argillaceous 
layers crossing into limestone couplets containing sediment from above. This would not 
occur if diagenetic alteration were the mechanism that created the alternating couplets in 
rhythmites . In conclusion , Elrick and Hinnov (2006) have suggested interbedding in 
rhythmites is not diagenetic in origin but reflect changes in sediment input. This study 
also considers rhythmites within the Marjum Formation to be a result changes in 
sediment input. 
Elrick and Hinnov (1996) found that the limestone couplets contained within 
rhythmites consist of sub-millimeter thick layers of graded pellets and microspar. 
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Carbonate sediment within rhythmite layers is interpreted to originate from carbonate-
producing organisms high on the ramp . This sediment is interpreted to be transported via 
turbidity currents and deposited within deep-water environments (Rees, 1986; Schneider , 
2000; Langenburg, 2003). Elrick and Hinnov (1996) propose that the interbedded nature 
of rhythmites is due to variations in carbonate and/or terrigenous sedimentation input, as 
a result of climate changes responsible for fluctuations in platform runoff, eolian 
transport, and/or turbidity currents . 
Calculations made by Elrick and Hinnov (1996) utilize spectral analysis of 
limestone-argillaceous limestone couplets within the Marjum Formation and estimate 
average couplets to represent - 200-2100 years . Because Marjum and Wheeler Formation 
rhythmites and other studied successions cover a broad range of paleoceanographic, 
paleogeographic, paleoclimatic, and tectonic conditions , Elrick and Hinr1ov (2006) 
conclude that solar forcing may be the driving mechanism for the millennial-scale 
paleoclimate variability that created the carbonate-rich carbonate-poor cyclicity found in 
these lithofacies. 
The second group of cycles (fourth and fifth order) range in thickness from - 1-93 
m, averaging 21 m. These cycles shoal upward and are characterized by a relatively 
deep-water basal lithofacies overlain by a shallow-water lithofacies cap. They often 
contain a transitional unit of lithofacies between the base and overlying cap. Considering 
the hierarchy of eustatic cycles (Emery and Myers, 1996), these high-frequency cycles 
most likely represent fourth and fifth order parasequences. Within the Marj um 
Formation , fourth and fifth order cycles may be a result of episodic tectonism, a 
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continuation of fault movement that originally formed the House Range embayment 
(Rees, 1986), or Milankovitch orbital forcing. 
Schneider (2000) concluded that fourth order cycles in the Wheeler Formation at 
the Drum Mountains were a result of Milankovitch orbital forcing. He also noted that 
fifth order cycles recorded within the Wheeler Formation of the Drum Mountains could 
not be observed (or were absent) at Marjum Pass and the Fish Springs Range. He 
interpreted this phenomenon to be a result of local subsidence in the Drum Mountains, 
concluding tectonism as the controlling mechanism for certain fifth order cycles. 
However, additional studies on the Wheeler Formation (Langenburg, 2003) found that 
the Marjum Pass area did in fact contain fifth order laterally-continuous cycles. 
Combining these observations with those on similar meter-scale cyclicity observed by 
Osleger (1991) and Elrick and Snider (2002) in sediments deposited before and after the 
infilling of the House Range embayment , Langen burg (2003) concluded that significant 
episodic movement was not the cause of cyclicity in the Wheeler Formation. Given the 
similarities between the Marjum and Wheeler Formations, with conclusions found by 
Osleger (1991) and Elrick and Snider (2002), this study supports the interpretation that 
fourth and fifth order cycles, within the Marj um Formation, were produced by 
Milankovitch orbital forcing . However, because of the differences in number of 
identifiable cycles in each measured section (Plate 1) and the difficulty in correlating 
them, this study cannot discount the possibility that fourth or fifth order cycles may have 
formed as a result of tectonic forcing. 
The previously described scales of cyclicity are superimposed on the largest scale 
of cyclicity found within the Marjum Formation, representing third order sequences . 
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Interpretation of singular third order sequences was accomplished by recognizing 
locations within the formation that characterized significant accommodation creation and 
destruction (Emery and Myers, 1996). The Marjum Formation at each locality consists 
of two shoaling-upward third order sequences. Within the Drum Mountains, the first and 
second, third order depositional sequences are 120 m and 167 m thick. In the Wheeler 
Amphitheater section they are thicker, measuring 149 m and 180 m. At Marjum Pass 
they measure 132 m and 285 m. On a larger scale, the Marjum Formation lies within the 
Sauk II sub-sequence, which begins in the upper Middle Cambrian. Another known third 
order sequence lies directly below the two identified within the Marjum Formation and 
represents the Wheeler Formation (Langenburg, 2003) . The Sauk II sub-sequence 
encompasses the majority of the Bolaspid ella (polymerid trilobite) assemblage zone that 
represents the Wheeler and Marjum Formations (Hintze and Robison, 1975; Fig. 3). 
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Basin Evolution During Deposition of the Wheeler and Marj um Formations 
Formation of the House Range embayment initiated during the middle Middle 
Cambrian and is first recognized in the Swasey Limestone of the Drum Mountains and 
House Ranges (Rees, 1986). Soon thereafter drastic changes in lithofacies from shallow 
to deep water mark the end of the Swasey Limestone and the beginning of the Wheeler 
Formation (Rees, 1986). As reflected by the lithofacies present within the Wheeler 
Formation (Langenburg, 2003) this period of deposition would most likely represent the 
maximum depth of the embayment in the area. The introduction of shallower-water 
lithofacies within the lower to middle Wheeler Formation show evidence that 
sedimentation rates became greater than subsidence rates, initiating the filling of the 
House Range embayment. This trend continued, depositing carbonate and mixed detrital 
sediments during the Wheeler and Marjum Formation (Bolaspidella time), eventually 
filling the embayment and resuming shallow-marine deposition by the late Cambrian (i.e. 
post Marjum Formation; Elrick and Snider, 2002). 
Research by Schneider (2000) and Langenburg (2003) provides insight into the 
environments of deposition found within the Drum Mountains and Marjum Pass areas 
during deposition of the Wheeler Formation. According to Langenburg (2003) the Drum 
Mountains are dominated by fine-grained carbonate facies consisting of shale, calcisiltite, 
argillaceous limestone, and limestone rhythmite. In contrast, the lithofacies that 
characterize the Marjum Pass area are shale and subordinate calcisiltite. Langenburg 
points out that, unlike the Drum Mountains locality, identifying cycles within the Marj um 
Pass area is difficult. More cycles were identified in the Drum Mountains than at 
Marjum Pass . She attributes this phenomenon to "missed beats," explaining that, during 
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Wheeler Formation deposition, sea level was deep enough in the Marjum Pass area that 
many fluctuations in sea level were not at a scale sufficient to change the pattern of 
deposition . Thus ; cycles recorded in the lithologic record within the shallower-water 
environments of Drum Mountains were often not recorded in the deeper-water sediments 
at Marjum Pass . 
Research on the Marjum Formation shows that the Drum Mountains are carbonate 
facies dominant, consisting of calcisiltite, oolitic packstone, and carbonate boundstone . 
At the Wheeler Amphitheater locality, the Marjum Formation is carbonate facies 
dominant with subordinate shale, consisting of calcisiltite, limestone-dominated 
rhythmite, various packstone, limestone-shale rhythmite, and shale . The Marjum Pass 
locality has roughly equal proportions of shale and limestone represented by calcareous 
and non-calcareous shale, limestone-shale rhythmite and limestone-dominated rhythmite . 
By combining information provided by Langenburg (2003) on the Wheeler 
Formation and that of this research on the Marj um Formation , a lateral migration of 
limestone-dominated rhythmite facies towards the basin can be observed (Fig. 32). This 
is reflected by the abundant turbidite (rhythmite) facies found within the Drum 
Mountains in the middle Wheeler Formation that become nonexistent by the later stages 
of Marj um Formation deposition, subsequently appearing in the lower to middle Marj um 
Formation at Wheeler Amphitheater, and finally in the middle to upper Marjum 
Formation at Marjum Pass . Sections measured for this study also show that, by the 
middle to late Bolaspidella time, the carbonate ramp had began to build up and prograde 
deeper into the basin, migrating from the Drum Mountains to the middle House Range, 
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Figure 32. Lateral migration of shale and rhythmit e fac ies within the House Range 
embaym ent expre ssed (strati graphicall y) in three stage s from the early Bolaspid ella to 
late Bolaspid ella time ; 1: middle Wheeler Formation (Drum Mountains) , 2 : lower-
middle Marjum Fonnation (Wh eeler Amphitheater) , and 3: middle Marjum Form ation 
(Marj um Pass ) . The evolution of the carbonate ramp and location of each locality during 
each stage is illustrated below the Wheeler Amphitheater stratigraphic column (adapted 
from Elrick and Snider , 2002) . Wheeler Formation data were taken from Langenburg 
(2003) . See Appendi x C for lithologic key. 
3. 
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Swasey Peak area, a few kilometers north of Wheeler Amphitheater. This is evidenced 
by the presence of thick-bedded limestone facies that are found throughout the Marj um 
Formation at the Drums Mountains that appear in the upper half of the Marj um 
Formation at Wheeler Amphitheater. Soft-sediment deformation (10 m from base) and 
debris-flow deposits (mega-intraclastic packstone horizon, 70 m from base) at Marjum 
Pass are most likely the result of sediment being shed off of the steepening and 
prograding carbonate ramp . 
In comparing results of the present study with Langenburg (2003) it appears that 
environmentally equivalent lithofacies in the Marjum Formation at Marj um Pass may be 
similar to those in the Drum Mountains during Wheeler Formation deposition. It is 
interesting to note that the Marj um Pass section of the Marj um Formation provides the 
most complete record of sea-level fluctuations, i.e. more cycles were identified in the 
Marj um Pass section than in the Wheeler or Drum Mountains sections. The fewest 
number of cycles were identified in the Drum Mountains. This may be a result of 
diagenetic alteration of lithofacies and/or sea-level changes in a shallow-marine 
environment. Sea-level changes and storm events have drastic results in shallower-
marine environments, possibly subaerally exposing sediments, creating periods of non-
deposition , or reworking and remobilizing sediment, thus an incomplete record of 
deposition is created by destroying or remobilizing and transporting recently deposited 
sediment deeper into the basin. 
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SUMMARY 
1) Multiple scales of cyclicity are recorded within the Marjum Formation deposits. 
Two, third order sequences, from 120-285 m thick, are recorded during its period 
of deposition. Lithofacies composing - 6-48 m thick fourth and fifth order cycles 
and higher-frequency cycles (rhythmites, 4-30 cm thick) are superimposed on 
these third order sequences and reveal an overall shoaling-upward trend in 
deposition. These cycles are best identified within the deeper-water deposits at 
Marjum Pass . 
2) Strong lithofacies and biofacies changes are present laterally across the 
embayment from the Drum Mountains to Marjum Pass areas . Facies across the 
embayment are characterized by bioturbated limestone dominated-deposits 
containing polymerid trilobites in the Drum Mountains ; limestone dominant and 
subordinated shale deposits containing polymerid and agnostid trilobites, 
brachiopods, and sponge spicules at Wheeler Amphitheater ; and equal shale and 
limestone -rich sediments with polymerid and agnostid trilobites, sponge spicules, 
and organic material (algae) at Marjum Pass . These facies changes help to 
describe the different environments of deposition unique to the shallow carbonate 
ramp, mid-ramp, and basin of the House Range embayment. 
3) Deep-water deposits of shale- and rhythmite-dominated facies transitioning from 
the Drum Mountains to the Marjum Pass areas, within the lower Wheeler and 
upper Marjum Formation deposits, respectively, illustrate how the basin evolved 
during the Middle Cambrian Bolaspidella time. Stacking patterns, lithologic 
characteristics, and biofacies migration show that, during Marjum Formation 
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deposition, the carbonate ramp became well established, building up and out into 
the basin, and finally reaching the Swasey Peak area near Wheeler Amphitheater. 
4) Peak values of total organic carbon at each locality, typically found within shale, 
were in close proximity to interpreted maximum flooding surfaces. These 
surfaces could be correlated across the embayment and show that total organic 
carbon can be a useful tool for correlation within the Marjum Formation. A close 
relationship between lithology, decreasing values of TOC, and shoaling-upward 
trends in sea level also suggest utility of using TOC as a proxy for sea level. 
5) Significant faunal turnovers are present during major sea-level events within the 
Wheeler and Marjum Formations, occurring early in transgressive systems tracts 
or near maximum flooding surfaces. This relationship suggests that faunal 
turnovers can be valuable tools as indicators of significant sea-level events and as 
a sequence stratigraphic correlation tool within carbonate ramp environments . 
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T bl A 1 T a e - ota b d orgamc car on ata rom t e fi h D rum M oun ams oca 1 y. 
Height TOC Sample Name Formation Above Base (wt.%) Rock Type (m) 
D-1 Pierson Cove Fm. I 0.09 Shale 
D-3 Pierson Cove Fm. 9.3 0.14 Shale 
D-1.1 Pierson Cove Fm. 13 0.01 Limestone 
D-2 Pierson Cove Fm. 16.8 0.03 Limestone 
D-1 .2 Pierson Cove Fm. 22 0.03 Limestone 
D-1.10 Pierson Cove Fm. 31.9 0.09 Limestone 
D-4 Pierson Cove Fm. 34 0.01 Limestone 
D-5 Pierson Cove Fm . 47.3 0.01 Limestone 
D-52 Pierson Cove Fm. 52 0.01 Limestone 
D-1.3 Pierson Cove Fm. 58.3 0.02 Limestone 
D-69 Pierson Cove Fm. 69 0.08 Limestone 
D-1.13 Trippe Limestone 290 Limestone (lower member) 0.04 
Trippe Limestone 
D-1.14 (Fish Springs 348 Limestone 
member) 0.01 
Mean 0.04 
STD 0.0117 Deviation 
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Table A-2. Total organic carbon data from the Wheeler Amphitheater locality . 
Height TOC Sample Name Formation Above Base (wt.%) Rock Type (m) 
WA-0 MarjumFm. 0 0.03 Shale 
N-1 Marjum Fm. 16 0.11 Shale 
W-28 Marjum Fm. 18 0.06 Limestone 
TW-3 Marjum Fm. 38 0.12 Limestone 
N-11 Marjum Fm. 46 0.10 Limestone 
TW-6 MarjumFm. 55 0.06 Limestone 
WA-64 Marjum Fm. 64 0.05 Limestone 
WA-65 Marjum Fm. 65 0. 13 Shale 
N-17 MarjumFm. 74 0.01 Shale 
N-17B Marjum Fm. 74 0.03 Limestone 
W-3 MarjumFm. 78 0.11 Limestone 
W-4 Marjum Fm. 106 0.02 Limestone 
N-24 MarjumFm. 154 0.05 Limestone 
W6-l MarjumFm. 180 0.02 Limestone 
W-9 MarjumFm . 197 0.01 Limestone 
W-11 MarjumFm. 228 0.02 Limestone 
W-15 Marjum Fm. 241 .6 0.01 Limestone 
W-17 Marjum Fm. 252 0.01 Limestone 
W-19 Marjum Fm. 281 0.01 Limestone 
W-21 MarjumFm. 319 0.13 Limestone 
W-22 Marjum Fm. 350 0.13 Limestone 
Mean 0.06 
STD 0.0102 Deviation 
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T bl A 3 G h a e - eoc em1ca I d ata fr om th M . e arJUill p ass n oca Hy. 
Height IR TOC (wt.%) Sample Name Formation Above Base (wt.%) -if Lithofacies (m) 
available-
CG-I Wheeler Fm. 1 0.12 Shale 
CG-2 Wheeler Fm. 4.5 0.12 Shale 
CG-3A Wheeler Fm. 7 0 .12 Shale 
CG-3B Wheeler Fm. 7 0.12 Shale 
CG-4 Wheeler Fm. 10 0.35 Shale 
CG-5 Wheeler Fm. 12 0.31 Shale 
CG-6 Wheeler Fm. 30 0.01 Limestone 
CG-7 Wheeler Fm. 29 0.26 Shale 
MP-50.1 Wheeler Fm. -50 0.16 Limestone 
--
Ml (-1) Wheeler Fm. -1 0.14 Limestone 
M-1 Marjumfm . 0 0.04 Limestone 
MP-12 Marjum Fm. 12 0.16 Limestone 
MP-12.1 MarjumFm . 12 0.26 Shale 
MP-16 Marjum Fm. 16 0.19 Limestone 
MP-20.5 Marjum Fm. 20.5 0.12 Shale 
MP-24 Marjum Fm. 24 0.25 72.3 Shale 
MP-24 .1 Marjum Fm. 24.1 0.26 5.6 Limestone 
MP-29 Marjum Fm. 29 0.37 Shale 
MP-40 MarjumFm . 40 0.16 Shale 
MP-42 Marj um Fm. 42 0 .16 76.4 Shale 
MP-64 Marjum Fm. 64 0.10 22 . l Limestone 
MP-70 Marjum Fm. 70 0.16 Limestone 
MP-72 Marjum Fm. 72 0.08 Shale 
MP-86 MarjumFm. 86 0.28 --- Shale 
MP-8 MarjumFm. 87.5 --- 14.0 Limestone 
MP-106 Marjum Fm. 106 0.03 Shale 
MP-138 Marjum Fm. 138 0.16 Shale 
M-14 MarjumFm . 163 0. 16 Limestone 
M-16.1 Marjum Fm. 170 0.15 84.2 Shale 
M-1.1 Marjum Fm. 210 0.03 Limestone 
M-1.2 Marjum Fm. 214 0.02 Limestone 
M-1.5 Marjum Fm. 285 0.08 Limestone 
M-1.6 MarjumFm . 290 0.10 Limestone 
M-1.7 Marjum Fm. 293 0.11 Limestone 
Weeks-I Weeks Fm. 430 .3 0.04 Limestone 
Mean 0.15 ---
STD 0.0161 ---Deviation 
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Appendix B: Thin Section Descriptions 
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Table B-1. Thin section descriptions from the Drum Mountains locality. 
Height Notes 
Sample above Rock Name # Base Sed. Structures/ 
(m) Grains/Matrix Composition Diagenesis 
poorly 
sorted/rounded- grains-40% Girvanella algae; 
recrystallized peloidal intraclasts, 
matrix-35% dolomite rhombs, D-2 16.8 intraclastic polymerid 
cement-25% prismatic and packs tone trilobites, possible porosity- < !% microspar, spar brachiopods; rims 
microspar matrix 
well sorted/ stromatolite layers , 
recrystallized rounded, peloids, burrows; dolomite 
D-S 78 stromatolite some ooids and too altered rhombs , prismatic 
bounds tone intraclasts; spar, grains w/spar 
microspar matrix rims, drusy mosaic 
D-1.6 -91 dolostone blocky dolomite n/a birdseye , spar 
matrix 
D-1.7 100 dolostone blocky dolomite n/a birdseye, spar 
matrix 
dolomiti zed algal laminae ; Fe-
D-1 .20 -1 22 algal (mat) blocky dolomite n/a Ti oxides , 
matrix dolomite rhombs, bounds tone 
spar , stylolites 
tabular intraclasts grains-30 % v/finely laminated, (algal mat: 7X2 mm 
D- 1.14 344.2 algal (mat ) and lime mudstone : matrix-70 % imbricated clasts ; bounds tone 3Xl mm), cement-<!% Fe-Ti oxides, 
micro /spar matrix porosity- < !% dolomite rhombs 
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Table B-2. Thin section descriptions from the Wheeler Amphitheater locality. 
Height Notes 
Sample above Rock Name # Base Sed. Structures/ 
(m) Grains/Matrix Composition Diagenesis 
sponge spicules, 
trilobites, rains-5% burrows , ripples , 
TW-31 -46 calcisiltite calcispheres, matrix-93% graded laminae; 
skeletal fragments , cement-2% spar replaces 
brachiopods, porosity- < !% fossils, 
possible peloids 
peloids, rare grains-60% cross stratified; 
W-9 197 peloidal trilobites and ooids; matrix-<!% drusy mosaic , grainstone 
microspar matrix cement-40% dolomite rhombs, porositv- < 1 % prismatic spar 
rounded-
recrystallized subrounded, poorly grains-40% Girvanella algae; 
W-10 -226 intraclastic sorted, lime-mud matrix-40% stylolites, dolomite 
packstone intraclasts, and cement-20% rhombs, prismatic 
skeletal fragments; porosity -< !% spar, drusy mosaic, 
microspar matrix 
poorly sorted, stylolites, 
recrystallized round/subrounded, grains-40% prismatic spar, 
W-11 -228 intraclastic peloidal intraclasts, matrix-40% drusy mosaic, 
packstone trilobites, lime-mud cement-20% dolomite rhombs , intraclasts; porosity- <!% calcite rims on 
microspar matrix grains 
rippled laminae, 
grains-5% graded laminae, 
recrystallized 
matrix-94% skeletal debris 
W-22 350 limestone- trilobites; microspar cement-!% concentrated on dominated matrix porosity- <!% certain laminae ; 
rhythmite Fe-Ti oxides, 
microspar, 
dolomite rhombs 
dolomitized fine-grain dolomite algal laminae ; W-24 368 algal (mat) n/a 
bounds tone matrix stylolites, spar 
dolomitized fine-grain dolomite algal laminae; W-25 386 algal (mat) n/a 
bounds tone matrix stylolites , spar 
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Table B-3. Thin section descriptions from the Marjum Pass locality . 
Height Notes Sample above Rock Name # Base Sed. Structures/ 
(m) Grains/Matrix Composition Diagenesis 
skeletal fragments, burrows , 
trilobites, possibly 
condensed skeletal 
M-12 12 calcisiltite peloidal, sponge n/a debris on certain (hard ground) spicules, laminae ; drusy brachiopods; 
mosaic 
microspar matrix 
burrows , graded 
trilobites, grains-3% laminae, skeletal 
calcispheres, 
matrix-97% debris M-3 30.9 calcisiltite skeletal fragments 
cement-!% concentrated on 
sponge spicules; porosity- < I% certain laminae ; 
microspar matrix Fe-Ti oxides 
(pyrite) 
calcisiltite, rare brachiopods grains-I% burrows ; dolomite 
matrix-99% M-11 67.7 (limestone and intraclasts; 
cement-I% rhombs, Fe-Ti 
nodule) microspar matrix porosity-< 1 % oxides 
peloids, 
brachiopods , grains-60% graded laminae ; 
M-7 70.2 calcisiltite calcispheres, matrix-35% Fe-Ti oxides 
skeleta l fragments, cement-5% (pyrite) 
sponge spicules; porosity- < !% 
microspar matrix 
sponge spicules, grains-5% burrows , graded 
M-14 163 calcisiltite skeletal fragments, matrix-94% laminae; dolostone 
trilobi tes; microspar cement-! % 
rhombs 
matrix porosity-<! % 
calcispheres, grains-I I% burrows; Fe-Ti 
M-1.2 214 calcisiltite peloids, sponge matrix-19% oxides (pyrite (hard ground) spicules, quartz; cement-68% grains), drusy 
microspar matrix porosity-2% mosaic, 
burrows , 
sponge spicules, condensed skeletal grains-55% debris laminae , 
calcisiltite trilobites, peloids , matrix-25 % karst surface; Fe-M-1.4 271 (hard ground) calcispheres , rare cement-18% Ti oxides, 
ooids, quartz; porosity-<2% prismatic spar on 
microspar matrix trilobites, drusy 
mosaic 
calcispheres, grains-5% 
calcisiltite sponge spicules, matrix-84% burrows; Fe-Ti M-1.5 285 (hard ground) skeletal fragments, cement-IO% oxides (pyrite), quartz; microspar porosity-<!% drusy mosaic 
matrix 
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polymerid and 
agnostid trilobites, grains-35% condensed skeletal 
M-1.7 293 calcisiltite sponge spicules, matrix-59% debris on certain (hardground) skeletal fragments, cement-5% laminae, burrows; 
calcispheres; porosity-< 1 % Fe-Ti oxides 
microspar matrix 
agnostid trilobites, grains-5% graded laminae; 
matrix-95% MT 293.4 calcisiltite calcispheres; 
cement-I% sparse rnicrospar 
rnicrospar matrix porositv-<1 % replaced grains 
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Appendix C: Stratigraphic Columns and Unit Descriptions 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
li tho logy Structure s Color 
cliff-forming. sparse oncoids, med gr fr & It 
calc1s1ltite; rounded 001ds, and gr wth 
weathering dolo-filled burrows 
cliff-forming, 
calc isiltite ; less 
ar91llaceous lhan 
below 
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ooids.dolo -filted grwth 
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PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Fossils 
none 
none 
none 
skeletal debris 
none 
TS· polymmend tr1lob1tes, 
G1rvanello algae, 
inarticulate brachiopods, 
& crinoid fragments 
none 
eo<rinoid fragments? 
Asophiscus wheeleri 
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Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
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3 
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50 m 
40m 
30m 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 e 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 . 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
. • 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
- . 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
;.,. ,:,, 
0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A 0 A 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 G---,,.--C!l-;,;; 
A 
. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
• • 0 0 ~ • . 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 • 0 • 0 
-
0 0 ~ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
w . ~ 0 a • 
- ~ 
-
0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 
0 " 0 0 0 0 
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© 2 
© '-
© ) 
© 
v) ) 
© 
_) ) ) v 
© 
© ~ ~ 
© ) ) 
© 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
©) ) 
© ) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
rt)_ 
~ ) ) 
© ) ) 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
litho logy Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy 81 TS TOC 
cl1ff-ledge-form1ng, medgrfr&lt skeletal fragmE'nts diSdrticulated I oncoids (8 mm}, 
oncohtlC packslone 10-40 cm beds, grwth 
some 
cross-stratified, 
foresets h,we mm 
spaetng 
cliff-forming, oncolitic some burrow ls-medgrfr& shell fragments/skeletal disarticulated 3 
oolitic and shell mottling. on colds It gr wth; hg- debris 
wackt--packstone and ooids; beds iron stained 
10-20 cm;poss1ble 
hardground cap 
with vertical 
borings 
cliff-forming, oolitic some burrow med grfr& It none ·- 2.5 ,/ 
wacke-packstone monhng, 001ds; 10 grwth 
& 30-SO cm beds 
cliff-forming, some burrow med gr fr& none -- 2 ,/ 
calc1siltie- mottling. orange wth 
wackestone blebs/dolo ones?; 
irregular 
laminations 
cl1fMorming, burrows.sparse dk grfr & v/ lt possible crinoid diScJrtlcu1ated 2 
calcisiltite; lower 1 m colds & oncoids; grwth fragments 
argi11aceous l -2cmlamination 
spacing, bed 
partings increases 
to 0.5- 1 m in upper 
6.5 m 
cliff-formmg, burrows,0.1-1.9 m med gr fr& It trilobite fragments disarticulated 2-3 ,/ 
calc1sdtite lamination spacing grwth 
cliff-forming, burrows, S-10 cm grfr& tt gr trilobite fragments diScJrt1culated 2-3 
calcis1/t1te lamination spacing wth 
chff-forming, oncohtic light mottling. medgrfr&tt none ·- 2-3 " 
packstone; dolo-oncoids, grwth 
sparse dolo-filled 
burrows 
90 m 
"S" 
4 
4 
3 
80 m 
70m 
60m 
-
-
--. 
-
c, A 
• • • • 
• 0 • 0 0 0 0 • . 0 • 0 0 0 
~ 
0 0 • • 0 0 • 0 • . • 0 • 
• 0 0 0 0 
• . 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
• 0 • • • 
. " 0 0 
• 0 0 0 . 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 . 0 . 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 • 0 ~I© • 
CV S 
) ) V°"-
\.... 
) )&_ 
© 
'--r?i\\\ 
) )&, © !A 
~ 
C, 
. • @'-.. .. 
. • 0 • 
~ 
• 0 ©/lffi\ • 0 
• 
0 0 © \.._ 0 
0 0 
0 
© 2 • • 0 
0 • 0 
'-
0 
" © 0 
0 0 
0 
© 2 0 • 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
cliff-fo rming, birdseye (may dk gr fr & tan none ·- ,/ 
dolostone; repres ent relict cm wth 
spaced taminatton) 
chff- forrmng. ·- dk gr fr& tan none --
dolostone; lower wth 
bound ary is 
non-planar 
cliff-forming, slightly dune s, ooid lenses, ts- dkgr fr& dendr it1c stromatolites ·- 2-3 ,/ 
mottl ed , calcis1ltrte burrows, med gr wth ; 
(stomatolite alternat ing 2 cm mottles-brfr 
bou ndstone ); capped mottled and &gr wth 
with 2 cm recessive non-mottled layers, 
layer part ings every 
0.5- 1 m 
chff-fo rmm g, oolrt1c burrows, some medg rfr&lt dendrit ic stromatolites ·- 2 
wacke / packstone, dunes0 .= 10cm ), grwth 
(st romatol1 te cross-stratified 
tx>undstone ) beds 
ct1ff-form1ng. small burrows , d k grf,&med none ·- 2 
calc1s1lt1te dunes , upper 30-40 grwth 
cm is with 
hlgh·angle 
cross·strat1fied bed 
recessive, arg1llaceous burr ow -mottled, medgrfr&lt none ·- 4 
calc1s1lt1te, rou nded dunes, clayey grwth 
weathering part ings between 
3cmbeds 
chff .fomu ng. burrows , clayey medgrfr&lt none -- 1.5 
calo s1ltrte, less part ings, dunes grwth 
arg,lta ceous than 
belo w 
recessive, argi llaceous burrows.clayey medgrfr& lt none - 2.5 ,/ 
cak isiltit e part ings grwth 
cliff-forming, oncoli t ic burrow s, oncoids It grwth & fr none -- 2 
ooh t ic packstone (2 mm ), 001ds, 
cross-stutif ied, 
beds l0 cmth ick 
drg illaceous burrow s med grfr& It none 2 
cak1siltrte orwth 
led ge-forming , cross-strc1tified, ltgr wt h&fr none -- 2 
cak1s1lt1te , very rubb ly beds 10.20cm 
th ick with clayey 
partings 
c11ff-ledge-form1ng. onco,ds (5 mm ), dark gr fr& non e ·- I 
onco htic oolitic nch 1 0-40 cm beds, medgrwth 
st romat ol1te stroms le: -50 cm, 
bounds tone dia .10-20cm 
cl1ff -ledge--form ing, oncoids (5 mm }, med gr fr& It none ·- I 
oncoli I ic ool rt1c 1 0-40 cm beds, grwth 
packslone som e 
cross·s1at 1fied, 
forsets have mm 
spao ng 
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INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
12 
/ cliff-forming. upper -5 m ds-ltgrfr& none ·- 2-3 dolostone burrow-mottled, tanwth; 
Om thin laminated mantes v/ lt gr 
hummocks (i..=40 fr&wth 
cm) 
',_../"-. 
cliff-forming, alternating 1-2 cm ds--ltgrfr& none -- 2-3 
dolostone mottled and tan wth; 
unmottled layers, mottles v/lt gr 
/ uneven surfaces fr&wth 
separate -0 .S m 
beds 
\... cliff-forming, s parse b irdseye, ltg r fr&tan none -- 1 dolostone;same as burrows{4 cm long wth 
) ) unit below but & 2 mm diameter), . / change in weathered some low-angle 
color cross-S1rata 
'--
110 m 
( ( 
'--
) ) cliff-forming. sparse b1rdseye, It grfr& tan none -- 1 
-
dolostone ; burrows (4 cm long wth 
& 2 mm diameter), 
'--
replacing small 
scale cross-strata 
. ) ) 
cliff -forming. blotchy dkgrfr& med none -- 1 -I 
dolmtone, dppearance with gr & tan wth 
blrdseye 1-2 mm 
/ apart (relict 
laminations?) 
cliff-forming. -- dk g r fr & tan none -- 1 
dolostone ; wth 
100m 
F 
I chff-form1ng, blotchy dk grfr& med none -- 1 do lostone ; appearance with gr& tan wth bi rdseye 1-2 mm apcHt (relict lam1n,Hions?) -
/ clJff.forming. small birds.eye 111nd dk grfr& med -- I none do lostone; blotchy gr & tan wth appear,mce 1n color.appear,; to 
-
_, be a re,;ult of 
. heterogeneities m 
'--
ong sediments, 
. 
cross strata or 
b1oherm structu res 
d, ff.formrng, brrdseye ems apart dk grfr & tdn none -- -I 
dolostone ; (may represent wth 
/ 
relict lamina t ion 
90m 
.... 
"-
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140 m 
130m 
"6" 
"S" 
120 m 
-
. 
:::: 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
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) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
( ( 
I I 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Litho logy Struct ures 
ledge-form ing. burrows (cove r 
mottled dolostone 80% of surface), 
intense mottli ng, 
1-3mledges,2-3 
embeds 
ledge- form ing. burrows, intense 
mottled dolostone mottling, 1· 3 m 
ledges, 2-3 cm 
beds 
ledge -forming. burrows, intense 
mottled dolostone mottling 
ledge-cliff-forming, large burrows 15 
mottled dolostone cm long & 1 cm 
diame te r). mottling 
(decr eases and 
transitions to 
planar laminations 
up unit) 
ledge-cllff-forming, algal mat , 
dolomruz ed algai mat stromatolrte hke 
boundstone colu mns 
fo,mmg:lOcm 
d1.tmeter 
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INFO 
Colo r Fossils Taph onomy Bl TS TOC 
dk br/g r fr& none ·- 3-4 
wth 
dkgrfr &wth none -- 3 
dkgrfr&wth none 3-4 
lt grfr&wth none -- 2-3 
It gr fr& wth algal ma t ·- l J 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
180 m 
) ) 
) ) 
-, ) ) --y 
) ) 
'---, 
) ) ledge-forming. burrows, 2·3 cm dkgrfr& wth none -- 2-3 
dolostone beds or lamination 
spacing, 0.75·2 m 
) ) ledges, surfaces become more 
planar 
170 m ) ) 
7 
-, 
) ) 
-, 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
-
-'----L"~ 
~ \... ) ) !edge-forming. burrows, thinly dkgrfr& wth none -- 2-3 dolostone l.tminated (l·S 
mm), low-angle 
160m 
-~ '- ) ) cross strata, surfaces hummocky 
) -) 
) ) 
ledge-forming. intense burrowing, dk grfr&wth none -- 3-4 ) ) dolostone bed/ledge surfaces hummocky, some 
budseye 
) ) 
lSOm 
) ) 
CV S 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
ledge-forming. burrow (-mottled? ; dkgr fr& wth none -- 2-3 
dolostone seen in fr but not 
wth), 2-3 cm beds 
or lamination 
21 ) ) Om spdcing , 0.75-2 m ledges, surfaces 
become mo re 
planar 
-
" 
--n- fault or vein sitty, thinly whfr&ltgr 
none -- .; 
laminated p.trallel wth 
to bedding. no 
) ) app arent slip 
) ) 
ledge-forming. burrows, 2-3 cm dkgrfr& wth none -- 2-3 
) ) dotostone beds or lamination spacing, 0.7S-2 m 
-
ledges, surface s 
become more 
) ) pl,tn.tr 
200 m ) ) 
+I- fault or vein parallel to bedding. whfr&ltgr none --
no apparent slip wth 
) ) 
, ) ) 
) ) 
-
) ) 
190m ) ) ledge-formin g, burrows, 2-3 cm dkgrfr&wth none -- 2-3 
dolostone beds or lammc1t1on 
spacing , 0.75-2 m 
17 ) ) ledges, surfaces become more planar 
-r 
) ) 
-r ) ) 
iz:: ) ) 
r 
-
7 ) ) 
180m - ~ 
IL 
CV S 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
240 
) ) ledge-forming. burrow (-mottled? ; dk-med gr fr none ·- 2·3 
m dolostone seen 1n fr but not &wth 
wth ), 2-3 cm beds 
or lamination ) ) / spacing ,0.75-2 m ledges 
-{ti ) ) 
- -
-{pc ~  
'-- 1-2 cm forset ledge -forming, 
med -dkgrfr none ·- 2·3 
. ~ ) dolostone spacing, cross &wth ~ strattfication (some 
'-
foresets replaced 
- ~ 
with blrdseye) 
 ) ) 
~~ 
'--
) ~ 
230 m ) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) ledge-form ing. burrow (-mottled? ; med-dkgr fr none ·- 2·3 dolostone seen In fr but not &wth 
wthJ , 2-3 cm be-ds 
or lamination 
220m 
) ) spacing , 0.75-2 m l•dges , 
' 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
210,n ) ) 
CV I 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy 81 TS TOC 
270 
ledge-forming, burrow (horiz and br/med grfr& none ·- 2·3 
) ) dotostone vert) mottled, dkgrwth 
m 
ledges thin to 0.2-1 
am-. m, some b1rdeye 
= (algal mat) 
~ ledge- form ing, horiz and vert grfr&dkgr none ·- 2·3 dolostone burrows wth (-mottled?; seen in fr bot not wt h) I 
) ) 
) ) 
160 m ) ) 
ledge.fo rming, honz and vert dk-medgrfr none ·- 2·3 
) ) dolostone burrows &wth , (-mottled?;seen in 
@ii;,, fr but no t wth), 2-3 cm beds )i.e. 
) ) lamination spacing) ,0.7S-2 m 
ledges; 
stromatolltes 
) ) found in float 
) ) 
) ) 
250m 
- ) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
ledge -fo rming, burrow (-mottled?; dk-med grfr none ·- 2·3 
) ) dolostone seen in fr but not &wth , wth ), 2·) cm beds 
-
orl .ammauon 
sp .scing,0.7S-2 m 
) ) ledges 
240m 
) ) 
CV S 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Litho logy Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
slope-led ge-form ing 2, 0.2-0.3 m beds in ls- bkfr&dk none ·-
= cover and cover g r wth burrow•mottled lime 
JOO m ,,---, mudston e 
ledge-form ing, lime burrow-mott led ls- bkfr&dk none ·- 4.5 
mudstone grwth; 
mottles - med 
grwth 
ledge-s lope-( ie. cover) burrow-mottled, ls-bkfr&dk none - 4-5 
form mg. rubbly lime intermitant 0.2-0.5 grwth ; 
mudstone , ledges m ts beds e)(posed mottles-med 
have roun ded erosion from cover grwth 
~ cove r burrow- mottled? none none ·-(lime mudst one} ledge-slo pe-for m ing. burrow-mottle d 1,. bk fr & dk none ·- 2 ,/ - lime mudstonc; 1-2 cm apart grwth ; barely laterally mott les- rd fr continuous, (covered &dkbrwth 1n many ptc1ces) ledge-forming, lime bu rrow-mott led ls- bkfr&dk ·- 2 none 
mudstone 1-2cmapMt grwth ; 
290 m mottles - rd fr 
&dkbrwth 
cover ourrow -mottled? none none ·-
(li me mudstone ) 
) )~ ledge -forming. bunow-(honz and br/ med grfr& non e ·- 2·] dolostone vert )monled, med g rwth 
sparse birdseye 
"""" 
(algal mat?) every S 
"""" cm, partings every 
-1 m 
"""" ledge- form ing, burro w -(horiz and medgr fr &d k none ·- 2·] 
doloston e vert)mottle d, grwth ) )~ sparse b1rdseye (algal mat ?) every S 
cm, p,ut lngs every 
-1 m ) )~ ledge -forming , transition from medgrfr&dk none ·- 2·] 
dolostone burrow (hor iz and grwth 
280m / / 
""" 
vert) mottling to 
) ) """" birdseye (alga I m atn , 
mottled/blrdseye 
~ layers 1-2cm thick dominant, p,drtIngs eve ry -1 m 
/ / 
ledge-forming. burr ow-(hor1z and medgrfr&dk ·- 2-J none 
dolostone vert )mottled, grw th ) )= trans it io n to no ,..""' 
b1rdseye, ledges 
about0 .7S m 
) ) r= 
,..""' ledge-form ing. b1rdseye (algal br/ med grfr& none ·- 2·3 
dolostone mat?) dominan t , dk gr wth ) )~ some burrow (hori z and vert) 
,=., 
monh ng, very 
"""" 
resistant ledge @ 
270m 
) ) 274m 
) ) 
CV S C 
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INFO 
Lithology Structures Colo r Fossils Taphonomy 81 TS TOC 
/ slope-ledge-forming. burrow-mottled, bkfr&dkgr none ·- 2-3 lime mudstone; unit steps bdck 3.7 wth poorly exposed m 
330 m 
J----rL.., rubbly cover, burrow-mottled? bk fr& dk gr none ·-
_.L__ slope-forming lime wth 
f----r--,- mudstone? 
~ 
slope-(cover)forming. burrow-mottled, ls-bk fr& dk none ·- 4-S 
n.Jbblylime mott1"5-1XScm grwth; 
mudstone, v/poor mottlevmed 
exposure grwth 
ledge-forming, lime burrow-mottled , ls-bkfr&dk 
3.4 none ·-
mudstone mottled layers 2 grwth; 
cmwithlcm mottles-med 
spacing; ledges grwth 
step back eve ry 
O.S-1 m 
320 m 
L-1-.--
hL-i-
slope- (cover)forming, burrow-mottled bkfr&dkgr none ·-
rubbiylime wth 
P-r-1-r mud)1one 
r---r--r 
J = ledge-form1ng, time burrow-mottled, Is· bk fr& dk none ·- 3.4 
mudstone; lower hair mottled layers 2 grwth; 
cover of rubb ly ltme cmwrth 1 cm mottles- med 
mudstone spacing grwth 
I 
____....,._._. ledge-forming, lime burrow-monled, ls-bkfr&dk none ·-
3-4 
mudrtone mottled laye~ 2 grwth; 
cm with 1 cm mottles- med 
spacing ; lower 2 m grwth 
of ls ledges step 
b.ick. beds are 0.2 
m thick increasing 
to0.4m 
slope-(cover)formlng. burrow-mottled bk fr& dkgr none 
lime mudstone wth 
. 
310m ledge-slope-forming. burrow·monled; ls-bk fr& dk 
none ·- 3 
lime mudrtone; lower mottled layers 2 grwth; 
1 m is cover of cmwith2cm mottles·med 
burrow.mottled lirne spacing grv 
mud~tone grading up 
to mort- calcareous 
-
_L_ 
fl---,-L,- slope-forming none bkfr&dkgr none ·-
~ {covered), rubbly lime wth 
r:r:::: I mudstone 
~ 
ledge-forming, lime burrow mottling, Is· bk fr & dk none ·- 2-3 
mudstone not apparent grwth; 
partings, 1·2 cm mottles· med 
between mottled gr Wlh 
layers 
p:;::: slope--led9e·form1ng. 2, 0.2-0.3 m beds rn 
Is- bk fr& dk none ·-
cover and cover, grwth; 
burrow-mottled lime burrow-mottled rnonles- dk gr 
mudstone wth 
JOOm 
L.......L__.L 
CV S 
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INFO 
Litho logy Structure s Color Fossils Taphonom y Bl TS TOC 
-
360 m -
-
-
-
-
-
? 
- \\ 
-
\\\ 
-
slope -forming. platy inlrctclasts, v/ thin It grf r & v/ lt algc1lmat -- 1 ,/ ,/ 
boundstone, (shar p bedd ed, some grwth 
contact ) small 4 cm thick 
sections of 
350 m .. rm-. im brica ted clasts 
"""' 
k s~ 
·~ 
ledge -slope -forming. burrow -mottle d ltgrfr&v / lt none -- 3 
lime mudstone grwth 
- ....... , 
t ransition to bur row-mo tt led ttgrfr&v / lt none -- 1-3 
. 
led ge- slope -forming, grwth 
lime mudstone 
/ slope-forming, intraclasts, v/thm ltgrfr&v / lt algal mat -- 1 -platy/ rubbly bedded, some grwt h bounds tone sm all 4 cm th ick sect ions of 1mbricate d clas ts 
-( tf 
- /4 ledge--form1ng, lirne burrow -mottl ed, ls- bkfr&d k none -- 3-5 mudsto ne mott ling increases grwth ; up-sec t ion; for ms mot t les- d k g r senes of ledges, wt h -~ mov ing u p-sectio n: 
-· 
1.S m led ge, 1.5 m 
st ep back. 1.5 m 
-
-( t i ledge. 3 m step back, .7 mledge ,3 
340m m step back. 1.5 m 
ledge 
/ rubbly cover ; burrow -mottled, ls- bkfr&d k none -- 3 slope-ledge -form ing, ledg es step back a g rwth : lime mu dstone beds tota l of - 4.S m mottl es- dk g r wth 
f1---r½-- / slope-ledge -form ing, bur row -mottled , ls- bkfr& dk none -- 3 rubb ly cover and lime mott les 2 cm th ick gr wth ; ~ m udstone ; lower 1 m wit h 2 cm ,;pacin g mottl es- d k gr ~ cove r 0.75 m ls beds. wt h ledges ste p back a 
tot al of - 4.5 m 
c::r= ~ ledge-forming , lime burr ow -m ott led 1,- bk fr & dk none -- 3 ~ muds tone grwth; mo tt les- d k gr wth ---,--L-.- slo pe-ledg e-formrng. un it sleps b.1ck. 3.7 bk fr &d k gr non e --lim e muds tone; m wth _ poo rly exposed 
330m 
CV S 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology 
mainly cover but 
same as previous unit, 
series of small ledges 
and slopes of shale 
with lime mudstone 
cycle caps (10-.20 cm) 
series of small ledges 
and slopes of arg 
1,mestone with lime 
mudstone cycle caps 
(30 cm); lower 1 malt 
1 Cfl'\ l ime mudstone 
and arg limestone 
layers 
l1me-mudstone cycle 
cap,a few 1-2 cm 
bands of 
wacke-packstone; 
upper contact 
symmetric 
gradual trans1t1on to 
atternating 
v/arg1llaceous 
rubbty / mottled 
calrn,1ltite / mudstone? 
and shale 
chippy fissile shale 
with sparse 1 cm lime 
mudstone beds 
chippy fissile ,;halt-
with sparse 1 cm lime 
mudstone beds 
covered chippy fissile 
shale 
Structures Color 
dolomite-filled ls- med gr fr & 
burrows (sparse It gr wth; sh-
but v/ large- bkfr& ltgr 
0.15X1.5m, wth;ls 
mottles every 1-2 surf.ices It br 
cm, bedS/partings wth 
every 1-lOcm (10 
cmat top) 
spar-fi lled burrows Is-med grfr& 
(sparse but v/ large - tt grwth ;sh-
0.15X1.5m, bkfr& ltgr 
mottles every 1·2 wth;ls 
cm,b~s 1-l0c.m surfaces It br 
(overall thickening wth 
towards top) 
spar.filled burrows Is-med gr fr & 
(sparse but v/large- It gr wth ; 
O.lSXl.S m, surfaces It br 
mottles every 1-2 wth 
cm, beds/partings 
every 1- l0cm (10 
cm at top) 
mottles 
none 
none 
none 
Is- med gr fr& 
It gr wth ; sh-
bk fr& ltgr 
wth;mottles 
mdgrfr&tan 
to rd/ br with 
sh-bkfr&lt 
gr wth ; ls- tt gr 
fr& med gr 
wth 
sh-bk fr& It 
gr wth ; Is· It gr 
fr& med gr 
wth 
bk fr& It gr 
wth 
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INFO 
Fossils 
lots of trilobite fragments 
& possible sponge 
spicules 
lots of polymend tnlobite 
{Asaphiscus wheeleri & 
Modo<io sp.) fragments & 
possible sponge spKules 
lots of polymer1d 
trilobites (Asophiscus 
wMeler,1 & skeletal 
fragments & possible 
~ponge spicules 
none 
lots of potymeroid 
fragments 
fossil fragments 
none 
Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
disMticulated 1 & 3 
disarticulated 2 
dis.1rticulated 
.J 
disctrticulated 1-2 .J 
1·2 
./ 
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slabby / rubbly lime v/ burrowed (spar- bk fr& med gr t,ilobite fragments & diSdrticulated 2-3 
60 
mudstone cycle cap and dolo- 'Nth ; ls sparse inarticulate 
Cl) ) ) filledl / monled, surfaces It br brach,opods 
m beds-3 cm, wth 
undulose/irregular 
surfaces 
(f) ) ) slabby limestone - burrows, beds-3 bk fr&med gr polymerid trilobite disarticulated 1 dominated rhythm1te, cm,sllg htly W1h;ls fragments (Asaphiscus 
(similar to 46 m), undulose surfaces surfaces It br wheeler,} < 1 0% of 
) ) ls>arg Is wth surface (f) 
(f) ) ) 
Alternating shale and l1tholog1c pattern : sh- rd/br & dk TS: agnostld trilobites, -- I ,/ ,/ 
---- (f) ) ) lime mudstone , shales 2 cm red, 3 grfr;ls- bk fr fossil fragments, sponge ls<sh cm bk, then 3 cm sp icules, & inarticulate 
so m lime mudstone brachiopods 
- (f) ) ) 
-
4 r lime stone-dom1ndted Fe-replaced Is- bkfr&dk polymend (Asaphiscus dtSclrt,culated 1-2 rhythmite, turbrd1te?; mottles?, 91 wth ; ls whttler,/ & agnostld capped w ith dolo-filled burrows, surfaces It br tr1lob1tes, marticutate hardground or tammarbeds wth brachiopods, sponge surface with w/assyme tr ic spicules & eocrinoid 
"3" ti)~) ) V""'-exhumed burrows, ripples , beds frc1gments Ls>arg Ls thicken -4 cm, silty 
- partingWlayers 
mm - lcm 
(f)~ ) )V""'-slope -ledge--form 1ng large spc1r-filled ls- medgrfr& many polyme rid d1s.trt1Culated 1-2 
rubbly hmstone- hon z and vert dkgrwth ; ls (A5ophiscus wheelefl/ & 
dommated rhythmite, burrows, bed surfaces - It br some agnostid trilobr tes, 
(f) ~ ) )V""'- ls>> arg Is surf aces r1ppled, wth inart1Culate brach1opods, 2-10 mm silty sponge spicules & 
part ings in 2-5 cm eocnnoid fragments 
beds of Is 
40m 
(f) ~ '- cover, arg1llaceous Is none -- none -- ,/ 
or shale? 
"3" 
2 
/ hme large burrows, silty bkfr&dkgr polymend trilobites disarticulated 1 mudstone/calcis1l t 1te. partings, ripples wth; surfaces (Asaphiscus whee/en) (more arg, llaceous up with muddy It brwth - unit) troughs 1f1.tser - beddi ng ), morU,ng 
'--"-~ incre.tses up-urnt, thinly laminated, (f) soft sed 
deformation dt top 
- ~ of cap time burrows, thinly bk fr&dk gr none -- 1 mudstone / calcis1lttte ldmma ted wth; sur faces - It br wth 
-
mainly shale possibly dolomite -filled Is- med gr fr & lots of 111lob1te fragm ents dis<1rt1Culated 1&3 
cP S,ame as previous un1t , burrows (sparse It gr wth ;sh- & possible spong e senes o f small ledges but v/large-- bkfr&ltg r spicu les 
and slopes of shale 0.15Xl .Sm, wth,h 
-
ti) with hme -mudstone mottles every 1-2 surfaces It br 
cycle caps { 1().20 cm) cm. beds/p.t rt1ngs wth 
- every 1-lOcm (10 
(f) cm at 1op) 
30 rn 
-
(f) 
CV S 
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90 
_) (J) 
m v 
'\../'--
_) (J) 
v ledge--and ledges - 50 cm, medgrfr&dk eornnoid & fossil 
disarticulated 1 
_) slope-forming, thmly lamin ated, 
grwth fragment rich, polymer id 
r:P cak1s1ltrte surfaces & agnost 1d trilobites 0 
'\../'-- WilCkestone 
undulose / nppled, 
_) trend of crests (J) appear same as 
0 stri ke,i .=20-30 cm 
_) 
r:P 
and amplitude=l 0 
cm 
0 
'\../'--
_) 
r:P 0 
6 7-
calcmttite vert burrows, dkgrfr&med polymerid & ag nost1d disartic ulat ed 1 
wacke-packstone pebble·cobbte grwth tn\obites 
sized (15 cm) 
1ntraclasts , very 
thinly laminated, 
some ripples 
"S" 
80 
(J)) :9- ).=tO-l0 cm amp= l cm 
m calc1sih1te, resistant Fe blebs, dk grfr& med polymend (Utaspis disarticul dted 
1 ,/ 
_) 
w,Kke--packstone 1Jerythinly grwth mor1umens1s) & agnosud 
(J) laminated, beds tnlob1tes, eocnno1d & 
v 
'\../'--
10-IScm ,som e fossil fragments 
asymmetric ripples 
_) (J) (NE-SWI ).=lS cm 
v calc1s1lt 1te (rhyth), very thinly dk gr fr& med eocnno 1d fragments ·- 1 
,/ 
V'- lowe r hdlf has hght laminated, some gr wth, silty (resistant Fe blebs) 
_) grays1lty ripples i..=25 cm, 1 
bands, dk gr fr 
laminae/ bands cross·strat1fied &l t grwth 
v layer- -S cm thick, 
upper 1.8 m has 
resistant Fe blebs 
'--
mis 
/ Cdlc1s1lt1te dolomite-replaced dk gr fr& med none ·- 1 wackestone ooids, thinly gr wth, silty laminated, has silty layers· dk gr fr grainy layers & It grwth 
= 
-
alternating time burrows, beds -3 ls bk fr & med sparse trilobite fragments disart iculated 1-l 
mudstone and shale, cm, unduloo;e/fairly gr/tt brwth; (Asaphiscus wheeleri, 
(J) ) ) ls=sh planar sh- rd/ tt br fr Utasp1s mar1umensisl, &wth ;l s sponge spicules, & 
surfaces- tt br inarticula te brachiopods 
70m wth 
--- -I---- _ -_ -::. chippy shale none bk to tt brto none ·- 1 ,/ 
_-_:_-_-_-:... pale gr fr 
r---=-----
-
1----_-_-: (from bottom 
1:--c=-:-==--~ up) 
--=----=--
----
----
----
-
1--=-----
I- - shale interbedded sh beds 3-4 cm, Is Is bkfr&med none ·-
l J 
with lime mudstone, beds 2 cm gr wt h; sh· bk 
"S" ls=o;h fr&wt h 
4 
) ) slabby/rubbly hme v/ bur,owed (spar· bkfr&medgr tn lobrt e fragments, & modera t ty 2-3 ,/ (J) mudstone cycle cap and dolo- wth ;ls sparse inarti culate articulated 
filled)/mottled, surfaces· It br brach1opods 
) ) beds-3 cm, wth (J) undulos e/1rregular surfaces 
OOm ' 
(J) ) ) 
CV S 
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-
12 Om -
-
cover, shale? none -- none --
-
-
-
110 m -
) 
0 
ca!cisilt1te thinly laminated, med gr fr& dk eurnnoid fragments disarticulated I 
.,/ 
) wackestone 
surfaces .tre grwth more prevalenr, fairly 
hummocky, evenly distributed, covers 
v resistant fe pyrite- 5-10%o f surfctce 
replaced eocnnoid 
fragments 
) 
v 
-
ulc ls1lt1te th inly laminated, medgrfr&dk sparse eoc nno id disarticulated 1 
) wackestone surfaces are grwth 
fragments found in 
hummocky, dumps 
v resistant Fe pyrite-
replaced blebs 
100m burrow -mottled burrows, mottles, medgrfr&dk eocrinoid fragment rich disarticulatf!d 2-3 
- calcis1lt1te dolo replaced gr wth;dk br (mo re tha n previous) 
wackest one, many eocrino1d crystals segmen t diameter- 7 mm 
) ) ) surface~ cover ed v 
burrow -mottled burrows, mottles med gr fr& dk eocnnoid fragment nch dis.trt1culated 
l -3 
-
calcisettite gr 'Nth,dk br (more than previous) 
wackestone dolo replaced segmen t diameter- 7 mm 
- ) ) ) crino ,d v crystals 
ledge- and ledges -so cm, med gr fr& dk eocnnoid and fossil d1sart1Cutated 
1 
slope-forming, thin ly laminated, grwth fragment nch, 
.) IP calc1s1tt1te surfaces polymeroid and agnost1d v ~ wackestone undulose/nppled, 
tr1lob1tes 
trend o f crests ) IP appear same as v strike, i.=20·30 cm 
90m 
.) ,1nd amplitude= 10 IP cm v ~ 
.) IP v 
CV S 
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-
. 
15 Om -
. 
cover, shale non e -- none --
-
-
-
' 
I I 
J ) ) v 
limestone- burrows , mottlts, bkfr&dkg r none -- 2-3 
domlna ted /c alcisittite smctll step back wth; h br/ rd 
_) ) ) rhythmite, lowe r 30 from previous un it , partings cm cover, beds-0 .75 m, v ls>>arg ts upper half massive, 
lower half has 
recessive < 1 mm 
partings, two 1 m 
step backs at -1 & 
_) ) ) ·2 m from top of v unit 
140 m 
_) ) ) limestone-dominated limcs tonr 1 cm bk f r & dk gr none -- 2-3 v rhythmite , th ick w ith 2 mm wth 
V"'-
ls>;..arg Is "' 9 lam1nat1ons 
hrnestone- plan.tr lamin at ions bkfr&dkgr none 
1-2 
dominatedrhythmite, t ransitio n to wth 
V"'-) ) ls>>arg Is undulose, Is is almost mottled 
limestone-dominated thinly laminated, bk fr& dk gr none ·- 1 
rhythm1te, some ripples, wth 
ls>>arg Is lime stone 1 cm 
V"'- th ick wrth 2 mm ara laminations 
ooli t ic packstone ooids (increase dkgrfr&med eocnnotd and fossil disarticulated 1-2 
up -unit w/ 2-3 cm grwth fragments 
130 m 
. e'P.-H H -'f-t-!/-.\-4' J 
sections), dolomite 
rep laces 1% of 
• 0 0 • 0 0 0 v 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ooi ds/fossil 
0 • 0 • 0 0 fragments , massive . . 0 0 0 • 
• 0 0 • 0 0 J but erosional 0 . 0 • 0 0 0 0 partings every 1-3 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 
I 0 I 0 0 0 0 ., cm 
-
cover, shale? none --- none --
1ntraclast ic pebb le-size medgrfr&dk trilobite foss1t fragments d1sart1culared 1 
- fornl1 ferous lntradasts (lime grwt h 
O J 
packstone /gra1nstone mudstone & some 
wi th l1me repldced by 
v rTiudstone/9r a1ny do lorn1te), 2 cm 
-
calc1silt1te bands layers 
/? 
.) 
-
-
- cover none --- no ne --
-
-
120m 
-
-
CV S 
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covered, oncolrtK burrows, onco1ds ls· med grfr& fossi l fragments d1s.:1rticulated ]-4 ,/ 
floats tone -1 cm diameter, wth ; s1lty 
0 0 0 0 0) ) mottles mottles· br/yl 0 0 • 
• • • 0 
fr&wth 
18 Om - 0 • . 
• • • 0 hmestone-dominated spar filled burrows ls-dkgrfr& none ·-
2-3 
0 0 0 
' 0 0 • 0 
rhythm,te, dia-7 mm, thinly med gr wth; 
• 0 • ls>arg Is laminated, Is beds silty partings-0 • 0 0 2·3 cm with silty dkgrfr&ltgr 
) ) partings -<1 cm wth but thick and thin from mm to + 3cm; 
2 embedding 
parallel vein 
-H- creat es and 20 cm 
7 step back oncolnic float:.tone, burrow mottled, ls- dkgrfr& none - ]-4 25 cm oncolitic rare spar filled medgrwth; rudstone layer at top , burrows, onco1d silty partings-diameter- 1 .5 cm dk grfr& h gr 0) ) wth Q 0 C:l G 0 
0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 • rubbly hme- ls- dkgrfr& 
• • • 0 0 ' 
burrow mottled, none ·- J.4 
0 0 0 0 0 mudstone / ca1cisiltn:e thinly laminated, Is med gr wth, 
e 0 0 0 0 (limestone- beds 2-3 cm with silty partings-
0) ) domin,Hed) silty partings, beds dkg r fr&ltgr rhythm1te, (slightly less t ightly wth 
170 m more arg than cemented 
below ?), 
1s>> arals 
) ) lime- vertical and ls-dkgrfr& none ·- 23 
mudstone /cdlcis 1ltite horizontal burrows , med grwth ; 
(limestone - thinly lammated , Is silty partings-
dom inat ed} beds 3-4 cm with dkgrfr&lt g r 
rhythmIte, (slightly thin 2 mm silty wth ) ) more argillaceous part ings than below , 
ls> >arg Is 
160m 
7 
"6" 
/ stabby lime- thin ly lam inated, Is ls- dkgrfr& none ·- l mudstone /calcis1ltlte beds 2-S cm with med grwth ; (limestone- silty partings 2-3 silty part ings -dominated) cm thinning to dkgr fr&lt gr rhythm 1te, mm, small ripp les, wth ls=Mgls small layer of fpc 5X10X1 cmdtto p f alternating hme ooid s, spar filled medgrfr&lt none ·- l mudstone and oolitic burrows, rip-up grwth pack.stone clasts, oold beds cross str ati fied, surfaces are npp led /undulo se 
oo litic pack.stone, ooids, spa r filled medgrfr&tt none ·- 2 ,/ 
.. ~ (very sparkly coarn burrows, 11p-up grwth • ('l 0 0 :) 0 0 silt ) clasts at erosional 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 
I <'7 
Jl000 i> 0 )) 
contac t with lower 
unit (in tr aclasa) , 
~ . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
--....J'-- lower 1.5 m cross , 0 . ~ 0 0 0 strat ified, upper 45 
0 0 0 0 • 0 ~ ) ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 cm laminar beds 0 • 0 0 0 
-
0 0 0 0 0 0 
40cm 
" 
0 . 0 /°> 
limestone-dom inated Is and silty Is beds ls-medgrfr& none ·- J 
rhythm1te , 3 cm, eros10nal It gr'Nth ; s1lty 
ls- ,ugls con tact wrth upper I s- med gr fr& 
-
-----
unit It br/r d wth 
-
cover, sh.ile none ... none ·-
l SOm 
-
-
CV S 
210 m - ) ) 
- ) 
- ) ) 
), 
) ) 
200 m 
9 
8 ~ ~ ./~ vv 
8 
7 
190m 
180m 
' 
-
' 
' 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
• 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
• 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
, 
0 
0 
0 
• 
0 
• 
0 
0 
0 
) ) ) 
v 
/ 
-
" 
) 
K 
) ) 
) ) 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
• • 0 © 0 0 0 ,, 
0 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 ©) ) v • 0 0 0 0 0 . 
C 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 
0 • ) ) 0 ©) 0 ' 0 
0 
' 0 ©) ) v 0 0 
' 
CV S 
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rubbly cover, mott leo intense motthng ·- none ·- 4-S 
hmestone 
l1mestone-dom1ndted mottles , spdr-filled dkgrfr&med none ·- 1-2 
rhythm, te, beds are burrows, Is beds 3 gr wth ; silty ls-
less tightly cemented cm, silty Is beds dkgrfr& 
forming sla bby 0.01-1 cm.some br/ yl wth 
ledge /s lope, surfaces hg like 
ls>> arg Is 
limeston""domlnated burrows, Is beds 2 dk grfr & wth; none - 1-2 
rhythm1te, cm, silty Is beds 1 siltyls - dkgr 
ls=arg Is cm;u pper ha lf has fr & dk br/ gr 
mottles & silty Is 
becomes partings wth 
only 
alternating beds of burrows , Is beds dkgrfr&med none ·- 1-2 
lime mudstone and res1st1ve, mottled ls gr wth;silty 
mottled lime beds recessive parts- dk gr fr 
mudstone &ltgrwth 
hmes tone-do m 1nat ed Is and silty Is beds dkgrfr&med none ·- 2 
rhythm,te , upper O 15 1-Jcm gr wth; silty Is-
cm (arg') recessJVe, dkgrfr&ttgr 
ls=arg Is wth 
rubbly covered, mottles dkgrfr&med none ·- 3-4 
bu rrow mottled hme grwth 
mudstone 
recrystallized cross-n, .. t,fied, It grfr&wth fossil fragments disart1culdted I v v 
fossiliferous possible fine 
packstone ooids? 
lime mudstone, upper !>mspar-filled dk grfr & med upper .5 m- fossil disarticuldted 1-2 
5 m possible burrows, mottles gr w th fragments 
wackestone (some 
dolom1t1zed). 
massive beds with 
silty parts every 1 
m, lams every 2 cm; 
sh.up lower 
erosional contact 
amp =2 cm, ooid s 
t ransiti on lime mottles become ou tcrop none ·- 1-2 
mudstone planar beds, shows 
partings, then significant 
absent ; ~hctrp colo r change 
erosional upper from med to 
contact dkqrwt h 
sma II ledges of lime mott les, burrows Is- med gr fr& none ·- 1-2 
mudstone silty parting s wth ; silty 
mottles· br/ yl 
fr&wth 
lim e mudstone smsparfilled dkgrfr& med none ·- 4--S 
burrows. massive grwth 
silty partings every 
1 m, thin lams 
f!Very .S cm;sharp 
erosional contact 
with lower unit 
mo tt led lime mottles, burrows Is- med grfr& none ·- J-4 
mudsto ne (low er10 cm wth ; silty 
doto -filled) , beds mo tt les· br/ yl 
1-2 cm with silty fr& ~vth 
parts 
hme muds tone to burrows {lowe r 20 med gr fr& none 
-- 2 
wackeston e cm dol omrte filled), wth 
beds 1-2cmw,th 
silty partings 
oncoh tic float stone burrows 1X10mm , ls· med gr fr & fossil fragments d1wrt1Culated )-4 
onco1ds - 1-2 cm wth ; s,tty 
d1dmeter, monies mottles- br/ yl 
fr&wth 
covered, oncoli tlC burrows, onco1ds ls-m ed gr fr& sparse fossil frdgments d1Sc1rtteulated ) -4 
floats tone -1 cm diameter, wt h;s1lty 
mottl es mottles - br/y l 
fr&wth 
240 
11230 
10 
m 
m 
220 m 
10 
9 
210 m 
• 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 • 0 
0 0 
0 
0 • 
• 0 • 
• 0 • 
0 • 0 
0 • 0 
0 0 
Q 
. 0 
• 
• 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
e 0 
• 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
-
-~ 
-
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
• • 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 0 
0 • . . 0 
0 
" • 
• 0 0 • • 0 0 
. • . 0 0 
0 0 • 
• 0 
• • . 0 0 
• • 0 
• 0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 . 
• 0 
• • 0 
• 0 0, e 0 
. 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
e 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
• 0 0 0 0 
0 0 . 
0 0 
0 0 0 
• 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
I 
( V S 
:;) )© 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
• 0 ) )© _) . 0 
0 0 0(1) / 0 0 
0 • ) )©~ • 0 0 • 
• 0 0 • 
• • )©~ 0 • ) • • 0 0 
0 . 
0 • ) © ~($) ) 0 • ) 0 0 0 0 
• • 0 . )©~ 0 0 ) 0 0 . 0 
0 • 0 • 0 . ~ • 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 ) 0 . 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 jiPM 
' 
0 
0 0 
~ © J 0 
• 0 ©0 0 
) )©.?~ 
) )©.? ~
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
~ 
)l 
) ) 
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oncol 1t1c rudstone, burr ows dia-4 mm , ls-dkgrfr& fossil fragments and diSc1rt1culated J 
.; 
catc1sitt1te mottles (30% dolo med gr wth ; possib le tr1lob1les 
altered) , onco1ds ( 1 mottles - It br 
cm diameter ) fade wth 
in and out but 
dominant In upper 
half, intra clasts 
appear in upper 
1.5 m,upper 
boundary 
irregular-
hummocky 
{erosional surface?) 
i.=0.5-1.S m, 
amp=0 .15-1.5 m 
argillaceous intraclasts, onco1ds, dkgrfr& ltgr fossil fragments, disartic ulated ? 
in t raclastlC oncolitic upper boundary wth strom atol ites 
wa ckestone & kdrst? orundulose 
stromatol tte with 
boundstone amplitude=l0 -15 
on 
1ntrac l<1st1C oncolitic beds-30 cm, lt grfr&br/yl sparse trilobites, fossil d1sart1eulated ? ,/ ,/ 
pdckstone cross-strdt1f1ed, grwth fragments, and blue 
onco1ds, upper green algae (G,rvane lla) 
boundary k<Hst? or 
undulose with 
20-30 cm rehef 
recrystallized spar-filled burrows, ls-l t g r fr& blue-grean algae disarticulated 
, 
,/ 
inuaclas t ic packstone oncolds, v/small br /yl wth; silty (Girvanel/a), fossil 
mtradasts, silty Is- med gr fr& fragments 
partings, sutures It br/rd wth 
arg1llaceous spar-filled burrows , ls-ltgrfr& none ·- 1-2 
calc1sllt1te/hm e- Is beds 3 cm, silty br/ yl wth ; silty 
mudstone partings Is· med grfr& 
crystal line Is?? tt br/ rd wth 
limesto ne-dom inated spar-filled burrows , ls-ltgrfr& none disart icu lated 1-l 
rhythmite , monies, Is .rnd silty br/ yl wth ; silty 
ls-a rg Is Is beds] cm Is- med grf r & 
It br/ rd? wth 
hmestone--dom1nated thrnly lc1m1nated, ls Is· rned grfr& none -- 1-2 
rhythm1te , .ind silty Is beds 3 It gr wth ; silt y 
ls=arg Is cm, almos t mottles ls-med gr fr& 
d1s.ippea,, the It b r/ rd wth 
remaining are 
dolo -replaced 
limestone-dominated burrow-mottled, Is- med gr fr& none 2-3 
rhythm1te , thi nly lami nated, Is It g r wth ; silty 
ls- .trgls and stlty Is beds 3 Is- med gr fr & 
cm It br/ rd wt h 
rubbly cover, none ... none 4-5 
in ten sely mott led 
limestone 
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27 Om 
dolQ'jtone none It-med grfr& none ·- J-2 
It br wth 
/ 
oncohtic mottled , burrows , dk grfr& med none ·- J -2 
wackes tone- oncoids, upper half grwth 
© ) ) p.1ck5tone thinly laminated 
260 m 
l1mestone-dom1nc1ted beds 1-4 cm thick medgrfr&lt none ·- 1-2 
rhyt.hm1te c'lhered to with mm silty, brwth 
dolostone, upper half has 
ls>>arg Is btrdseye 
burrow-mottled sparse onco1ds. ls-med grfr& none -- 2-J 
,/ 
argillaceous burrows, beds 2 wth ; mottles-)) limestone-dominated cm, 1rregul.-1r upper hgrfr& It br rhythmite, surface wth 
250m 7 
ls-=arg Is 
massi\le, burrows dkgrfr&med none ·- 1 
l,mestone-dominattd grwth 
rhythmite, 
ls=.irgls 
I~ trans1t1on to lime coarse-pebble dkgrfr& med none ·- 1 mudstone sized {15 mm) grwth onco,ds oncoht1c ftoatstone, coarse-pebble size ltgrfr&ltbr none ·- 1-2 
'i sh,up lower cont act ( 15 mm) onco1ds, wth onco1ds 1n lower 40 cm appear to be-layered 
0 0 0 0 0 • Gl':.)0000 I~ do lo011t11ed onco l1t1c ltgrfr&tt br 0 0 0 0 "> "> onco,ds none ·-r::, ::, 0 0 0 0 float!iotone wth !I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C ~ ' 1/ oncol1t1C floatstone burrows, mottles, ls- dk grfr& eocnno1ds (4 mm disartaculated J J 0 0 0 0 onco1ds, 1ntraclasts. med gr wth ; diameter) and (os.s1I 0 ~ upper boundary mottles- It br fr,19ments, po!ios1ble 0 0 0 0 irregular - Wlh tnlobrtes 
0 0 hummocky 
240m 
0 • 0 e 0 . 
~) 0 0 0 0 0 0 )© 2 (erosion al surface?) 0 • 0 0 0 • i.=0 .5-1.S m, 0 0 0 
' ' 
0 
' ' • 
0 • 0 0 
,,m p ... Q.15-1.S m 
0 . 0 0 • o1 0 • 0 • 0 • ) ) .) 0 0 0 • • © 0 0 0 e 0 • v 
CV S 
JO 
"12" 
11 
Om 
290 
"' 
280m 
270m 
) ) 
) ) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 0 0 ) ) 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
" 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
" 
0 0 0 0 ) ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
y 
~ '-._<?) ) 
=- ~ 
-z:= 
"T 
= 
~ 
"T 
~ 
CV S C 
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lime muds tone spar -fil led burrow s dkgr fr &med none 2-J 
grwth 
onco lmc flo atst one spar -filled burrow s, dkgrfr&med none 2-3 
onco1ds grwth 
argill aceous spar -filled burrow s dk g rfr &med none 2-J 
limestone-dom inated increase in numbe r g r wth 
rhythm1te , 
ls>:>arg Is 
argrltaceo us spar-fill ed burr ows , dk grft & med none -- 2-3 
l1mestone-do m 1nated ligh t ly mott led, gr wt h 
rhythm1te , recessive recessive part ings 
almost cavern every l -3 cm 
fo rmm g e ros ion, 
ls>>arg Is 
rubb ly, hmestone- spar-fi lled burrows , dk grfr & med no ne -- 2-J 
do minated rhythm1te, lightl y mottled gr wt h 
ls=arg Is 
cr~talline som e man ling, dk grfr & med none --
1-2 .; 
wackest one 1ntra clasts,s par grwth 
filled buu ows, 
cross-stratified 
beds 7 cm , thinly 
ldminate d lam inar 
bed s 3- 15 cm 
rubbly ledge- and mo tt led /silty layers ls- dk g rf r & none -- J 
~lope - forming, eve ry 1 cm, med grwth , 
bur row -mottl ed mottled s1tty 
limes tone-domin ated layers- dk gr fr 
rhyt hm 1te, & tt br w th 
ls- arg ls 
dolostone up per 1.5 m has Jt -medgrfr& none 
3-2 
bi rdseye It br wth 
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33 
) ) 
Om ) ) dolostone, altered prohficsmall medgrfr&lt none -- 2-3 burrow -mo ttled spar-filled burrC"WS br/gr wth 
lime-stone 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
1 --, ) ) 
) ) dolostone , altered spar-filled burrows medgrfr&lt none -- 2-3 
hmestone--dominated br/grwth 
rhythm 1te 
) ) 
320 m 
,__--
~ fault 
40 cm thick wh fr&wth none 
) ) time mudstone spar-fi lled burrows dkgrfr&med spar ry fossil fragments dtsart1cul.1ted 2-3 v 
gr wth 
) ) 
o~1 
<?) ) 
<? 
) ) lime mudstone, upper spar-filled bur rows, dkgrfr&med none 
--
2-3 
-3 m tr11ns1t1on to upper) m- grwth 
intradast ic pack.stone lntraclasts 
310m 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) time mudstone spar-filled burr ows d k grfr& med none -- 2-3 gr wth 
300m 
) ) 
CV S 
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dolostone, dltered spar-fi lled burrows dk grfr & none ·- 2· 3 
360 m Jimesto ne-dom1 nated tmcrease in size purp / grwth 
rhythm1te , up-unit), 1s and sltty 
ls=arg Is layers- 5 mm,2 cm 
algalmatdt 
contact above 
previous unit 
""" """' ) ) 4.5 
) ) -dolostone, altered spar -filled burrows dk grfr & none ·- 3-4 
bioturbated {increase 1n size in purp/grwth ) ) limestone-dominated top 1.5 m), ls and rhythmite , silty ldyers -2-3 cm 
) ) ls- arg Is ---
2·3 
350 
\ \ 
limestone-dom inated Is layers -2 cm, dk grfr & TS: po lymerid and 1 
' 
,/ 
m ) ) (f) rhythm 1te silty layers -1 cm purp /gr wth agnost1d trilobrtes (and do not fizl 
<7 ~ 
dolostone proltficsmall mt-dgrfr&lt none ·- ? 
burrows, dunes br/grwth 
<7~ ).=60cm and 
amp=l0.-20 cm, 
<7~ 
1ntrd c.lasts towards 
top4m ,20c m 
'-
cross-stra tified 
beds in tower 3 m, 
1ntracldsts 
'--
J J 
) ) 
) ) dolostone , altered prolific small med grfr& It none 2-3? burrow-mottled burrows , birdseye br/grwth 
hmestone? (appec1rs to 
) ) originc1te in monll ng), beds in 
upper 1.5 m very 
340 m ) ) laminar 
) ) 
) ) 
-
) ) dolostone, al1ered prolif ic small medgrfr&lt none ·- 2·3 
) ) burrow -mottled spar-filled bu rrows br/g rwth limestone? 
) ) 
) ) 
- ) ) 
) ) 
330 rn 
, ) ) 
CV S 
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390 m ) ) dolostone small burrows, med gr fr& none -- 2-3 
small mottling , top br/ gr wth 
) ) of unit has birdsey e 
) ) 
, dolostone, alte red none med gr fr& algal mat -- 1 ¥ 
algal mat boundstone br/grwth 
"ff"' dolostone cross-st ratified med gr fr& none 
--
2 
/ dunes 30-40 cm br/grwth 
~p do lostone small bur rows, med grfr& none -- 2-3 
- ~ 
c1ltern.ites from br/grwth 
thm mo tt led layers 
f--=:::::2: to cross-stratif ied 
, ripples , 
) ) thinly-l aminated layers every 0.02-2 
cm {some foresets 
~~ ) )~ are birds eye), mottles thicken in 
~ tool.Sm 
380 m ) ) dolostone small burrows, med gr fr& none -- 2-3 alternates from br/ gr wth 
~ 
thin mottled l"ye rs 
to thinly-lammated 
layers C'lery .02-2 
cm 
dolostone, small bu n ows med grfr & none -- 2-3 
limestone-domi nated (<i0%o frock ), br/ grwth ) ) '\./\- rhythmIt e, alternates from ls=c1rg Is thin mott~ layers 
~ \ 
to thinly-ldminated 
layers every 1-2 m 
) ) dolostone, alte red small burrows med gr fr& none -- 2-3 limesto ne-dom inated (< 10%ofrock) , br/gr wth 
) ) rhythm1te, alternates from ls=arg Is thm 2 cm mottled layers to 
) ) thinly-laminated layers 
370m 
) ) 
) fine-gr ained, bu rrows, some med gr fr& algal mat 2-3 J 
dolostone mott ling , br/grwth 
'\./\- ,-m;, 
th1nly-lam1nat ed, 
,-,m., some ripp les, some ( ( lc1yers of c1lgal mat 
I 
/ ) do lostone burrows , intense med grfr& 
none 2-3 
) mottling br/g r wth 
) ) dolostone spar-filled burrows med gr fr& none -- 2-3 (increase in size br /grwth 
) ) up-unit), ls and silty layers-5 mm 
/ 
I I 
- z: 
) ) 
dolostone, c1ltered spar-filled burrows dkgr fr& none 2-3 ) ) limestone-do1mnaced (increase in size pu rp/gr wth 
T rhythm1 te, up -unit) , ls and silt y 
360m ) ) ls-arg Is 
lc1yers-S mm 
~ ) ) 
CV S 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
lithology Structures 
ledge-forming small burrows, 
dolostone surfaces 
hummocky 
dolostone small burrows, 
surfaces 
hummocky , 2 
bedding ·parallel 
faults 20 cm thick. 
possible algal mat 
dolostone small burrows 
dolostone small burrows, 
mottled, top of unit 
hcis birdseye 
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med gr fr& none -- 2 
br/gr wth 
med gr fr& algal mat -- 2 
br/gr wth 
med gr fr& none -- 2 
br/grwth 
med gdr& none 2-l 
br/grwth 
-450m -
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
440 m 
-
430m o 
- lz: 
L-
IT 
CV S 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) '--
) ) 
) ) 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
© ) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
) ) 
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology Structu res 
ledge- and small sptH-filled 
stope--rorming, burrows 
dolostone 
ledge- and small Spdr-filled 
slope - forming, burrows, top of 
doloston e, altered unit has 20 cm 
cr1no1d packstone cross-strat ified bed, 
rare oncoids 
ledge- and smal l spar-filled 
slope-forming. burrows , oncoids 2 
dolostone, altered cm diameter 
oncolitJC Hoatston e 
ledge- and smill burrows, 
slope-forming , surfaces 
dolostone hummocky 
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med gr fr & none -- l-3 
br/grwth 
med gr fr& none -- l 
br/grwth 
med gr fr& none -- l 
br/g r wth 
med gr fr& eocnnold fragments -- l 
br/g rwth 
141 
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cc1lc1s1lt1te calcite concretions ls-medg rrr& agnost1d 1r1lob1tes, articulated and I 
" / mterbedded with die ou t, Is beds It gr wth ;sh- sponge spicules, & ctlgae disarticulated v/ fissile shdle;cdpped 5-10 cm, sh beds 2 brfr&ltgr 
w/ 2Q. 30 calos1h:1te cm wth 
JO m ledge, 
ls=sh 
2 
fa cover (shale) and d isk-shaped calcite medgrfr&lt agnomd trilobites & artKulated and 1 calds1lt1te ledges concre t ions grwth sponge spicules disarticulated (i) \j 
- -~ 
calcisJ/tite rippled 1-2 cm Js-medgrfr& none - 1 
" interbedded with crests, >.=20 cm; It gr wth;sh -
calcareous papery 2-3 cm troughs, medgrfr&dk 
shc1le ).=0.5 m;ls beds grfrwth 
3-1 S cm.sh a le 
beds 1-l0cm 
calctsiltite beds 10-20 cm, bkfr& It none ·- 1 
-· 
tippled surf aces br/gr wth 
:::< 
rubbly calc1s1ltrte sphe rical Is bkfr&grwth none ·- I 
" concre tions , beds 
J-5 cm, with silty 
partings 
alternating 2-10 cm rippled surfaces, dk gr fr& It polymerid tr i lob ites d1~rticuldtt.>d 1-2 
" " argillaceous lime thin lams;upper 1 br / gr wth ; hg-
mudstoneand m beds thicken mdgrfr& 
/0 ~ calcareous shale, with and thin ; hg wth m 0.2S m calcistltite and consists of 
'\/'-. hardground cap, np pled/duned 
ls>sh 5-lScmbeds,and 
has iron crusts 
cak1s1lt1te very nodular w ith bk -dk gr fi & It none ·- 3.4 
-
-
silt y partings, nods grwth 
-4X 10 cm, nod 
intensity decreases 
upwards 
arg1llaceous very bk-dkgr fr& It none ·- 2-J 
" caklsilt ite ;c apped nodular / mottled grwth 
with 10cm bed except for cap, silty 
'\/'-. 
part ings 
calci!.1lt 1te ripples, beds -1 O dk grfr& It gr none ·- 1 
_) cm thKk with thm wth 
=7 part 1nqs 
equal chippy / fissile bedsare2cm ; cap ts- bk -dk gr fr cap: marticulate artkulated and 2 
" " shale dnd calcisiltl te has silty parts & It grwth ; brachiopods, agnostid disarticulated 
(Is same dS unit every 10-1 5 cm, sh- bkfr&dk t r1lob1tes, sponge 
-- - below); capped with one side of gully grwth spicules,& other fossil 
0.40 m calcsitt bed, reveals fragments 
ls=sh soft -sedim ent 
!Om foldlr19 
ledge -forming, rubbly burrow monhng, Is- bk -dk gr fr sparse: 1nart1culate drtkulated, 1-2 
calcis1lt1te rippl ed surfaces & It grwth; bra ch10pods, polymer id w /so me 
'\/'-. i..=-10 cm, thinly mottles-bk fr tri lobites & sponge disarticulated 
ldm inated, 2-1 O cm & wth;silty spicules 
(i) _) beds , upper and part 1ngs/ surfa 
v lower 1 m beds 1-4 ces are t an 
'\/'-. cm 
_) (i) 
v rubbly cove r, with 0.4 nodules, burrow Is- b k·dk gr fr sp,1rst>: rnart1cu!ate art,cul,lted, 1 
m ou tcrop o f mottling. 2·5 cm &ttg r wth , brdch, opod s, polymerid w/some 
'\/'-. ulc1s1it1te beds, surfaces mottles- bkfr tnlob,tes & sponge dis.1rticu lated 
_) rippled & wth;silty SPICUies (i) partrngs/surfd v ces are tan 
'\/'-. 
slope dnd nodules, burrow ls*b k-dkgrfr inart iculdt e brachiopods, articuldted, 1 
" ledg e-for m mg. mon ling. 2-5 cm &It grwth , polymend trilobi tes and w/so me 
v cak1s11tite; ex lends 5 beds, surfaces mottles - bk fr spo nge spicules dis.1rt 1culated 
Om 
'\/'-. m below Om to the rippled, silty &wth 
_) <.m1<wk bound ary. p.utmg s/sur faces . (i) dre tan 
-(mj 
-(wk V V V V ' 
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INFO 
Lithology 
calcares ous shale 
interbed ded with 
calcisiltite, 
ls<<Sh 
o ilcaresous shale 
1nterbedded with 
platyc a lds11tite, 
ls<<sh; 
calcisiltite frequency 
increase up-unit, 
ls=sh 
papery -platy 
cak areous shale 
calcareous shale 
inter bedded with 
calcisilt ite, 
ls>sh 
platyca lcis1ltite 
Structu res Color 
sh beds increas e to Is-med gr fr & 
5-l0cm,c alcis iltite lt brSYRS /6 
beds 1-2 cm, wth;sh- med 
ripples in platy Is 
some nod ules; sh 
beds S· 1 O cm. 
calc1siltite beds 1·2 
cm, upper half Is 
and sh equal 1 cm 
each,rare 
calcareous nodules 
non !!! 
none 
gr 
ls- medgrfr& 
It br 5YR 5/6 
wth;sh - med 
gr 
dk grf r& It gr 
wth 
ls &sh - med 
grfr&tt br 
5YR 5/6 wth 
Fossils 
rare agnostid trilobites 
(Baltagno srus turypyx ), 
rare spong e spkules 
rare agnostid trilobites 
(Baltagnosrus eurypyx), 
rare sponge spicules 
algae 
none 
Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
disarticulated 
arti cu lat~ 
1s slabs 1 cm thick. 
v/v/fine part ings 
every 8- 10 cm, 
some calcit e 
concr et ions, 
v/ dk gr fr & agnost id & rare disarticu lated 
burrows 
wth polymerid (Asaphiscus 
whttler1) trilobites, sparse 
inart iculate brach iopods 
& sponge spicules 
5 
4 
90 m ------
-
-
-- -
-
-
al/ 
~ 
-~=~~~~ 
....-_-'----..1...,_-_-'--~ 
--~- ... 80 m - -- -~~---'--:c  .c-:i:::::-...::::::-J.. 
~-~- ~ 
~=-~=-~ 
-
-:.:_--~~---=-i _...__..._ 
4 
3 70 m .~ 
- -
'\J'--
-
-
- -
SEDIMENTOLOGY PALEOECOLOGY 
Lithology Structu res Co lo r Fossils Tap honomy 
cliff-form1ng,slabby Is and sh beds 2-3 Js-dkgrfr& none --
calcisiltite cm med gr wth ; 
intermittent with sh-bk fr& 
paper-chippy shale, wth 
ls=sh 
ledge-form ing, plc1ty none bkfr&wth sparse agnosto1d disarticulat~ 
argill.iceous trilobit es, and organic 
calcis,ttit e blebs 
v/ f issile organic shale none bkfr&wth none --
alternating fissile lg Is co ncretio ns ls-dkgrfr& none 
shale and calc is1ltite , (30X40 cm); Is beds medg r wth ; 
ls<sh 4-S cm (thinning sh-ltbd r & 
up),s hbedsS-10 wth? 
cm 
fissile shale none bk fr &lt br' none --
wth 
fiss,leshale none bkfr & gr wth none 
-
calcareous shale or none bk fr& wth none --
thml y-lam1nated 
cc1lcis1lt1te 
calca reous shale non e bk fr& wth none 
--
fissile shale 5, 20 cm thick calc bk fr& wth none ---
intermittent with 20 bands (beco ming 
cm more resistive more calc,Heous 
calcareous shales up-un it 
1ntrdcla st1c rudstone ; 1mbncated (on dk gr fr& med TS: sponge spicules, 
--
measured 0.6S-2.1 m storm hummocks) grwth inarticuldte brdchiopods, 
thick small and & fossil fragments 
rnega-1ntraclasts 
l- 2X10-15 cm); 
vert calcite vein (1 S 
cm th1ek) cuts 
across top of ledge 
calc1s1tt1e nodules becom e med gr fr& none --
1nterbedded with smalle r but more gr-It br 5YR 
shale prolific; Is layers are 5/6 wt 
2-3 cm thick& 
more planar , sh is 
almost equal in 
thickness 
cakisittit e becom ing less med grfr& none --
nodul ar, thin shale gr -tt br SYR 
part ings 5/6wt 
calc1s1lt1te extremely nod ular med gr fr& TS: rdre brachiopod shells --
with shale partings gr -It bt SYR 
5l6wt 
fissile argi llaceous nodules; Is beds Is- med gr fr & none 
limestone 2-3 cm, sh beds It br 5YR 5/6 
1nterbedded with 2-20c m wth ; sh-med 
calos1tt1te ; loosi ng gr 
shale as calcis1hrte 
beds increase in 
frequency and 
become more 
- - ~ nodu lar;tr ans1t,ons to ht ho logy d bove, - - ls<<dro Is 
- fissile c1rg1llaceous noduldr ; 2-3 cm Is Is- med gr fr& rare agnosto,d tn lo bites, disart iculated 
limestone beds planer, thm ty ltbr SYRS/6 rare spicules 
- (1) mterbedd ed wrth !aminated,sh beds wth ;s h- med 
calc1s11trte, 2-20 cm; every 30 gr 
- ls<<a rg ls cm lsbe d 1s 
60m noduld r 
>---- :,1 
'\J'-------r--_-_-_-_-
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1 
I ,/ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I ,/ 
I ,/ ,/ 
3-4 
3-4 
' 
2-3 ,/ 
2 
2 ,/ 
12 
9 
8 
Om -
8 
7 
7 
6 
110 m 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology Structures 
calcis ittite 2-S cm calc isiltite 
tnterbedded with beds become 
shctle, thicker up -unit , sh 
ls>sh l -2cm 
argillaceous Is beds 2-S cm 
calcis ilt1te with shale 
partings ; calc1s1ltite 
becomes less 
argillaceo us u~un rt 
.1lternating calcis1ltrt:e Is and sh beds 2-3 
and shale; capped cm, hg- crusts, 
with 10-lS cm rubbty bored, and nodular 
irregu lar hardground , look ing at base 
ls=sh 
rubbly / nodular burrows 
calc1s1ltite 
alternating ls and sh beds 2-3 
arg1tlaceous cm 
calc1s1tt1te and shale; 
calcis,ltite thickness 
increase up -unit , 
ls- sh 
calcareou s shale none 
shale 1nterbedded Is bf'ds 2-3 cm, sh 
with rubbly beds 3-5 cm, small 
limest on e;capped 2-3 cm calcite vein 
with 15 cm calc1silt ite , at top of un it 
ls<sh 
shale mterbedded sh beds 2-3 cm, 1s 
w ith 1 cm platey beds 1 cm sm.tU 
calcis1ltite calc ite vein 
chff-form,ng. slabby Is and sh beds 2-3 
calc isilt1te cm, pyrite and 
intermitten t with horneblend on 
paper -ch ippy shdle, surfaces 
ls=sh 
chtf -forming , slab by Is and sh beds 2-3 
calc1!i.1ltrte cm 
Intenn1ttent with 
paper -ch ippy shale ; 
capped with 10cm 
calc1silt1te bed, 
ls=sh 
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INFO 
Colo r Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
Is- med gr fr& none -- 1-2 
It gr wth ; sh-
bk fr & It br/gr 
wth 
ls-medgrfr& none ·- 1-3 
It gr wth;sh-
bk fr & It br/gr 
wth 
ls-medgrfr& none ·- 1-3 
It gr wth;sh-
bk fr& ltbr /gr 
wth ; hg 
surface- bk/br 
&It brwth 
medgrfr&lt none -- 2 
grwth 
Is- med grfr& none ·- l 
It gr wt h; sh-
bk fr& It br/gr 
wth 
bk fr & It br/ gr none ·- l v 
wth 
ls-dkgrfr& none ·- 1·2 
medgrwth ; 
sh · bk fr& 11 
br /grwth; 
surfaces are It 
It br 
bk fr& It br/gr none ·- 1-2 
wth 
Is- dkgrfr& none ·- 1-2 
medgrwth ; 
sh- bkfr& 
wth 
Is--dk grfr & none ·- 1-2 
med gr wth ; Is 
cap- dk gr fr & 
It br/dk gr 
wth ; sh- bk fr 
&wth ; 
surfaces are It 
br 
11 
10 
140m 
10 
9 
130m 
120m 
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology Structures Color 
cliff-forrrnng. very laminated ; sh- bk fr & dk 
calcareous shale with calcareous nodules grwth; Is· 
some thin l1mey med grfr& It 
bands of calc1s1lt1te gr/ It br wth 
-----
-----
-----
fissile shale nodul~ in float dkgrfr& md 
- =~~~-
grwth 
- ---- -
-----
-----
lime beds 1 <2 cm sh-bkf r&dk 
thick; nodules in grwth;ls· 
float medgrfr&lt 
gr/ It br wth 
- -=_:=_.~~~-=- more calcareous with 
_:_-_ -_ -_ -_ - -3 limey interbeds at 
-_----:_- _:- _- the top ; capped with 
=---==----==-= -==- weak cycle top of 
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INFO 
Fossils 
sparse horizon tal of 
burrows 
none 
none 
Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
1-2 
vert burrows, Is sh· bk fr& It 
-=-=~-=-~ / nss;1esh•lebecom1ng 
- ~ ~~---=:: A" __ ,._1.;., ;..,;_1t;_,. __ +------+----f--------+-----+--+--+---t 
-_-_:--_-_-1/ shale1nterbedded none 1·2 
concret ions br/grwth ; ls-
/ nodular 5-10 cm med grfr&lt 
_ ____ I wrth calcis11tite, 
long grwth 
vert burrows, ls sh· bkfr&lt 
~--=-~~-l ls<sh 
,-r-----+--~-+-...!.--+------+---+--+-+--1 
f1ss1le shale, w it h 
1imey platy bands of 
calosittrte; capped 
with 25 cm calcis1tt1te 
none 1·2 
-
---- ~ --
----
- ----
----
----- -
------
------
------
------
·------
---- --
~--- -- -
------
CV S 
v 
\ 
v 
,..----, ( ( 
J 
7 
v 
bed 
fissile shale 
shale, w ith sparse 
llmey bE'ds 
shale;cillpped with 15 
cm calc1s11tite bed 
CdlCISltlte 
mterbedd ed with 
shale, capped with 15 
cm calcis11t1te bed 
calc1s1ltite 
1nterbedded with 
shale, capped w1th 2 
m slab by calo,;1tt1te, 
ls>sh 
concretions/ br/grwth;ts -
nodular bedding; med gr fr& It 
sh beds 2-1 O cm, Is grwth 
beds 1-2 cm;c ap 
has v/thin shaley 
part ings 
w/n odu les sh-bk fr& sponge spicules ,tnd disarticu lated ,/ 
br /grwth algae 
burrows fo rming sh- bk fr & tt sponge spicules dnd dlSdrtlCUldted 
thin rounded 3XS br/grwth algae 
cm Is concretions 
none sh· bk fr & It sponge spicu les and disarticulated 
br/grwth ; ls· dlgae 
medgrfr&tt 
grwth 
ha rdgrou nd rubble Is· med gr fr & none 1-2 
on slope It gr wth; sh· 
bkfr&ltbr/gr 
wth 
2-5 cm calc1s1lt1te Is· med gr fr& none 1·2 
beds be<ome It gr wth ;sh-
thicker up unit, sh bk fr & It br/ gr 
l -2cm ; wth 
hdrdground rubble 
on slope 
180m 
13 
12 
160 m 
.L 
CV S 
rJ) 
@2 ) ) 
rJ) 2 ) ) 
rJ) 
(l9 2 ) ) 
rP_))) 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology Structures Color 
calc1S1lt1te Is beds 2-3 cm, sh sh & Is- It gr fr 
interbed ded with beds thin up to & wth 
shale, mm -lc m, Is t hinly 
ls>sh lam inated 
transition to 
alternating shale and 
cakis1 ltite , 
ls=sh 
calcareous shale 
lime~;~: ~:et1on 
lower 30 cm- 2-3, 
stacked hardgrounds; 
remaining upper 70 
cm- slab by ul ds1lt1te 
sparse slightly 
nodular layers, Is 
and sh beds 2-3 cm 
burrows and 
11ppl~s 
lime pebble s 
{erode out of 
shalt) 
burrows and 
rip ples 
sh& ls---lt grfr 
&wth 
lt grfr& wth 
bk fr& wth 
medgrfr&lt 
gr/It brwth ; 
shaley 
partings& 
surfaces It br ( ( -......f'.. with 1 mm shdle 
) ) partings 
transition to 
atterndt ing 
arg1Uaceou s shale and 
nodular calcisUtite, 
1s sh 
slabby calcmlt rte 
fissile shale 
int erbedde-d with thin 
limey bands of 
calcisil t1te 
cl1ff-form1ng, 
calcdreous shale with 
some thin lim ey 
bands of calcis11t1te 
2-3cmls&shbf!ds ls-medgrfr& 
It gr / brwth, 
sh- med gr fr 
& It grwth ; 
su rfaces It br 
2-Jcmcalcsilt 
beds wnh 
silty/sha ley 
part ings ; beds 
nodular like 
nodula r loo king 
burrows or 
concret ions? 
very ldminated; 
calcareous 
nodules; found 1, 
relat ively thin 
hor izon of burrows 
medgrfr&lt 
gr/ br wth ; 
surfaces It b r 
sh- bk fr & dk 
grwth ;ls-
medgrfr&lt 
gr / It brwth 
sh-b kfr&dk 
grwth ;l s-
medgrfr& It 
gr / It br wth 
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INFO 
Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
non e 
none -- 1 
polymerid (Modocio art1Culated 1 ,/ 
laevinucha) & agnost1d 
(Baltognostus eurypyx) 
trilobites & carpoids 
(Casrerocysr,s vahl 
none --
po lymer1d (Hemirhodon articulated and 1-2 ,/ ,/ 
omplipyge, Modoci a disarticula ted 
laevinucha) & sparse 
agnost1d tr ilobites & 
sponge spicules 
none 2-3 
none 2-3 
none 1-2 
none 1-2 
210 
200 
14 
13 
m 
m 
190m 
180m 
-
-
-:r 
-- --
-
-
-
-
- ---- -
-----
------
--- - -
------1-------1--------
-----
-
-
-
-
~ 
C1 
--- -
~ 
~ 
~ - -
E 
-
= 
h 
CV S 
'v'-
~ 
-'v'-.-/ 
~'v'-.-
/ 
~, 
'v'-) 
) )--I+ 
) ) 
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INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
alternating rubbly Is and sh beds 2-3 ls-dkgrfr& none -- 1-2 ,/ 
calc,sitrne dnd pclper cm wth;sh-dkgr 
shale, fr&wth 
ls=sh 
c1lternating rubbly Is and sh beds 2-3 ls-dkgrfr& none -- 1-2 
calcisilt1te and paper cm, ls ledge has J wth; sh- dk gr 
shale, capped with 30 silty fr&wth;ls 
cm calcis1lt1te, rippled/nodu lar surfaces dk g r 
ls=sh like partings fr&ltbrwth 
ls-dk gr fr& alternating calcis1lt1te Is concretions, Is none -- 1-2 
and shale with several and sh beds 2-3 wth; sh- dk g r 
capped with 2 cm hg cm, sh beds th in fr& wth;ls 
like layers and a flat up-unit to partings surfaces dk gr 
pebble terrace in hg layers fr&ltbrwth 
papery/fissile shale 1st HG bed 6 cm Is· med gr fr & none -- 1-2 
1nterbedd ed with thinning to 2-3 cm, wth;sh- bk fr 
calc1s1ltite concre t ions &wth;ls 
hardground , forms surfaces lt br 
gray pebble terrace 
alternating calc1s1lt1te ts dnd sh beds 2-3 Is· med gr fr& none -- 1-2 
and shale with -20 cm;ls has wth ; sh- It gr 
cm ls cap and small wavy/rippled silty fr&wth;ls 
hardground partings (i..=5 cm) surfaces It br 
alternating calcis1ltite Is and sh beds 2-3 ls· med grfr& none -- 1-2 
andshalewrth-13 cm;lshas wth ; sh· It gr 
cm Is cap and small wavy/ rippled silty fr&wth ; ls 
h,udground partings surfaces lt br 
eoldsilt1te with burrows, 2, 13 cm Is med gr fr& none -- 1-2 
hardground cap beds with wth 
wavy/rippled silty 
partings; hg cap 34 
cm 
fissile-chippy shale sh beds 6-7 cm, Is sh·lt grfr& none -- 1-3 
interbedded with beds 2·3 cm. upper wth;ls - med 
calcis,ltite , sh 1.5 m of Is beds are grfr&wth ; hg 
decreases dnd Is 5cm surfaces It br 
increases in upper 1.5 
m, 
ls<sh 
arg,ltaceous/ rubbly burrows, ls thinly sh-It gr fr& none -- 1-3 
calc1siltite laminated, several wth;ls-med 
interbedded with m)all hg (mottle d) grfr&wth;hg 
shale, like 1ayers,small surfaces It br 
ls>sh fault/calc ite vein 
shows 1 m offset in 
beds 
argrllaceous/rubbty burrows, ls beds sh-It grfr& none 
1-3 
cdlc1s1tt1te 2-3 cm, sh beds wth;ls · med 
interbedded with mm-1 cm, Is thinly grfr&wth 
shale, laminated, several 
ls>sh small hg layers 
drgillaceous./rubbty Is beds 2-3 cm,sh sh-It grfr& none --
1-2 
ca1etstl1te beds mm -1 cm, Is wth;ls- med 
mterbedded with thinly larrnncited grfr&wth 
shale, 
ls:>sh 
cdlcls,lrne Is beds 1-3 cm, sh sh& ls-It grfr none -- 1 
interbedded with beds thin up to &wth 
shale, mm-I cm, ls thinly 
ls>sh lamina ted 
24 Om 
230 m 
15 
14 
220m 
210m 
~ 
-
-
-
-
-
'f 
-
-
-
~ 
~ 
-
-
I 
' l ) aJ 
-
-
-
c::, 
'\J"-
'\J"-
- ~ 
CV S 
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INFO 
Litho logy Structures Color Fossils Taph onomy Bl TS TOC 
cdkisilt,te 1s and sh beds -2 -3 Is· med grfr& none -- 1-2 
1nterbedded with cm.upper Im dk gr wth; sh -
shale, consists of -10 cm dkgrfr&wth ; 
ls=sh; Is beds and shale Is surfaces dk 
upper 1 m trans1t1ons partmgs grfr& It br 
to-10 cm beds of wth 
calcis1lt1te with 
paper/fissile shale 
partings;sligh t ly 
rounded erosion, 
ls>>Sh 
gradual tran s1t1on to Is and sh beds -2-3 ls- dkgrfr& nonto -- 2-3 
alternating cm wth; sh- dk gr 
monled / rubb ly fr&wth ;ts 
calcisilt1te and papery surfaces dk gr 
shale, fr & It br wth 
ls=sh 
rubbly nodular co\ler, none dkgrfr&wth none 2-3 
capped with 60 crn 
rubbly calcrs1ltite 
alternating rubbly Is beds 2 cm and sh ls- d k grf r & poly merid trilobi t es mode ratly 2-3 
calcisiltite and paper beds 3 cm, hg layer wth ; sh· dk g r art iculated 
shale, capped with 25 burrowed fr&wth ;Js-
cm calc1s1ltite, surfaces dk gr 
ls-sh fr&ltbrwth 
cover, flat pebble hmestone dk g ray hardground : sponge drsarticula ted 2-3 ,/ 
,/ 
conglomerate, concre t ions spicules 
capped with 1-2. 3 cm 
hardgrounds 
alternating rubbty Is and sh beds 2·3 ls· dk gr fr& none -- 2-3 
,/ 
calcis1lt1te and pape r cm. ls ledge has 3 wth;sh-dkg r 
shale, Cilpped with 30 silty fr&wth;ls· 
cmca1c1s1lt1te, rippled/nodular surfaces dkg r 
1s=sh like pM t Ings fr& It br wth 
270m 
16 
]S l60m 
/ 
T7 
-----
-----------=-
i--_:::-_-_-_-_ 
-----
-----
-_-_-_-_-_ 
-=----_-_-:_ 
-------
1--------
1---------
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Litho logy 
limestone-dominated 
rhythmite, 
ls>arg Is 
alternating cakis1lt1te 
and shale transition 
quickly to (upper 
half) calcisiltrte with 
sha le p,ut1ngs, 
ls-sh 
alternating platy 
ulcis1lt1te and papery 
fissile shale;7 cm 
th ick bedding parallel 
vein at liP267 .8 m, 
ls=sh 
alternating 
calcareous shale 
(almost platy 1s) and 
fissile shale 
shale 
dltemdt lng more 
argillaceous 
calos iltite and 
fissile-chippy shale 
transitions to only 
sh<11le, 
ls=sh 
dlternating more 
.trgillaceous 
calos1ltite and shale, 
Is layers look hke 
stacked brJCks; shale 
beds become th icker 
and more recess1Ve; Is 
beds h.tve rounded 
erosion and some, 
ls:>sh 
Struct ures 
silty Is layers every 
2-3cm 
Is beds- lower half 
- 3 cm. upper half 
4 cm; ripples in 
upper half A-10 
cm 
Is and sh beds 2-3 
cm 
none 
none 
none 
lsbedsuplol0-15 
cm. sh beds -2-3 
cmto+7cm,ls 
beds have ripples 
A=lOcm 
Color 
ls-ttgrfr&dk 
gr wth ; silty Is· 
dk wth 
ls- ltgrfr&dk 
gr wth; sh- bk 
fr& It tcm wth, 
sh- upper 20 
cm dk br/ rd 
wth 
ls&s h- bkfr& 
lttanwth 
sh-bkfr&lt 
tan W'th 
bkfr&lt br 
wth 
ls-dkgrfr& 
wth;sh- bk tr 
& dk gr wth 
Is· med grfr& 
dk gr wth. sh-
bk fr& dkgr 
wth;ls 
surfaces dk gr 
fr&lt brwth 
PALEOECOLOGY 
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INFO 
Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
none 
none 1-J 
none 
none 
none 
none 1-l 
none 1-2 
1--------ZIOm--=~~~~~~~i----1 ------~-----t---1--------~----t-+-+-~ 
.--------
~-------
240 m 
CV S 
alternating calos,ltrte Is beds up 10 10· 1 S Is- med gr fr& 
dk gr wth; sh-
bk fr & dk gr 
.tnd shale, ls layers cm, sh beds -2·3 
look like sucked cm up to 7 cm, ls 
bricks, beds have 11pples wth;ls 
surfaces dk gr 
fr&lt brwth 
ls>sh 
caki s1h.1te 
interbedde d wrth 
shale,upper 1 m 
transitions to - 10 cm 
beds of Cdlc1s1ltIte 
with paper/fissile 
sh.ile partings; 
slightly rounded 
eros,on 
i-.:s.lOcm 
Is and sh beds-2·3 ls- med gr fr& 
cm, up per 1 m dk gr wth ; sh-
consists of -10 cm dk gr fr & wth ; 
Is beds and shale Is surfaces dk 
partings gr fr & It br 
wth 
none 1-l 
none 1-l 
300m 
18 
17 
290 m 
280m 
17 
16 
~ 
_-_-_-_-_:-:_ 
-----
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology 
arg1llaceous 
hmestone 
interbedd ed with 
shale, 
ls=sh 
c.tlcisilt,te 
limestone-dominated 
rhythm1te;c apped 
with -20 cm of 
hardgroun d, 
ts>arg Is 
alternaung snale with 
v/ argitlaceous 
calcisiltite , upper few 
layers are h,udground 
looking 
Str uctures Color 
none ls- medgrfr& 
It gr wth ; sh· 
bkfr& ltbr / gr 
wth 
thin bedded (- 3 Is- bk fr& 
cm) medgrwth 
dolomittc arg Is ls- bkfr& 
layer'i rippled, med gr wth ; 
lower 1 m ).-1 m ; s1lty ls- br/ or 
Is layers-1 -3 cm, fr&wth 
silty Is layers -1 
cm, hardground 
Is and sh beds -2-S sh- It br fr & 
cm dk rd/ br wth; 
ls- bk wth & fr 
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INFO 
Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
polymerid tr ilobites moderatly 
articulated 
polymend (Modoaa poly : 1 I 
faevinucha) & agnostid art iculated ; ags : 
(Boltagn ostus eurypyx , moderatly 
Utagnostus trispinulus, & articu lated 
Elrathi a alapyg! } ttlobites 
& sponge spicu les 
hardground: agnost1d TS: a rticulated & 1 v v 
trilobites, some disarticuldted 
polymerid tr ilobi tes,& 
sponge spicules 
none v ./ 
- f----=::::.--=::::.--=::::.--=::::.--=::::. ~ 
~-=-:-=~- ~ 
----1--- ---- +------+-------<f--------+------+---l------!---l 
_-_-_-_ - __:-_ 
1-- - --
1----- -__:-- _-_ 
------
-----
-.---.:::--=-=-~ 
_-_-_-_-__:-:. 
-----
- -----
- ~------
shale interbedded Is beds 2-4 cm, sh sh- It br fr & none 
wrth v/ar91llaceous beds S-10 cm dk rd/ br wth ; 
c,1lc1siltite-; Is has Is- bk fr & It gr 
rounde-d we athering . wth 
1s<sh 
gradual transition Is beds 2·4 cm,sh sh-?ls-bkfr& none --
_:-_:-:_:-:_::._-:.J---- - +-------+------+----1--------+-----+--+--l--l 
----- · 
-_-_-__:-_-_ from previous unit to bedsS - lOcm It g r wth 
shole 1nterbed ded 
wi th platy calcis1lt1te 
I----__:--_--_ 
1,----_-_-_-_ 
'\_ I I 
- 0 ·~ I i l1mestone-do m 1nated Is layers 2-3 cm, ls-ltg rfr&dk hardground - agnost 1d modera t ly 1-3 
rhythmrte; cap ped dolomrt lc arg ls gr wth ; silty Is- 11lob1tes (Hypagnostus articulated 
wrth-lOcmof layers 1-2 cm, dk br/r d wrh ; porvifrons ) & spong e 
hardground, hardground hg surface h sp1Cules 
ls>sh br to dk red? 
270m -~ 
t::: 
CV S 
33 Om 
19 1 
18 
320 m 
310m 
JOOm 
-
-
~ 
------ -----1 
-
'\../'--
-
i---- ---
------r---- --
~--=---===-~~-
..::::-..::::-..::::-_-=:-_ 
...:::-.....:::-....::::-....::::-_-_ 
-
- --
-
--
IT 
-
-
C: 
~ 
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de, 
-
-
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INFO 
Lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
alternating calc1siltrte Is and sh beds 4 c m ls- bkfr & tt gr sparse polymen d disarticulated 1 
and sha le, wth ,s h- red fr tr ilobites 
ls=sh & rd/ brwth 
transit ion to Is and sh beds 4 cm ls-bk fr& none -- 1 
alternating calc1sittite medgrwth , 
dnd shale, sh-red fr& 
ls=sh rd/ brwth 
lim estone-dom inated first few beds ls- bk fr& none 1 
rhythmite , ca pped rippled A.-40 cm; med gr wth ; 
with mild laye rs - 1-3 cm ,s, lty siltyls- br/or 
hardground , Is layers -1 cm, fr&wth 
ls-a rg Is hardground 
shale interbedded sh beds 7 cm, Is sh-rd fr& none 1 &l 
with Cdlcis1ltite ; upper beds3 cm, wth, ls- bk fr & 
15 cm transitions to hardgroun d med grwth; 
nodular appearance , 
ls<sh 
argittaceous non ~ fs-medg rfr& polyme rid trilob ites moder.ttly 
hmestone It gr wth; sh· articulated 
interbedded wi th bkfr & It br/gr 
shale, wth 
ls=sh 
360 m 
350 m 
l 
340m 
JJOm 
-
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
~ 
/\ 1 
-
(P J 
-
~ 
CY S 
SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology Structures 
mudmound layer, 
hXw: J0X50 cm 
limestone--domin ated Is beds -4 cm, silty 
(calcisilt1te) rhythmite, ls-2cm 
ls>o~arg Is 
mudmound layer, 
hXw: 70X80 cm 
mudmo und layer 
mudmound layer, 
hXw :4X30cm& 
20X40 cm 
mudmound layer, 
heighthXwidth: 
75X50 cm 
alternating calc1siltlte Is and sh beds 2 
and shale, cm;u pperlOcmv 
ls=sh nodular 
trans1t1on to mudmounds, Is 
altl>rnating and sh beds 2-3 cm 
arg,llaceous 
calrn.ilt1te ,rnd shale, 
ls=sh 
a lternating cak1s11t1te Is and sh beds 4 cm 
and shale, 
ls=>h 
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INFO 
Colo r Fossils Taphonomy 81 TS TOC 
ls- bk fr& none ·- 1 
med grwth ; 
dolomitic arg 
Is- med gr fr& 
br/orwth 
Is- bk fr& It gr none 1 &l 
wth, sh- red fr 
& rd/br wth 
ls-b k fr& lowe r 0.5 m has dis.irticulated 2-3 
med gr wth, polyme rid trilobites and 
sh-red fr& sponge spicules 
rd/brwth 
ls-bkfr&lt gr sparse polyme rtd diSdrticutated 1 
wth, sh· red fr trtlob1tes and spong e 
& rd/br wth spicules 
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INFO 
Litho logy Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
390m 
A mudmound layer mudmou nd lctyer 
380m limestone-dominated Is beds -4 cm, silty ls- bkfr& none ·- I 
rhythm1te , ls -2c m med gr wth ; 
ls>or=arg l'i dolomitic arg 
ls-med gr fr& 
br/orwth 
370m 
n mudmound layer, hXw: 40X60 cm 
360m 
CV S 
420 
19 I I 
-£wk 
. - ...I 
-£mj 
410 
II 
IO 
m 
I 
I 
m 
400m 
•o 
' 
390m 
I ~ 
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(\ 
(\ 
(\ 
(\ 
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SEDIMENTOLOGY 
Lithology Structures 
hmestone-dominated thinly laminated, Is 
{calcisi lt 1te ) rhythm rte, beds 30 cm, 
ls>>arg Is separated by silty 
partings 
mudmound layer, 
hXw:JX1.Sm 
limestone-dominated Is beds -10 cm, 
rhythmite, siltyls-4 cm 
ls>arg Is 
mudmound layer 
mudmound layer 
mudmound layer 
mudmound layer, 
hXw:.70Xl m 
limest one-dominated Is beds - 4 cm. silty 
rhythmite, 1s-2cm 
ls>or - arg Is 
mudmound layer 
mudmound layer 
mudmound layer, 
hXw:JXl .5 m 
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PALEOECOLOGY SAMPLE 
INFO 
Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
ls-ltgrfr& none -- 1 
wth, parting 
surfaces- It gr 
fr and It br 
wth 
Is-bk fr& none -- 1 
med gr wth ; 
s11tyls - med 
grfr& br/or 
wth 
ls- bk fr& none 1 
med grwth ; 
dolomitic arg 
ls-med gr fr& 
br/or wth 
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INFO 
lithology Structures Color Fossils Taphonomy Bl TS TOC 
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beds poorly separated by silty surfaces- It gr 
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-
ls>:>arg Is wth 
t::: 
-
~ 
limestone-dom inated thinly laminated. ls ls- ltgrfr& none 1 
~ (calcis1ltrte) rhythm1te, beds 30cm, wth, parting 
ls> >arg Is separated by silty surfaces- It gr 
p,Htmgs fr and It br 
= 
wt h 
-
420m 
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Plate 1. Combined data (interpreted cycles, sea-level curves, sequence boundaries and systems tracts, and 
TOC curves) from measured sections in the Drum Mountains, Wheeler Amphitheater, and Marjum Pass 
localitites presented from north to south (left to right). SB(Z)=sequence boundary (zone); TST=transgressive 
systems tract; MFS(Z)=maximum flooding surface (zone); HST-highstand systems tract. Cycle numbers in 
quotations represent areas of section with unidentifiable cycles. wh-Wheeler Formation; mj=Marjum Forma-
tion; pc=Pierson Cove Formation; ti-lower member Trippe Limestone; tf=Fish Springs member of Trippe 
Limestone; wk=Weeks Formation wh Wheeler Formation. 
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